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Special Issue: Book of Common Worship (1993)

his issue

of The Princeton Seminary Bulletin, devoted to the Book of

Common

Worship ('1993), inaugurates an occasional feature; namely,

a

mat-

“special issue” that brings concerted theological attention to a topic or
ter of significance for the life of the church.

In 1993 a Book of Common Worship prepared by the
ship Ministry Unit for the Presbyterian

Theology and WorChurch (U.S.A.) and the Cum-

berland Presbyterian Church was published by Westminster/John
Press of Louisville, Kentucky. This service and prayer

Knox

book stands both

as

the immediate successor to The Worshipbook of 1970 and as the descendant

of The Books of Cofnmon Worship of 1906, 1932, and 1946. This newest Book
of Common Worship differs from

its

predecessors by

siveness (over one thousand pages) and by

of the post-Vatican
stacles to its
tice

II liturgical

its

its

greater comprehen-

richer catholicity (the result

movement), both of which may present ob-

widespread acceptance, whether on grounds of pastoral prac-

and congregational use or on those of Reformed theology.

Accordingly, the Bulletin has invited four outstanding liturgiologists to

introduce and to assess the Book of Common Worship (1993) for our readers.
They are Fred R. Anderson (a pastoral overview), Karen B. Westerfield

Tucker (the eucharist), Laurence Hull Stookey (baptism), and Ruth C.
Duck (occasional services and prayers).

The

Anne McKee as Archibald Alexander ProWorship at Princeton Theological Seminary at-

inaugural lecture of Elsie

fessor of the History of

tempts “a description of the

classical

Reformed teaching on worship.”

In so doing, she fittingly brings to ou r special issue

new

light

from the

liturgical past.

James

F.

Kay

Editor

Book of Common

Fred

R.

Anderson

is

pastor of the Madison
in New York

Avenue Presbyterian Church

A

rial

He has served as Chair of the EditoBoard o/Reformed Liturgy and Mu-

Pastoral Overview

sic,

as Clerk of the Task Force

by Fred R. Anderson

ber of the writing team that developed the
1989 Directoiy for Worship for the Presby-

Worship (1993):

City.

terian

and a mem-

Church (U.S.A.), and as one of the
Book of Com-

editorial consultants for the

mon Worship

T

(1993).

he Book of Common Worship, prepared by the Theology and Worship
its own
now been available
our Reformed tradition? Where did it

Ministry Unit of the Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.) for both

church and the Cumberland Presbyterian Church, has

Where does it fit in
come from? What is its relationship
What value does it have for a local
who plan and lead worship?
for

two

years.

I.

Worship

in

congregation and especially for those

the Reformed Tradition

Worship and concerns about worship have been
formed tradition from

its

Worship?

to the present Directory for

beginnings. Following

a

at the heart

of the Re-

dispute over his insis-

tence upon discipline, especially for those receiving the sacrament, Calvin

was forced out of Geneva and was summoned by Martin Bucer to Strasa church of French refugees there, Calvin came to know
power of word, sacrament, and congregational song as the macomponents of Lord’s Day worship. Upon his return to Geneva, he

bourg. Serving
firsthand the
jor

quickly incorporated the Strasbourg order into the service book

The Form of Prayers (1542)
metrical Psalms
the biblical
as

—

lar,

rhymed

as the

churches, as

was the book

may

be,

texts

it
it

being set to

hands another

Geneva Psalter was the
in the

a

unison tune, in vernacu-

real prayer

body of metrical
book of Reformed

hands of the worshiper. Yet,

ought not obscure the
liturgical resource that

we know

continued his program to produce

poetry. As has often been observed, this

Psalms known
that

as well as

fact that there

was

shaped worship

as true as

in the pastors’

—

a

service

book

based on Calvin’s own. With the spread of the Reformed movements

throughout Europe and the British

Isles, service

book and

Psalter

came

be the most formative resources for worship, second only to the Bible
self.

to
it-
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A. Prayer Book/Service Book Controversies

John Knox, while

exiled to

Geneva, compiled The Forme of Prayers for the

English congregation he served until his return to Scotland in 1559.
largely

known

Rite,

it

Drawn

received preference in the form that

came

The Book of Common Order and was required for all liturgipurposes by 1564. This served the church well until Westminster (1645)

to be
cal

from the Genevan

and

still lies

as

behind the

Church of Scotland.

liturgical tradition in the

It

was

not until the English crown began an attempt to conform the Scots by in-

Cranmer’s Book of Common Prayer that there began to be resistance to the notion of prayer or service books among the Scots,
sisting

upon

their use of

,

who, interestingly enough, never viewed
resistance

ten prayer,

worship

their Psalter as a prayer book.

Their

was soon joined by the Puritan movement’s opposition to any writ-

much

God

less liturgy

“of human composure.” Wanting to be free to

according to the

was “the Bible

is

Word

of

God

alone, the Puritan battle cry

our prayer book.” Thus, when the divines met

at

West-

minster in 1644, to develop a confession and prayer book to unite the
churches of England and Scotland, the spirit of Puritanism was such that no
prayer book could be written. Rather,
in its place, a description

ship.

a

directory for worship was substituted

of principles that would govern Reformed wor-

Often called “a prayer book without prayers,” the Westminster Di-

rectory

emerged

as a

unique phenomenon among

Christian church, directing

how worship

liturgical resources in the

should be conducted, but leaving

the prayers, orders and rites to the discretion of the minister. This presented

where Knox’s The Forme of Prayers was either still
use or the subtext of free-church worship. As Presbyterians made their

little

in

way

problem

to the

in Scotland,

New

World, however, they brought,

in the spirit

of their Puri-

tanism, both the Westminster Directory and Confession, and a free-church

understanding of worship.
B.

The American Church

Despite the 1644 Directory and the Bay Psalter, some in the colonial
church recognized the need, not only for uniformity in matters of worship,
1

but for

a

book

that

would shape

prayer.

As the eighteenth century pro-

ceeded, Presbyterians in colonial America largely forgot the reasons their
Puritan forbears had been opposed to prayer books.

understood “free-church” to mean “free to do

The

first

book

to be printed in British

as

By and

large, they

one pleased

America (Cambridge, 1640).

in

now

worship”

A

PASTORAL OVERVIEW

rather than “free to worship according to the

new “free-church”

spirit

Word

I2 3

of God.”

Though

was dominant, there remained many

with the poor state into which
called for a service book.

much

By 1788,

Presbyterian worship had fallen.
at the

this

dissatisfied

They

formation of the Presbyterian

United States of America, agreement could be reached on
a confession and on a form of government, but not on a liturgical resource. One year later, after significant disagreement, an amended West-

Church

in the

minster Directory became the compromise standard, and
to the twentieth century.

An American

C.

Through

all

alive in those

By

it

remained so

in-

2

Presbyterian Book

of this time, the

and

Its

call for

concerned with the poor

Subsequent Editions

prayer and service books remained
state into

which worship often

the mid-nineteenth century, a small but vocal group of

byterians was calling for a restoration of the

Genevan

fell.

American Pres-

liturgical tradition that

lay behind Puritanism. Seeking to restore the spirit of that reform, but

al-

so concerned for ecumenicity, these pastors called for and began to write service

books for use by their congregations. By the end of the century, pub-

lishing houses

were making these books available

in the

North. In the

South, the General Assembly had already broken with the directory tradi-

By the turn of the cenbook of prayers and services, provided that such a book was not mandatory. In 1906, the General Assembly
of the Presbyterian Church in the U.S.A. published The Book of Comtnon Wortion in 1894 with

its

addition of liturgical material.

tury the church was ready for a published

ship, its first

approved service/prayer book, giving

official

recognition to the

value and appropriateness of using such material to order worship.

The 1789

Directory and its amended versions were largely ignored by ministers in both
Northern and Southern churches until after the Second World War. In the South, a minor yet significant change came in 1894, when the directory was amended to contain liturgical formulas for the Lord’s Supper and baptism, with liturgies for marriages and funerals also appended to it. In the North, a new directory was called for in 1955 by the newly formed
United Presbyterian Church in the United States of America. Written by Robert McAfee
Brown for a General Assembly Committee, it was adopted in 1961. The (Southern) Presbyterian Church in the United States made six subsequent revisions of its directory, the latest
in 1982. That same year, the committee to reunite Northern and Southern Presbyterians conflated these two directories in such a way that those responsible for worship in both denominations strongly objected. Yet, not wanting to stand in the way of reunion, it was agreed that
one of the first tasks of a reunited church would be the writing of a new directory, which began in the fall of 1983 and was adopted by the church in 1989. For a fuller history of these
events, see Horace T. Allen, Jr., “The Function and Authority of Liturgical Books in the Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.),” Reformed Liturgy and Music 27, no.
(Winter 1993): 1 1 - 4; and
Fred R. Anderson, “Why This Directory: Issues, Agendas, and Objectives of the Task Force,”
Reformed Liturgy and Music 23, no. 4 (Fall 1989): 175-80.
2

the

1

1
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Since 1906, this book has been through four revised editions, which

new Book

to say that the
fifth

of Common Worship

is

not so

new

after

all! It is

is

the

such worship resource produced for use by Presbyterians in this cen-

tury. It

was (and

is)

both prayer book and service book. That

is

to say,

it

presented prayers providing models for pastors in the preparation of their

own

prayers, 3 as well as furnishing a collection for family or personal use.

It also

a

a number of services: morning and
communion service with eucharistic prayer,

included orders and texts for

Day worship,

evening Lord’s

a

baptismal liturgy, an order for confirmation of baptismal vows, as well as

an abridged Psalter, and

By 1932

a

collection of canticles and ancient hymns.

a

rudimentary lectionary, marriage and funeral

rites,

church or-

dinances (ordinations, installations), an abridged Psalter and responsive
readings, and a collection of festival and seasonal prayers were added.

The

1946 edition was

then

a

major revision, drawing on the

liturgical scholarship

emerging. Five different services for Sunday morning and evening worship

were offered,
pital use.

as well as orders for

The former

communion

for corporate,

home, or hos-

lectionary was replaced by the two-year lectionary

recently published in the Scottish Book of Common Order.

The

fourth edition (1970), marked such

that a different

name was

coming an emphasis

a

departure from previous editions

chosen, The Worshipbook. Liturgical renewal was be-

in the

church supported by new

liturgical scholarship.

The Lord’s Day service was completely revised, using the Reformed model
of Word and Table, rather than the Puritan model of daily prayer. Elizabethan
English was set aside for contemporary language. The new Roman Catholic
lectionary was found to be superior to the one being prepared by the
mittee, and was used instead,

making the Presbyterians the

first

com-

Protestants

employ what would come to be known as the Common Lectionary. The
was the addition of a collection of hymns that followed in
1972, thereby changing the title to The Worshipbook: Services and Hymns.
Changed in both name and style, this edition was destined to be the most
to

greatest change

controversial of the five.

embroiled

One

in controversy

editorial modifications

year after the hymnal appeared the book was

over “inclusive language.” Recommendations for

ranged in cost from $37,750 to $1,070,000.4 The budall options for change and au-

get-conscious 1974 General Assembly rejected

thorized the book’s continued publication and distribution.

Strongly influenced by The Book of Common Prayer, the Sunday morning and evening serwere based on the model of daily prayer rather than the service of Word and Table. Five
services were included because there could be as many as five Sundays in a month.
4 Harold M. Daniels, “Book of Common Worship (1993): What’s New,” Reformed Liturgy
and Music 27, no. 1 (Winter 1993): 21.
3

vices

5

PASTORAL OVERVIEW

A

Contemporary Liturgical Concerns

II.

The

making the recommended changes contin-

dissatisfaction of those

ued to grow, both within the
pew.

The

“

governance of the church and

official

movement was now

liturgical-renewal

in full

in the

bloom. Liturgies

were being developed by pastors and congregational worship committees,
ranging in scope from those attempting to return to the simplicity of Word

and Table,
tament, to

as

it

full

was thought to have occurred

in the

church of the

New Tes-

celebratory services of prayer and praise, employing

move-

ment, mime, chancel drama, dance, multimedia, and other innovations.

Those

in the

who were

church

serious about liturgical reform began to raise

what was characterized

their voices against

as “the

proach to worship. They once again called for

who had been

a

balloon and bongo” ap-

more

useful service book.

on the 1932 and 1946 editions of the Book
wondered
why the sermon had been “moved to
Co?timon
Worship
aloud
of
the middle” and voiced the concern that all of this emphasis on worship
Pastors,

trained

,

would lead

demise of preaching. Others responded that preaching

to the

itself

had already done enough to cause

gical

renewal centered

in lectionary

its

own demise and

reform would produce

that only litura

resurgence in

biblical preaching.

Through

the decade of the seventies, the debate continued, with lead-

ership emerging in a
tive in

ecumenical

number of circles. Presbyterians began

liturgical scholarship

North American Academy of Liturgy, the
cietas Liturgica.

,

ciation of Musicians
in

The

as the

Liturgical Conference, and So-

World
Worship and the Presbyterian Assoupon pastors and musicians skilled and

began to

call

worship to write for their publications. In conversations
as well as at the

annual meeting of the

North .American Academy of Liturgy, Presbyterians began
need for three new resources

—

a

hymnal,

a Psalter,

and

to talk about the

a service

1980, the General Assembly of the United Presbyterian

U.S.A.

ac-

Office of

music and worship conferences,

at

become

Baptism Eucharist and Ministry was published by the

Council of Churches. 5

knowledgeable

to

through organizations such

(UPCUSA)

book. In

Church

in the

approved an overture that would begin these projects

and was immediately joined by both the Presbyterian Church

in the

Unit-

(PCUS) and the Cumberland Presbyterian Church.
The new service book was envisioned as more than a revision of either
The Worshipbook or its 1946 predecessor. A whole new book was to be pro-

ed States

duced, using

5

a

process developed by the United Methodist

Baptism, Eucharist and Ministry, Faith and

of Churches, 1982).

Order Paper no.

1 1 1

Church

in its

(Geneva: World Council
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own Supplemental Worship Resources program begun in 1970. Services
would be developed by representative task forces and then sent to selected congregations for trial use and comment prior to publication in a specific

Supplemental Liturgical Resource (SLR). From

fifty to

one hundred

congregations of differing size and circumstance were invited to review test
drafts of each resource

Once

all

of the

and respond with comment and suggested changes.

SLRs had been published and used in the church for a suitteam of those who were both liturgically knowl-

able time, an editorial

edgeable and pastorally experienced would glean the very best from the resources and edit

a

new hardbound prayer and

At the onset of the program, reunion
a

new Directory

for

Worship.

Many

set in

of those

to prepare the directory also served on, or
forces.

As

a result, the materials

service book.

motion the development of

who

served on the task force

were consultants

for,

the

SLR task

being developed were not only consistent

new directory but also had a formative impact upon it. The SLR project was staffed by Harold M. Daniels, who at its inception was Director of the Joint Office of Worship of both the
UPCUSA and the PCUS, and after their reunion, became Associate Di-

with the provisions of the

rector of the Unit

on Theology and Worship. In

the task forces for bodi the

new Directory

for

that capacity he served

Worship and the SLR

on

project.

Publication of the Supplemental Liturgical Resources began with the Service for the Lord's

Manfage

Day

(1984), followed by Holy Baptism (1985), Christian

(1986), The Funeral (1986), Daily Prayer (1987), Services for Occa-

Care (1990), and Liturgical Year (1992), each receiving wide
acceptance and generating thoughtful criticism. 6 In 1991, work began on

sions of Pastoral

editing materials previously published in these

SLRs

to prepare

them

for

inclusion in a single volume. Daniels, the project director, had final edit-

ing responsibility;

a

group of twenty-seven

editorial advisers

was appoint-

him. As the preface to the Book of Common Worship notes, “The
a broader spectrum of the

ed to

assist

final

product has involved more people and

7

The Service for the Lord's Day, SLR 1 (Philadelphia: Westminster, 1984); Holy Baptism and
Renewal of Baptism, SLR 2 (Philadelphia: Westminster, 1985); Christian Marriage, SLR 3 (Philadelphia: Westminster, 1986); The Funeral: A Service of Witness to the Resurrection, SLR 4 (Philadelphia: Westminster, 1986); Daily Prayer, SLR 5 (Philadelphia: Westminster, 1987); Services for Occasions of Pastoral Care, SLR 6 (Louisville: Westminster/John
Knox, 1990); Liturgical Year, SLR 7 (Louisville: Westminster/John Knox, 1992). No volume
on ordination and installation of church officers was produced because during this time a General Assembly Task Force on Ordination was still at work.
1 A list of these editorial advisers and consultants appears in the preface to the Book of Common Worship, 12. Nevertheless, the volume would not have come to pass without Harold M.
6

Services for the

Daniels’ fifteen-year devotion to the project.

PASTORAL OVERVIEW

A

church than any of its predecessors”
simultaneously with the
with

In addition

it.

church finds

it

(p. io).

new Directory

for

I2 7

Developed

Worship,

has been developed at

a

time

cooperation and

in

largely consistent

it is

when

the ecumenical

agreement about the nature of Lord’s Day wor-

itself in virtual

ship.
It is

clear this

neither the

is

(U.S.A.) and the

obvious

work of one person, nor even one group of
across the Presbyterian Church

many people

people, but the product of

Cumberland Presbyterian Church. What may not be as
book by the larger community of litur-

the contribution to this

is

gical scholars in the

church catholic, especially those belonging to the

North American Academy of

Liturgy.

Comprised of both academics and
work of its study

pastors representing a broad spectrum of the church, the

groups
that

is

evident in the pages of the Book of Common Worship a resource

is

,

Reformed, catholic, and ecumenical.

The Book of Common Worship (1993)

III.

What

is

the value of this

who

cially to those

new

resource to local congregations, and espe-

plan and lead worship? Writing in the issue of Reformed

Liturgy and Music that was dedicated to introducing the

new book, Harold

Daniels notes that the Book of Common Worship preserves what were the major contributions of

its

predecessor, The Worshipbook the ordering of the Ser:

vice for the Lord’s Day; a

temporary language that
set

is

weekly lectionary; strong,

vivid,

and rich con-

neither colloquial nor overly formal; and

of resources for observing the Christian year. 8

What

is

new

is

a larger

a series

of

pastoral offices; a full Psalter pointed for singing as well as for responsive

reading; an expanded treasury of prayers; and a two-year daily lectionary.

The book

is

divided into five major sections.

more. Not only

really far

Reformed worship,

its

Worship

came

it

“The

Day

called a preface

Those

is

to

and ongoing relationship to other

also provides an explanation of

to be.

said here should begin with those

A. Lord's

is

most concise and helpful introduction

history, principles,

service and prayer books,

of Common

is it a

What

interested in

how

the Book

more than what has been

opening thirteen pages.

Service

Service for the Lord’s

Day”

(pp. 33-161) begins with prayers for use

before worship, offering not one or two but thirty-seven prayers suitable for
use by worshipers as they prepare for the service.

8

Daniels,

“Book of Common Worship,”

19.

Some

are the classic col-
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lects

of the tradition, others are from the treasury of devotional writing

across the years ranging from

such names

Clement of Rome,

as Christina Rossetti, St. Francis,

to

Howard Thurman, with

Maria Ware, and Augustine

of Hippo representing the intervening centuries (pp. 17-30). As is the case
throughout the work, there are large portions of scriptural prayers included,

and

prominent ways

in

—one of the refreshing and

prayer book. Even the Puritans,

The

service itself is preceded

vice for the Lord’s

Day

calls to

by

a

The

worship,

a

salutary aspects of this

would have been impressed!

thirteen-page

(pp. 33-45),

study Reformed worship. 9
ent scriptural

think,

I

commentary on the Ser-

primer for those

just

beginning to

service (pp. 48-83) begins with ten differ-

opening prayers, and proceeds through

five

the order for the day, usually offering three or four choices per section.

When scripture

is

the source,

it is

Portions of the liturgy that

ics.

are so indicated

The

by brackets

Service of the

so noted in the right hand margin in

may be observed

in

ital-

one of several places

as well as rubrics (instructions printed in red).

Word presumes

three scripture lessons as well as the use

of the Psalter as congregational song or responsive reading.

The

creeds that

follow are the two ecumenical creeds of the church in contemporary trans-

However, the instructions also direct the reader/leader to affirmadrawn from scripture, as well as to the possibility of using the Book
of Confessions. Provision and instruction are made for baptism or one of
lations.

tions

the pastoral rites of the church, prior to the prayers of the people. Again,

the instructions remind one that these are prayers appropriately led by an

member of the congregation and must not be offered only by the minister. An outline for what is appropriately included in such intercessions is provided, as well as references for where one may find modelder, deacon, or

els

of such prayers within the book.

The
This

is

Lord’s Supper

is

presumed

to be normative for Lord’s

consistent with the earlier Worshipbook and with the Directory for

Worship. Yet, provision

is

made and

when not

celebrating the sacrament.

prayers

set forth (pp. 68-77).

is

prepared for

a

church that

eucharistic celebration.

was four times

9

This

Day worship.

is

rectory for

a year,

is

instruction given for

The

As the

first

how

to

proceed

of twenty-four eucharistic

preface explains, this book has been

experiencing an increase in the frequency of

Whereas

the

by the time

norm

this

for

communion

prior to 1970

book was published, the norm had

one of those places where a different pattern from the one presented in the DiWorship is evident. Though minor in its variation, it is unfortunate that this was

not brought into conformity with the directory, as it will confuse those just beginning to study
Reformed worship, whether worship-committee member or seminarian.

A
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become monthly, with an increasing number of congregations now celebrating the sacrament weekly. 10 The model eucharistic prayer includes
provision for intercessions incorporated within the body of the prayer, if
they have not been offered between the sermon and the sacrament. In this
section, there

is a

paucity of scriptural charges and blessings, given the rich-

ness of alternatives otherwise included in the book. However, they do ap-

The Lord’s Day service concludes with a list of alterways the liturgy may unfold (pp. 84-85), such as noting the many
where the peace may be located.

pear in other places.
native
places

Nevertheless, whereas the Lord’s Supper and baptism are both assumed
as

normative parts of a Lord’s

in this order. Rather,

one

source.

I

wish

here as

a

way of clearly

is

Lord’s

the baptismal rite

sent to another section of the

at least the basic outline

is

not included

book

a

Day segment

for that re-

of baptism might have been included

indicating that baptism belongs after the

claimed, rather than after

The

Day liturgy,

Word

pro-

confession of sin or opening hymn.

continues with

a large

portion of additional

texts:

prayers of confession (pp. 87-89), prayers for illumination (pp. 90-91), biblical
ascriptions of praise (pp. 91-92), biblical invitations to discipleship (pp. 92-93),

and the Brief Statement of Faith,

No

as well as

other scriptural affirmations (pp.

than eight different prayers of the people are offered (pp. 99124), in both bidding and litany form, complete with commemorations of those

94-98).

less

who have died in the
on the Eastern
are followed

faith,

liturgies

and concluding collects.

of St. Basil and St.John Chrysostom (pp.

by eight eucharistic prayers

by an oudine of what

Among these is a litany based

is

in various

x

12-14).

styles,

to be included in such a prayer for those

prefer to pray the great thanksgiving in free style (pp.
es

forms and

1

These

followed

who would

26-56). This section clos-

with post-communion prayers, exhortations, and blessings (pp. 157-61).

The

basic service

is

then enlarged by

for seasons as well as each

season

is

Sunday

a

major section providing resources

in the Christian year (pp. 165-488).

provided with material appropriate to

ditional prayer of confession

its

own

observance

Each

— an ad-

and eucharistic prayer (“great thanksgiving”).

Ash Wednesday, Easter
Vigil, Easter Day, etc.) are provided with full liturgies. Therefore one finds
the Easter Vigil, complete with introduction and brief commentary (pp.
294-314), between the Good Friday and Easter Day services. Each day of
the Christian year is provided with at least an opening sentence of scripture and one or two prayers of the day.
Special days of observance (Christmas, Epiphany,

10

As of the writing of this article, the Unit on Theology and Worship Ministry reports that
one hundred of our congregations are celebrating the eucharist weekly.

better than

i
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“Baptism and Reaffirmation of the Baptismal Covenant” (pp. 402-88) confrom those in previous resources, in that they recover the

tains rites different

liturgy of the

church catholic. Daniels comments, “Since baptism

church catholic, and not into

branch of the church,

a

The

basic rite (pp. 403-17)

of the candidate(s) through profession(s) of
ing over the water, to the act

itself,

and

is

faith, to a

the ancient renunciation of evil.

through water: creation, flood, exodus, entrance into the land of

promise, and Jesus’ baptism. Rubrics

call for

the liberal use of water through

immersion, pouring, or washing, rather than

This basic

rite is

a

dab of water on the forehead.

then applied in multiple contexts: an alternative service

from the Consultation on

some

prayer of thanksgiv-

followed by the laying on of hands,

The rite restores to the profession of faith
The prayer over the water recalls God’s acts

anointing, welcome, and peace.

to save

into the

is

appropriate that

way Christians have baptized
moves from the presentation

the act of baptism bear resemblance to the

throughout time.” 11

it is

Common

Texts (pp. 419-29); a liturgy in which
are reaffirming their baptismal vows while another is being baptized,

common

a practice

in

many churches today

the baptismal covenant

upon

mation upon uniting with

a

first

(pp. 431-45); reaffirmation of

profession of faith (pp. 447-53); reaffir-

congregation, which omits the act of baptism

but includes the laying on of hands and anointing (pp. 455-62); and reaffirmation of the baptismal covenant for a congregation (pp. 464-71). This
followed by additional liturgical

is

sion; a litany confession of sin;

texts:

opening prayers;

and charges (pp. 472-77).

baptism concludes with two pastoral

rites:

confes-

calls to

The

section

on

“Reaffirmation of the Baptismal

Covenant Marking Occasions of Growth in Faith” (pp. 478-84) and “Reaffirmation of the Baptismal Covenant in Pastoral Counseling” (pp. 485-88).
At

first

glance, this

is

The
especially when

the most confusing section of the entire book.

richness of alternative resources

is

using the book during the actual
lects portions for inclusion in

more bane than blessing,
That barrier is removed

rites.

an order of worship, or produces

computer-generated text for use by the pastors and assisting
er,

when one

elder.

Howev-

more

logical.

Prayer

“Daily Prayer” appears next, with

hymns and
11

se-

typed or

begins to think through the ways in which reaffirmation of bap-

tism occurs in the lives of congregations, this section becomes
B. Daily

one

if

a

Daniels,

biblical songs,

and

a

its full

Psalter, collection of ancient

large collection of prayers for various oc-

“Book of Common Worship,”

23.

—
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casions.

SLR

5,

G

1

Daily Prayer was the longest of these seven resources, and
,

has unfortunately been reduced, due to space constraints, to the bare

bones of one Morning Prayer service, one Evening Prayer service,

alter-

midday, and prayers

at the

native services (seasonal offerings), prayers at

followed by a Vigil of the Resurrection (for use
would have preferred fewer alternatives in this section and more focus on the basic Morning Prayer and Evening Prayer
liturgies. This section seems too incomplete to be useful, especially for the
close of the day. This

on Saturday evening).

is

I

initiate or occasional user,

prayers (pp. 496-501 for

For the daily

except for the daily prayer outlines and closing

Morning

which worked very well

in

Prayer; pp. 517-22 for Evening Prayer).

soon grows

user, the resource

SLR

5,

thin.

The

seasonal alternatives,

compressed form.

are less helpful in this

A

complete Psalter (pp. 599-783) follows upon the “Daily Prayer” section, thereby restoring the preeminent prayer book of the Reformed
churches to the Book of Common Worship for the first time since the 1932
edition. One of the great strengths of the Book of Common Worship is the
excellent use of Psalms throughout
ly fitting that the entire Psalter

tuitous that
Bibles!),

it

it

various liturgies. But

book

right in the middle of the

lies

making

its

should also appear in

easily

found when

in a hurry.

its

own

(like

it is

especial-

unity. It

is

for-

most Protestant

Psalm singing has been one

of the primary ways the congregation participates in Reformed worship
since Calvin’s Geneva. This resource presents responsorial
a

The

refrain.
is

Psalm singing

choir or soloist singing the Psalm to the tone, with the people singing the

much

and

is

preceded by

tional refrains

— though the pointing

itself

may

a

double set of new Psalm tones and eight congrega-

composed by Hal Hopson. As the

useful introduction ex-

A

or B, whereas the B set

plains, the refrains

of tones

been pointed for singing

text has

too small to be useful to any but the most accomplished singers

may

also be

be sung to either tones

sung without refrains and are

the canticles that appear earlier (pp. 573-79).

That

to be used
is

when

singing

to say, groups can sing

the text to the tone (in unison or responsively), either including or avoid-

ing the refrains as they are marked in the text. Such groups will need patience and time to learn that this

is

more prayer than song. Those who take
“ensemble prayer” and what it

up the

discipline will learn the true gift of

means

to pray as one. Metrical

Psalms are available to the worshiper

Hymnal
Gordon Lathrop and

abbreviated Psalter included in The Presbyterian

This Psalter
12

is

a

new

translation by

(Louisville: Westniinster/John

Knox, 1990), nos. 158-258.

in the

11

.

Gail Ramshaw.

*
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textually sound, fully inclusive, and avoids masculine pronouns as well
dominant male imagery for God. The translators are also skilled liturgical theologians and have worked hard to find language that both sings and
It is

as

Each Psalm is accompanied by a Psalm prayer,
which not only captures a major theme of the Psalms, but often adds
Christian implications drawn from the Psalm. It may be offered immediremains faithful to the

text.

ately after the Psalm, or following a time of meditative silence

Psalm and the prayer. This replaces the older
the Gloria Patri at the conclusion of

The

Psalter

is

followed by

a

between the

liturgical practice of

using

Psalm.

a large collection

of “Prayers for Various Oc-

casions” (pp. 787-837), which includes the Great Litany, a litany of thanksgiving, a litany of confession,

and 122 occasional prayers ordered under the

World (pp. 795-99); Natural Order (pp. 799-803); Church and
Other People of Faith (pp. 803-15); National Life (pp. 816-18); Social Order (pp. 818-22); Family and Personal Life (pp. 822-32); and Human Condition (pp. 832-37). This collection incorporates most prayers that have
headings:

made up

the treasury of prayers in previous editions, but also includes a

broad range of new

texts

drawn from the Lutheran Book of Worship, The Book

of Common Prayer, and other resources. Each prayer is marked with an
dex number that will identify its source, if patiently traced through the

knowledgments, which are arranged by source
ly there is

(pp. 1101-6).

in-

ac-

Unfortunate-

no cross index arranged by prayer number, making the search
The preponderance of prayers focuses on church (and

process a tedious one.

others of faith) and family and personal

life,

providing

a large

body of oc-

casional prayers. Pastors and other worship leaders should take time to pray

through these

texts over a period of days, to acquaint themselves with the

richness of this portion of the book. Again, texts have been adapted to be
sensitive

and inclusive, using sound

require the polishing that will

liturgical language,

come from continued

show what happens when working under

although some

use,

still

and some simply

the press of imposed deadlines. 13

C. Occasional Services

The

next major sections of the book cover occasional services: “Christ-

ian Marriage” (pp. 839-902),

“The Funeral”

(pp. 903-63),

and various

“Pastoral Liturgies” for ministry with those in need of special pastoral care
(pp. 965-1033).

13

al

See prayer

1

18,

Three marriage

services (Rites

I,

II,

and

III) are offered.

taken from The Worshipbook (p. 185). It is unfortunate that the colloquiall out,
Lord,” was not changed in the editing.

phrase, “straighten us

O
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Rite

(pp. 841-51)

I

with the
81)

is

service based

is a

of marriage

rite

a

Word and

I

except that the bride and

may be used independently

853-

rite

be-

the eucharist. Rite III (pp. 883-

service for those previously married in a civil

the pattern of Rite

groom

ceremony and follows
reaffirm their covenant

or incorporated within Rite

II. It

also easily adaptable to be a service for the reaffirmation of marriage

vows

promises.
is

II (pp.

based on the Service for the Lord’s Day, placing the marriage

is a

33

upon the proclamation of the Word

response to that proclamation. Rite

tween the proclamation of the
92)

r

It

on an anniversary or following

time of reconciliation. All three

a

itself a

pro-

wedding sermon, and opportunities for
“Statement
on the Gift of Marriage” is
The

vide for the reading of scripture,

congregational participation.

rites

a

strong proclamation of the church’s understanding of the nature and

purpose of marriage within God’s created order.
Pastors will enjoy the opportunity to review these liturgies with brides

and grooms; they provide an excellent context for discussing the spiritual

dimensions of the covenant of marriage. There follows, not only

a list

of scripture readings appropriate for weddings, but also the texts of the

most commonly used

lessons, utilizing the

(NRSV). (This extremely
of the Book of
rather than

Common

useful feature

Worship

sendee book and

a

,

is

New

Revised Standard Version

retained in the pastoral edition

enabling the presider to use one book

a Bible.)

Pastors can give the

propriate lessons to the couple, asking that they read through
lect lessons for use in the service.

coming

a classic

edition,

which was widely used

al

A

good resource, Rite

list

of ap-

them

to se-

quickly be-

I is

of the same calibre as the marriage service from the 1946
until

its

archaic language required textu-

alterations.

“The

A Service of Witness

Funeral:

lows. This was the

1970.

It

to the Resurrection” (pp. 902-63) fol-

most well received of all the

rites in

The Worshipbook of

reappears in the Book of Common Worship having drawn widely on
,

additional resources to

make

dition here

“Comforting the Bereaved”

is

a rite for

One major ad905-9). How many

the textual options even richer.
(pp.

home, and

pastors have gathered with families and friends at a funeral

wished to have

a brief,

be used before leaving
the service

is

held in

pall as a coffin is

tism,

a

organized source of scripture lessons and prayers to
a

viewing? “The Funeral” (pp. 91 1-38) assumes that
It therefore begins with the placing of the

church.

received at the door of the church. Death

and the resurrection promise

to be either a service of scripture

ment, the

latter

is

proclaimed.

The

is

service

and prayer or that of

tied to bapis

structured

Word and

Sacra-

containing yet another eucharistic prayer. Either way, the

J
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service assumes and
tion through

makes provision

for strong congregational participa-

hymns, Psalms, and other prayers. “The Committal”

46) follows, and

a

is

(pp. 939simple order of scripture sentences, prayer of com-

mittal, Lord’s Prayer, prayers,

and blessing. Provision

burial, burial at sea, cremation,

and

a service at a

is

made

for earth

columbarium. As was the

case in the marriage service, there follows not only a

list

of scripture read-

most commonly used
lessons, again, utilizing the NRSV. Those who appreciated the compactness of The Worshipbook service will find this book a bit harder to use (even
ings appropriate for funerals, but the texts of the

in the pastoral edition).

One

than two ribbons, where

sorry that the publisher did not include

is

five

more

or six could have been most useful. Affixing

index tabs for frequently used prayers or lessons, along with a book mark
or two will help in navigating through these difficulties. This
section, with a rich collection of prayers, a

is a

strong

number of which have comforted

generations of the faithful in times of need.

Other occasional

grouped under the heading “Pastoral Litur-

services are

gies” (pp. 967-1030). “Ministry with the Sick” (pp. 967-994) includes scrip-

ture sentences, a large

of appropriate lessons, and selected Old Testa-

list

ment, Psalm, Epistle and Gospel

texts in the

included, interceding not only for those

who

NRSV. Twenty

are

ill,

care for and about them. Prayers for those in a

prayers are

but also for those

coma or unable

municate, Alzheimer’s patients and loved ones, those suffering

who

comfrom AIDS,
to

a prayer for use when a life-support system is withdrawn attest to the
enormous pastoral experience that lies behind this resource.
“Holy Communion with Those Unable to Attend Public Worship” (pp.
995-1002) follows. The title itself gives witness to the sensitivity of the book
and its understanding of how the sacrament’s multivalent nature takes on

and

a

unique pastoral dimension

vision

is

made

as

for participation

scripture and join in the laying

giving

is

communion

rather than as eucharist. Pro-

by elders or deacons,

on of hands. An

as those

who both

read

abbreviated great thanks-

both eucharistic and proclamatory, providing for acclamations

as

people are able.

Two

services “for

Wholeness”

tance and Forgiveness for

round out the occasional
wholeness

is

(pp. 1003-22)

Use with

services.

a

Penitent Individual” (pp. 1023-24)

The

basic structure of the services for

prayers (sung and spoken), scripture, sermon, intercessions

with the laying on of hands, anointing with
ing.

and “A Service of Repen-

This order

is

oil,

Lord’s Prayer, and bless-

then adapted for congregational use, either as the sole

PASTORAL OVERVIEW
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focus of the liturgy or as
vice. In abbreviated

form

a rite for
it is

*35

those in need after

Lord’s

a

who

applied to individuals

are

ill

Day

ser-

or to those

counseling who, following repentance and forgiveness, wish an

in pastoral

make proviThese services are a
tradition. A word of warning

enacted form of prayer affirming the gospel’s promise. Both
sion for the Lord’s Supper as might be appropriate.

most important recovery for our liturgical
however: pastors need thoroughly to familiarize themselves with these
liturgies before enacting them, lest the book become a barrier between pastor and parishioner.

“Prayer at the

Time

of Death” (pp. 1025-30) closes this section.

prised of scriptural sentences and special prayers,

has died to God’s eternal care.

Here

is a

it

when we can be

case

Comwho

entrusts the one

grateful for

prayer books to hold and read, as emotions born of pastoral relationships

would otherwise keep us from being able

to speak. All of these latter sec-

tions are included in the pastoral edition. Pastors

book

in a briefcase, purse,

The book concludes
and

a

need carry only one

or automobile.

with

a

“Calendar and Lectionaries” (pp. 1031-95)

“Table of Major Celebrations of the Liturgical Calendar” (pp. 1096-

97). After a

commentary on how

to adapt the lectionary to local use, the

New Common Lectionary is included (pp. 1035-48). The work
Consultation on Common Texts (CCT), an ecumenical forum for

three-year

of the

renewal

liturgical

among major

Christian

communions

North Ameri-

in

1992 and now
1983
appears here. Additional commentary on the Christian year is given at aptrial-use edition of the lectionary

ca, the

was revised

in

propriate sections, such as the transition from Epiphany into Ordinary

A

Time.

two-year “Daily Lectionary” (pp. 1049-95) follows, complete
who have experience with both lectionaries

with introductions. Those

know

that

work needs

to be

done

cord with that used for Lord’s

to develop a daily lectionary

Day worship. Although

was given to searching for such

a

resource,

it

was

more

in ac-

considerable time

finally

concluded that

the current two-year version, taken from the Lutheran Book of Worship
still

to be preferred until a

new

,

is

daily lectionary can be developed. Final-

from the “Table of Major Celebrations of the Liturgical Calendar” (pp.
1096-97) one can learn when Advent begins from 1992 through 2039, as

ly,

well as

which cycle

in the

Sunday and

daily lectionaries

is

appropriate.

The

dates of Ash Wednesday, Easter, Ascension, and Pentecost are also provided

through 2039.

The

twentieth century has witnessed the Reformed tradition recovering

i
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liturgical heritage.

its

Although the 1107 pages of the Book of Common

Worship (1993) are far removed from Calvin’s The Form of Prayers (1542),
there is much the reformer would have applauded in the work of his North

American heirs. The Book of Common Worship is biblical, catholic, scholarly, and pastoral. It presents the norm for Lord’s Day worship as a sendee
of Word and Sacrament and includes the practice of daily prayer centered
in scripture. Its pastoral liturgies are first

God’s saving presence

Coming

larger church.

among

us in Jesus Christ. It

is

an expression of the

when there is an ecumenical convergence
Book of Common Worship is a product of this con-

at a

in matters of worship, the

and foremost proclamations of

time

vergence.
D. Special Editions and Copyright Provisions

Two

abridged editions of the Book of Common Worship are

now

available:

Book of Common Worship: Daily Prayer and Book of Common Worship: Pastoral
Edition. *4 Both have been published on deluxe India paper with semihard

cover (4 1/2"

X

7 1/2")

and marker ribbons suitable for personal and pub-

use. In addition to the funeral

lic

and pastoral

mentioned above,

liturgies

the Pastoral Edition also includes the baptismal services, marriage liturgies,
a

great thanksgiving (prayer A), prayers for the family and personal

prayers for the

human

condition. Daily Prayer includes

if

is

as close to a

“pew

edition” as

we

life,

and

of the liturgies

and table of major celebra-

as well as the Psalter, prayers, daily lectionary,
tions. It

all

shall

have for some time, even

too expensive for purchase in large numbers.

The

entire Book of

Common

on computer software,
vice books.

gregations,
vice

This
it

will

will

a

Worship

is

now

major development

available at reasonable cost

not only make the material

make

it

far

far easier for pastors to

more

document bear the appropriate copyright

of Common Worship states,

“ All rights reserved.

may be reproduced without
italics

No

recognitions.

The

Book

part of this publication

special permission, except as noted" (second

mine). Brief portions of this Book of Common Worship

duced without special permission for one-time use only

to a

accessible to con-

compile their own ser-

and prayer books in loose-leaf form. 15 Use of such material requires

that the

15

of prayer and ser-

in the field

may

be repro-

— for worship and

(Louisville: Westminster/John Knox, 1993.)
While these liturgies were in the SLR-testing stage, I had my secretary key the texts oncomputer disk so that I could prepare individualized orders of worship for weddings, fu-

nerals, baptisms,

and the

like.
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educational purposes, in an order of service for use by a congregation, or

— provided that no part of such re-

in a special

program or lesson resource

production

is

edgment

included: Reprinted by permission from Book of Common Wor-

is

sold, directly or indirectly,

and that the following acknowl-

©

1993 Westminster/John Knox Press. “One-time use” means each
time one develops a liturgy. Westminster/John Knox Press is to be con-

ship

,

gratulated for this breakthrough in copyright provisions, which
service to the church.

is

truly in

The

Karen

Eucharist in the

B. Westerfield Tucker Assistant Pro.

;

fessor of Liturgical Studies at

Book of Common
Worship (1993)

ty

Duke

School

,

University

,

is

The Divinia minister in

the United Methodist Church. She is the
author of two chapters in the forthcoming
book Liturgical Definitions of Human
Life: Life-Cycle Rituals in Judaism and
Christianity (University of Notre Dame

by Karen B. Westerfield Tucker

Press).

I

n the Westminster Shorter Catechism, the purpose of human

life is

fined in one succinct sentence: “Man’s chief end

God, and

to enjoy

him

for ever.”

The

is

to glorify

centrality of worship for God’s creatures stat-

ed in this dictum echoes an emphasis found earlier in Calvin’s
the Christian Religion that gratitude

is

soli

Deo

gloria

1
.

Institutes of

the appropriate and necessary

response to the grace of God; worship, as with

be directed

de-

all

of Christian

life,

human
was to

Calvin, of course, was proposing nothing new,

but was attempting to reform the church on the basis of his understanding
of the faith and praxis of the early church as revealed both in scripture and
in early Christian writers.

The

services found in the Book of Common Worship are a

to return the

church to the chief end outlined

by restore worship

as the center

the core of the Christian

life.

in the

modern attempt

Catechism and there-

of the church’s ministry and gratitude as

Drawing upon

the best of ecumenical and in-

ternational liturgical scholarship, these worship services strive to be faithful to scripture

and tradition, to be authentic expressions of Reformed

theological and liturgical traditions, and to be relevant to

North American

Presbyterian Christians of the late twentieth century and beyond.
I.

The

A

Service of

liberality of the grace

of

Word and Sacrament
God

and the requisite response of

grati-

tude are attested and enacted in Christian worship by the proclamation of

Word

the

(through the reading and hearing of scripture and by the expli-

cation and application of scripture in the sermon) and by the celebration

of the sacrament of the eucharist

(in

which thanksgiving

is

rendered for

all

God’s mighty deeds and through which God’s continuing work of salvation
revealed).

is

1

This

is

The

integral connection

between

Word and Sacrament

is

as

the overarching thesis of B. A. Gerrish’s Grace and Gratitude: The Eucharistic The-

ology ofJohn Calvin (Minneapolis: Fortress, 1993).

THE EUCHARIST
old as the church

who

itself. It is

identifiable in the

1

Emmaus

story

when

39

the one

himthem in all
self’ was made “known to them in the breaking of the bread” (Lk. 24:27,
35). Justin Martyr confirms the linkage of Word and Sacrament in one of
the scriptures the things concerning

“interpreted to

the earliest descriptions of Christian worship, and the implications of this

union then compel the community of faith to ministries of justice and mercy {First Apology 67 [ca. 150]).
In attempting to follow the example of scripture and the early church,
Calvin, along with

many of the

other sixteenth-century reformers, affirmed

the primitive unity of Word and Sacrament found in Christian worship and

desired that the Lord’s Table be set every Lord’s

Day

(a

preference local

circumstances did not permit). Indeed, Calvin defined the church

where was

that place

found “the pure preaching of God’s

to be

the lawful administration of the sacraments.” 2
ical

Word and

However, Calvin’s theolog-

exposition of the sacraments in the Institutes clearly gives precedence

to the
to

itself as

Word and Sacrament together work
This preeminence of the Word undoubtedly en-

Word, although he notes

confirm

human

faith.

3

that

couraged the normativity of scripture, sermon, and prayer alone for Lord’s

Day praxis among
egated to

the Reformed; the celebration of the sacrament was rel-

a quarterly

event that was prepared

for, at least in

some

regions,

by penitential “sacramental seasons.” The occasional character of the observance of the sacrament was reinforced in printed service books by the

placement of the order for the Lord’s Supper
lowing the baptismal

texts)

at

some

distance (usually fol-

from the orders of service generally used

for

morning or evening worship.

The

joining of Word and Sacrament together into one unified liturgical

text for every Lord’s

Day

charistic reformation

in effect completes, for Presbyterians, Calvin’s eu-

by restoring the primitive practice that Calvin sought

but was unable to imitate.

The

recasting of the Lord’s

Day

liturgy

begun

The Worshipbook of 1970 is carried out more fully in the Book of Common
Worship of 1993, where the ritual structure of the Service for the Lord’s Day

in

not only shapes worship for Sunday mornings and evenings, but also governs the order of worship for frequently used occasional services such as

Christian marriage (Rite

2

ed.

II)

and the funeral.

Word

and Sacrament has thus

King Francis,” in Calvin: Institutes of the Christian Religion,
Ford Lewis Battles, Library of Christian Classics, vols. 20-2

Sec. 6, “Prefatory Address to

John

T.

McNeiM,

trans.

1

(Philadelphia: Westminster, i960), 24-25.
3

See esp.

Institutes 4. 14.3,4.14.1

1278, 1286-87, 1416).

1,

and 4.17.39

(in Calvin: Institutes

of the Christian Religion,
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become the normative pattern
ed within

many

for Presbyterian worship, a pattern replicat-

other Protestant liturgical revisions produced in the wake

of the ecumenical liturgical renewal that was inspired in part by the Sec-

ond Vatican Council. 4 According to the liturgical texts, the Lord’s Supper
is no longer to be regarded as an intrusion into the typical service. Rather,
without the eucharist

a service

whole;
is

how

an abbreviation,

and not the

will

—how

reform

a

a

remains to be seen

be interpreted and experienced by worshiping congrega-

gregations

is

Day

is
is

defined as the normative pattern,
the usual practice for

(and in the

list

of alternatives, pp. 84-85), in the rubrics that

on Lord’s Supper pracWorship (W-2.4009 in Book of Order

and

contained in the Directory for

in a statement

For example, well-written prayers of thanksgiving

the eucharist

most con-

reflected in the introductory instructions to the Service of the

are scattered throughout the rite,

[1993]).

(U.S.A.), will the lex orandi indeed

lex credendi?

Even though Word and Sacrament
the reality that the ante-communion

tice

What

church’s (and thereby the denomination’s) faith. In other words,

inform the

Lord’s

truncation, a part of the

regular diet of scripture, sermon, prayer, and eucharist will

members of the Presbyterian Church

for

rule.

a

the normativity of Word and Sacrament proposed in the Book of Com-

mon Worship
tions

is

to be the exception

it is

is

to be used

when

not celebrated, but that reflect the emphases and language

of the prayer of great thanksgiving, are provided for Ordinary time and for
the seasons and festivals of the Christian year.

Two

possible locations are

noted for the confession and pardon and for the peace: either

as part

of the

gathering or preceding the eucharist (thereby associating the confession and

more

Mt. 5:23-24). Although the placement of the
confession immediately before the eucharist conforms to other Protestant
the peace

directly with

practice, this location should require additional theological reflection for

Presbyterians since the classical liturgies of the Reformed tradition dictate
that worship begin with adoration and confession thereby firmly remind-

ing the creature from the outset of the relationship with the Creator.

The

Book of Common Worship supplies numerous alternative components

for use in the liturgy preceding the eucharistic section proper. Yet perhaps

The

recognition of a need to understand the eucharist as an integral part of the Lord’s
is expressed in the response of the Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.) to the ecumenical
statement on eucharist proposed in the World Council of Church’s Baptism, Eucharist and Ministry, Faith and Order Paper no. 1 1 1 (Geneva: World Council of Churches, 1982). See sections 31.231 and 31.232 in Max Thurian, ed., Churches Respond to BEM, vol. 3, Faith and Or*

Day

liturgy

der Paper no. 135 (Geneva:

World Council of Churches,

1987), 196-97.

THE EUCHARIST
too

many options

are available without a

commentary or guide (comparable

4*

thorough explanation given of the

and theological implications of variant placements.

liturgical

in

*

to but

One hopes

more complete than

Supplemental Liturgical Resource [SLR]

i

)5

will

a

that found

be provided for wor-

ship leaders that details the theological rationale, the historical precedents

Reformed

(especially in the

tradition),

and the practical implications for the

The

selection of the various options within the service.

rich assortment of

resources provided should be utilized not simply for variety’s sake, but to
enable authentic,

vital,

and

faithful

worship for

a particular

worshiping com-

munity.
II.

The Eucharistic Prayers

Several eucharistic prayers or anaphoras are contained in the Book of Com-

mon Worship

The Worshipbook (where only one form

in distinct contrast to

of the great thanksgiving was provided) and to previous service books pro-

duced by the denominational ancestors of the Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.).
Eight distinct great thanksgiving prayers (A through H) are located in the
section
the

on the Sendee

norm

since

it is

for the Lord’s

Day; prayer

A seems

printed as part of the main text.

in this section follow the structure (and in the case

Two

intended to be

additional forms

of prayer

I,

even include

parts of the text with congregational responses, slightly modified) of stan-

dard prayer A, while encouraging extemporized prayer (prayer J is little
more than an anaphoral “directory”). Themes of liturgical seasons and
days are expressed in thirteen great thanksgivings found
sources for the liturgical year.
al

each have

two

social

and

ongoing work of salvation.

Worship

(pp.

prisingly,

no

of Holy

A variation

Communion

995-1002) located
specific

suggested) or

a

or

is

variation

Many of these
appeared

the re-

ecclesiastical rites of passage as part of

of eucharistic prayer

H

is

God’s

included

with Those finable to Attend Public

in the section

of “Pastoral Liturgies.” Sur-

anaphoras are provided using language and imagery

for the circumstances of baptism (though the

a

among

pastoral offices of marriage and funer-

related eucharistic prayer that utilizes sacramental language

a

to define these

in the service

The

Baptism of the Lord

text

congregational service of wholeness and healing (form

is

H

recommended).
eucharistic prayers

in the trial

were newly written for the services that

books beginning with

SLR

1

and have been carried

5 The Joint Office of Worship for
the Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.) and the Cumberland
Presbyterian Church, The Service for the Lord's Day, SLR 1 (Philadelphia: Westminster, 1984).

I
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over, with varying degrees of modification, into the Book of Common Wor-

ships

The

direct ancestors of the anaphoras for the liturgical year, marriage,

and the funeral can be located

tional texts supplied for the Service of the Lord’s

by

a significant

One among the addiDay is prayer B, fashioned

in these resources. 7

reworking of prayer B found

in

SLR

i.

C

Prayers

and

D

are adaptations of older (and undoubtedly familiar) Presbyterian prayers:

SLR

the former (a revision of

prayer A) was originally inspired by the

i,

thanksgiving in The Worshipbook; the

latter,

an adaptation of the Order for

the Celebration of the Sacrament of the Lord’s Supper or

Holy Commu-

nion in the 1946 Book of Common Worship, follows prayer C from SLR 1.
The brief prayer
which is identified for use in home or hospital and

—

H

should not be the prayer used for worship in the main congregation on the

Day

Lord’s

—

a

is

modification of the

SLR

pears to have no direct antecedent and
Worship.

These prayers constitute

a

is

1

prayer H. Only prayer

A

ap-

original to the Book of Common

Reformed backbone

for the entire col-

lection of eucharistic prayers.

Unfortunately, what was probably the most “Reformed” of

new

anaphoras did not survive the transition to the

1

all

the

SLR

publication: prayer

G, which was Calvin’s communion exhortation of 1542 reworked into the
form of a short eucharistic prayer. Although this prayer may not have
found widespread use, such vividly Calvinistic phrases

“we remember how

as

Jesus invites us to his table, imprinting on our hearts his sacrifice on the

“pour out your Holy Spirit upon us that

cross,”

we may be
“lift

we

receive bread and wine

our hearts and minds on high where, with Christ your only Son, and

with the Holy
to

as

assured that Christ’s promise in these signs will be fulfilled,” and

Spirit, all

glory

is

yours” could have been incorporated in-

some of the other prayers.
F and G of the Book of Common

Prayers
prayers

E and D

Worship, found in

ecumenical and catholic breadth of Presbyterian worship.
ro-Antiochene anaphoras (and not, apart from the

For

a

1

as

The

anaphoral

F was modeled upon Sy-

construction behind the text designated as prayer

6

SLR

but not products of the drafting committee, attest to the

first epiklesis,

the Alexan-

SLR 1, see Arlo D. DuEcumenical Study of Their

discussion of the development of the eucharistic prayers for

ba, “Presbyterian Eucharistic Prayers,” in

New

Eucharistic Prayers:

An

Development and Structure ed. Frank C. Senn (New York: Paulist, 1987), 101-3.
1 For the original texts, see Christian Marriage, SLR
(Philadelphia: Westminster, 1986);
3
The Funeral: A Service of Witness to the Resurrection, SLR 4 (Philadelphia: Westminster, 1986);
Services for Occasions of Pastoral Care, SLR 6 (Louisville: Westminster/John Knox, 1990); and
,

Liturgical Year,

SLR

these books are

still

7 (Louisville:

Westminster/John Knox, 1992). The commentaries

valuable resources to

accompany the new

service book.

in
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H3

drine pattern as mistakenly stated) and introduced into the most recent Ro-

man Sacramentary as Eucharistic Prayer IV. The version of the text employed for prayer F is from a prayer developed by an unofficial ecumenical

committee and published

in

1975 under the

“A Common EuWord Bread Cup

title

charistic Prayer”; this version subsequently appeared in

(1978) of the Consultation on Church

Union (COCU), 8

as prayer

D in

Rite

II of the Episcopal Church’s The Book of Common Prayer (1979), and in At
the Lord's Table, 9 a supplemental resource for United Methodists predating

the 1992 publication of The United Methodist Book of Worship. In a short

complex and complete prayer covers the whole
from creation to the second coming. Prayer G comes

space, this theologically

economy of salvation,
from a modern adaptation of
for episcopal ordination

polytus.

of this

The

text,

a

found

eucharistic prayer included with the texts
in the so-called Apostolic Tradition

which

usually identified as reflective of a

is

tradition, in the early third century, thereby

charistic prayer. It

sion in

numerous

this short

of Hip-

majority of twentieth-century scholars have placed the date

prayer

making

recognized

as a type

Roman

the oldest

Roman

liturgical

known

prompted

the antiquity of the text that has

is

service books, Protestant and

is

it

its

eu-

inclu-

Catholic, because

of primitive trunk upon which grew

the limbs and leaves of the different eucharistic prayer traditions. 10

An adaptation of a newly composed eucharistic prayer produced by the
Roman Catholic International Commission on English in the Liturgy in
1986 is established as prayer E in the Book of Common Worship. This testimony to modern liturgical scholarship and continuing efforts toward Christian unity replaces an
a

ecumenical prayer text provided

in

SLR

1

(prayer F),

A New Text— 1984 forof COCU. Usage of prayer E (as

prayer from The Sacrament of the Lord's Supper:

mulated by the Commission on Worship
well as prayers

F and G) would be

particularly appropriate

on occasions

for

celebrating and praying for Christian unity, and because of their ecu-

menicity and catholicity, these texts could be used for

communion

services

shared with Christians of other denominations. But an ecumenical witness
at the Lord’s

Table

8

Cincinnati: Forward

9

At

the Lord’s Table:

is

not limited to these three eucharistic prayers, for the

Movement

A Communion

Publications, 1978.
Service Book for Use by the Minister Supplemental

ship Resources no. 9 (Nashville: Abingdon, 1981).
10
For a thorough study of the Roman Catholic Eucharistic Prayer

prayer (Eucharistic Prayer

II),

Matthew J. O’Connell (New

;

IV and the Hippolytean
Roman Rite, trans.

see Enrico Mazza, The Eucharistic Prayers of the

York: Pueblo, 1986), 88-122, 154-90.

Wor-
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four memorial acclamations printed within prayers
I

and

Eastern liturgies (acclamation

in

originate in the

A

through

E and

in

Roman Sacramentary

prayer

3,

(acclamations 1,2, and 4)
as mediated through the Episco-

pal Book of Common Prayer).
It is clear

that prayer

A was

designed to function as the standard anapho-

ra for the Service for the Lord’s

Day, but congregations

may wish

to sea-

G

son their liturgical diet with occasional usage of prayers B through
with the liturgical-year

formed traditions

is

texts.

A

rich diversity of the Catholic

and

and the Re-

evident in this collection of eucharistic prayers,

a fac-

tor that potentially opens at least this part of the Book of Common Worship
to wider than Presbyterian usage alone.
III.

The Structure of the Eucharistic Prayers

All of the eucharistic prayers in the Book of Common Worship follow the

general structure of anaphoras from the

now
prayers. The

what

is

the

most

common

West Syrian/Antiochene tradition,
composed eucharistic

pattern for newly

outlines of the anaphora in the description of the service (pp.

42-43) and in prayer J describe the content of the prayer (especially its
threefold sequence of prayer to the Father in thanksgiving for the Son and
in petition for the

outpouring and continuing work of the Holy

do not make evident

component

its

classic theological

and

Spirit)

liturgical structure.

11

but

The

parts of the historic Antiochene anaphora are:

introductory dialogue
preface (of praise and thanks)

Sanctus
continuation of the thanksgiving
institution narrative

anamnesis
oblation
epiklesis

diptychs or intercessions

concluding doxology

11

A

Supper (thanksgiving, remembering, and inoutlined in the Directory for Worship, secs. W-z. 4003-4005. These outlines can
easily constitute a framework for teaching congregations about the meaning and purpose of
the eucharistic prayer and of the sacrament as a whole.
related threefold structure for the Lord’s

vocation)

is
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Most of the anaphoras

in the Book of Common Worship

shape, and in others there

ponent

i45

is

some

reproduce

this

variation in the placement of the

same
com-

parts:

introductory dialogue (“The Lord be with you
preface or

.

.

”)

.

part of the thanksgiving prayer

first

Sanctus (“Holy, holy, holy

.

.

.”)

continuation of the thanksgiving prayer (usually focusing

upon the work of Christ)
institution narrative

anamnesis (“Remembering your gracious acts
oblation

(“We

acclamation
epiklesis

offer our very selves

(e.g.,

.

.

“Christ has died, Christ

(“Pour out your Holy Spirit

.

.

.”)

.”) 12

.

.

is

risen

.”)

.

.

.”)

intercessions (an optional placement)

supplications (petitions with an eschatological emphasis:

communion with

for

the saints and participation in the

heavenly banquet)

concluding doxology
Variations on this structure are the Hippolytean prayer

G (the Sanctus and

the intercessions are absent as in the classic text) and prayer

oblation follows the epiklesis rather than the anamnesis,
reflect a

Holy

Reformed

Spirit to

stress

produce

a

a

D

in

which the

pattern that

may

on pneumatology and the necessary work of the

human

offering.

Differences can also he found in the anaphoras in regard to the preface
part of the thanksgiving prayer and the intercessions. Prayers

or

first

C

contain the option for use of a proper preface or a variable

first

B and

part of

the thanksgiving prayer that reflects the liturgical season, day, or occasion.

Numerous proper
more

prefaces are offered in the resources, particularly for the

familiar seasons in the church year. Prayer

D

allows for proper pref-

aces to be used in conjunction with a very brief first part of the thanksgiv-

12

The

notion of oblation

is

discussed in the Presbyterian

Church (U.S.A.) assessment of
3: “To

the statement on eucharist found in section 31.236 of Churches Respond to BEM, vol.
speak of the Lord’s Supper as ‘the great sacrifice of praise’ and as an offering is not usual

We

among

have been more likely to see ourselves as receivers than givers in the celebration of
the Eucharist. We need to consider that we also offer ourselves and that the bread and the
wine are brought as our offering to the table, where they then are the means of Christ’s offering for us and to us” (p. 197). This need for attention to “our offering” seems to be redressed by the oblationary statements in most of the anaphoras.
us.
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ing.

The

rest of the prayers contain a standard (or ordinary) first part of

the thanksgiving prayer. Concerning the intercessions, rubrics in prayers

A and

B indicate that the intercessions may be included within the anapho-

ra or at
ets

an earlier point in the service prior to the great thanksgiving. Brack-

within prayer

be used.

The

F mark

off a standard intercession that

rest of the prayers depart

may

or

may not

from the Antiochene form by not

including provision for the intercession. While flexibility in the placement

of the intercessions
inhibit the “full

may

create variety,

it

may

also result in confusion

and

and conscious participation” of the congregation unless they

have an outline of the structure before them.

Two

other potential places for confusion should also be noted.

words of the thanksgiving prayer introducing the Sanctus and

First, the

effectively

cuing the congregation’s singing or saying of “Holy, holy, holy” are not con-

Although there are commonalities

sistent in the different prayer forms.

language, and congregations that experience frequent

have no difficulty anticipating the Sanctus,

it

in

communion should

might behoove the worship

leader to print the introductory line in the worship bulletin. Also related
to the Sanctus: the rubrics indicate that the Sanctus

are to be said or sung. It

is

and the acclamations

disappointing that no musical settings are pro-

vided in the service book, and only
are scored in The Presbyterian

a

Hymnal

few (and only for some of the

texts)

(1990). Musically accessible and ap-

propriate settings can assist the congregation in understanding the eu-

God. Second, the

charistic prayer as their offering of thanksgiving to

edi-

committee of the Book of Common Worship very wisely used a consistent form of the words of institution for prayers A, B, C, D and for the
torial

liturgical-year

and occasional-service anaphoras. In these and

eucharistic prayers, the narrative of the institution

by way of different grammatical constructions
thanksgiving to the Father.

Thus

in prayers

A

is

—

in the other

always framed

as part

through D:

of

a

—

albeit

prayer of

“We

give

thanks that the Lord Jesus, on the night before he died, took bread
or, for

example, in prayer G: “And so he took bread, gave thanks to you

you

.

.

.

.

.”

Pastors need to be aware of these variations lest in an attempt to recite the
institution narrative
It is

from memory one becomes

lost in the text.

the proposed alternative placements of the institution narrative that

offer the

most notable

— and

significant

—variation

from the Antiochene

form, since the Book of Common Worship allows the words of institution to

be used either before the great thanksgiving as

a

warrant or

at the

break-

ing of the bread (fraction) instead of within the framework of the eu-

THE EUCHARIST
charistic prayer.
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The rubrics and other instructions associated with the SerDay mandate that the words of institution are to be used

vice for the Lord’s

only once in

a service. (It is

assumed

this

means the

citation of a biblical text

or of a liturgical conflation of biblical texts; would loose paraphrases or
lusions be permissible in the other locations?)
in

For the Reformed

which the words of institution have had several functions

as warrant, as the setting forth

essary

accompaniment

particularly true

when

as

command,

of the promises of Christ, and as the nec-

to the visible sign

— the restriction of the words to

one location may prove problematic both theologically and
is

—

al-

tradition,

the option

is

liturgically.

This

taken to remove the words of insti-

tution from the eucharistic prayer proper.

Even though the Reformed

tra-

dition has had historically a strong eucharistic pneumatology, the epikleses in these prayers are

not strong enough to carry the notion of “conse-

cration” without the words of institution

(it

must be noted

that,

to the best liturgical theology, the whole great thanksgiving,

according

and not sim-

ply the words of institution or the epiklesis alone, should be regarded as

consecratory). In addition, the absence of the words of institution from the
eucharistic prayer raises important ecumenical questions since only in a few

ancient rites (such as the East Syrian rites of Addai and Mari and, perhaps,
the eucharistic liturgy described by Cyril of Jerusalem) have the
institution

words of

been absent. And the Protestant tradition has historically em-

phasized (perhaps even overemphasized) the importance of the institution
narrative within the eucharistic prayer.

A solution may be eventually to place

the words of institution invariably in the anaphora, but

many congregations

and pastors may not be ready for such an absolutist decision and the
of what has been
IV.

First, the

Word

a distinctive

emphasis

in the

Reformed

loss

tradition.

The Content of the Eucharistic Prayers:
Three Observations

Reformed

in both the

tradition,

by

its

liturgical

Old Testament and the

emphasis on hearing God’s

New Testament,

important witness to God’s work throughout

human

structure of the eucharistic prayer, in which the

has provided an

history.

first

The

threefold

part of the prayer of

thanksgiving focuses upon God’s mighty deeds before the incarnation and
the second part

remembers God’s saving work

in the

person of Jesus Christ

(though admittedly such distinctions in the two parts
ly defined),
ry.

permits recognition of God’s activity in

Many of the

may

all

not be so clear-

of covenant histo-

anaphoras, particularly those in the liturgical-year section,
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give appropriate attention to the old covenant. Prayers utilizing proper pref-

on Old Testament

aces skimp

tological (an exception

is

subjects since the prefaces are typically chris-

Time I) and the
The old covenant

the proper preface for Ordinary

text before the insertion of the preface

quite brief.

is

themes most frequently developed

in the prayers address creation,

steadfast love, the correction given

by prophets, and freedom from captiv-

ity.

More themes and subthemes

God’s

could have been explored, particularly in

the liturgical-year material, with the

Old Testament

lections for particular

days or for liturgical seasons serving as a source for inspiration, turns of
phrase, and images.
is

allowed in prayer

The
I

option of departing from an established text that

would permit the motifs and themes of the Old Tes-

tament lesson of the day to be brought directly into the eucharistic prayer.
Second,

strength of these anaphoras

a

is

that their language reflects the

corporate dimension of the community of faith

—the prayers are our prayers
who

and not solely the words of the worship leader: we are the ones

offer

ourselves as living sacrifices, and we ask to be united in Christ’s ministry.
Participial verb

forms are often employed to give

community

inviting the gathered

a

into their prayer:

vibrancy to the

texts,

“Remembering your

gracious acts in Jesus Christ, we take from your creation this bread and

wine

.

.

.”

These

sus Christ
ers

and

is

communicate unequivocally

texts

that

communion

not only vertical (to God) but also horizontal

(to

in Je-

our broth-

sisters in Christ).

Third, in

lifting

up hearts

in thanksgiving

and

praise, the Christian

com-

must lift up its hands in ministry to the
neighbor. The connection between eucharist and ethics is explicit in these
munity

prayers;

is

also

reminded that

it

communion should lead not only to introspection but to active
many of the anaphoras, such as the Epiphany

Christian discipleship. In

prayer, the ethical and the eschatological are comingled:

Illumine our hearts,

O

God,

with the radiance of Christ’s presence,
that our lives

Teach us

may show

forth his love in this

to befriend the lost,

to serve the poor,
to reconcile our enemies,

and to love our neighbors.

Keep

us faithful in your service

until Christ

and we

comes

in final victory

shall feast with all

your

saints

in the joy of your eternal realm.

weary world.

THE EUCHARIST
V.

The

eucharistic prayers

(Word and Sacrament)
tempt

to revitalize

r
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Conclusion

— and

the entire Service for the Lord’s

Day

—stand within the Book of Common Worship an
— and hence the very —of the
as

and renew the worship

church, and especially the Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.).

grounds on which God’s

faithful

They

rehearse the

people give praise and glory to God, and

they offer the opportunity to begin the enjoyment of

God’s loving purpose for humankind.
grace and our gratitude.

at-

life

May these

God

that belongs to

serve as vehicles for God’s

Worship (1993)

The Hugh Latimer Elderdice Professor of
Preaching and Worship at Wesley Theological Seminary Laurence Hull Stookey was
principal writer of the contemporary baptismal rites for the United Methodist

by Laurence Hull Stookey

Christ’s Act in the

Baptismal Rites in
the Book of Common

,

He

Church.

is

the author of

Baptism:

Church and Euwith the Church,

charist: Christ’s Feast

as well as the forthcoming Calendar:

Time

Christ’s

don

Church (Abing-

Form of the Rites

I.

T

for the

Press).

he 1993 Presbyterian Book of Common Worship services related to the
baptismal covenant are extraordinarily comprehensive and coherent.

Unless carefully understood and interpreted, however, their sheer bulk
(eighty pages) can

make

these rites

seem intimidating. So

it

may

be well for

us to start our examination with that very issue of length and then

on

to the

way

which the
some clergy)

services are organized. Otherwise

in

gregations (and

new

will dismiss the

and complicated to be practical,” based on

move

many con-

services as being “too long

a casual

look

and

at the page,

without factual warrant.

The
seem

to

basic baptismal service

is

may

spread across twelve pages. This

compare quite unfavorably with the

rites

of four pages in The Wor-

The Book of Common Worship of 1946, in which the service
four pages long and that for adults four and a half pages in

shipbook, or with

for infants

length.

But

is

page count

a

both page and font

many more

vide
ple,

sizes

is

a

very inaccurate gauge for several reasons.

can vary greatly. Second, recent

options, so that three prayers

but only one of the three will be used on

the older books, type was spread

Now

what

is

“sense lines”

all

a

be printed, for exam-

given occasion. Third, in

from the rubrics)

lines of greatly varying length,

is

and ease of public speech.

can be misleading; because the
lary,

To

an actual syllable count
illustrate:

On

is

new

rites

set out in

and often quite short, to

low the reader’s eye to flow down the page, rather than across;
tates interpretation

First,

tend to pro-

across the pages, margin to margin.

to be said aloud (as distinct

—

may

rites

Finally,

tend to use

al-

this facili-

even counting words
less

complex vocabu-

the only accurate basis of comparison.

the third page (p. 123) of the 1946

rite,

when one

in-

was to be baptized 292 syllables were spoken, exclusive of the names
of the candidate. But the third page (p. 405) of the new rite contains only
fant

91 syllables for use in the comparable situation. Thus, while the page size

BAPTISMAL RITES

1

5

I

of the 1993 book is literally twice that of the 1946 page, it contains less than
one-third the verbiage. The new rite is also significantly shorter than the

corresponding third page of The Worshipbook
241 syllables.

pages long

new

is

Hence
this

—-91

syllables

compared with

the question so ingrained in students

assignment?”— is

totally inappropriate

— “How many

when comparing

rites to old.

Yet another consideration

that the

is

new book

provides one

rite for

can-

didates of any age. This was the case with the 1970 joint book; but in older collections of rites,

baptized

it

on

day when both children and adults were to be

a

was necessary to work one’s way through two separate

sets of

economy of words,
the unified rite illustrates that baptism is a theological unity. There is not
one sacramental theology applicable to infants and young children and antexts. In

addition to the advantages of convenience and

other applicable to those

who

whatever age the sacrament

is

can assume the vows for themselves. At

administered, the same gospel

sounded and the same promise of grace
So what takes up eighty pages?

is

command

is

imparted.

A summary view of form and content may

help. Eight rites are provided, in the following sequence:
1.

The Sacrament

and for

PC (USA)

of Baptism (pp. 403-15).

A distinctive rite provided

by

and Cumberland Presbyterian congregations, followed

by four forms of intercession and supplication that may be included on the
occasion (pp. 416-17). Persons of any age and varying ages can be baptized
using this service.
2.

rite

rum

An

for liturgical renewal

tions of
3.

Alternative Service for the Sacrament of Baptism (pp. 419-29).

“prepared by the Consultation on

North America”

Common

among many

(p.

of the major Christian denomina-

419). This can be used in lieu of Rite

Baptism and Reaffirmation of the Baptismal Covenant:

Order

(pp. 431-45).

A

rite

used

when

A

Texts, an ecumenical fo-

1

above.

A Combined

candidates for baptism are present-

ed and when, in addition, persons previously baptized wish to profess their
faith in public for the first

time

(in

what commonly has been called “con(when transferring to a new con-

firmation”), or wish to reaffirm their faith

gregation or after having lapsed as active Christians).
4.

Reaffirmation of the Baptismal Covenant for Those

Making

a

Public

Profession of Faith (pp. 447-53). This is that portion of Rite 3, above, that
is used when previously baptized persons wish to make their own public
profession for the
is,

this service

first

time, but baptism

corresponds to what

mation” of persons baptized

in

is

not to be administered. That

commonly

has been called the “confir-

infancy or childhood.

U
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Reaffirmation of the Baptismal Covenant for Those Uniting with

5.

Congregation (pp. 455-62). This
(a) for persons received through

is

that portion of Rite

letters

3,

above, that

is

a

used

of transfer from another Christian

church; (b) for persons being received from active membership in another

church that does not issue

certificates of transfer; (c) for persons

members and now wish

lapsed as active

such occasions no one

is

to be baptized,

who

have

to be restored to active status.

nor are any persons

who were

On

bap-

tized as infants or children affirming the baptismal covenant publicly for

the

first

6.

time.

Reaffirmation of the Baptismal Covenant for

a

Congregation

(pp.

464-72), followed by additional materials that can be used on this occasion
(pp. 472-77).

A service

to be used

for baptism are being presented,

by

the forms of reaffirmation set forth above.
for use for the

The

rite is

These occasions

candidates

Day

in

intended especially

Sunday of the Baptism of the Lord, the Easter

er times during Lent-Easter (including the
Saints’ Day.

when no

congregation

a

and no baptized persons are engaging

Vigil or oth-

of Pentecost), and All

are particularly appropriate for baptism itself

or the various forms of reaffirmation enumerated above. But

if a

congre-

gation has no reason to use Rites 1-5, Rite 6 provides an option for reaf-

firmation by the corporate body.
7.

Reaffirmation of the Baptismal Covenant Marking Occasions of

Growth

in Faith (pp. 478-84). Individuals

of faith in their

lives often

wish to make

ten they ask to be “rebaptized,” and, not

to a heightened sense
fact.

Of-

knowing the inappropriateness of

their request, are mystified if not enraged
rite

who come

public testimony to this

a

when

the request

is

denied. This

maintains the integrity of “one baptism” and allows the heightened ex-

perience of faith to be set within the context of the

life

and growth that flow

from the sacrament.
Reaffirmation of the Baptismal Covenant in Pastoral Counseling (pp.
485-88). This brief rite is used in private “with persons who struggle to live
8.

up

to the implications of their baptism.”

Each of Rites

1

through 6

vice for the Lord’s Day,

a

preceded by

showing how the

a

one-page outline of the Ser-

rite is to

be incorporated into that

intended for use in private; and while Rite 7
congregational service, its use is not thus restricted.)

order. (Rite 8

of

is

Much

is

of the bulk of the baptismal section, then,

terest of simplifying the task of clergy

stead of having to

is

may be

part

provided in the in-

and congregation. For example: In-

announce which sections of Rite

3

must be omitted when

there are reaffirmations without baptisms, the sections of Rite 3 that are

BAPTISMAL RITES
needed are printed out separately

x

This also allows for inclusion

in Rite 4.

4 of certain elements that would be confusing or inappropriate
included in Rite 3.
in Rite

Once those who

plan the service identify which of the rites

ate for a particular occasion, the congregation’s
is

greatly reduced in complexity.

announcements

The new

need

to be

book
some options

The Unity of the Rites

services have an admirable unity of both
in the light

My own

form and theology.

of denominational unions, and

can best be appreciated only in contrast to the revised
es.

appropri-

“On page

no small achievement

is

still

is

in following the

to be followed with ease.

II.

This

There may

work

if

449, we will use form 2” (of three posthat appear on that page). But the layout of the book enables such

announced; for example,
sibilities

53

rites

of other church-

denomination, the United Methodist Church, also has an ar-

ray of rites related to the baptismal covenant.

form of these was released nearly

a

The most

recently published

quarter of a century after the union of

Church and the Evangelical United Brethren Church in
1968. But as of 1992, some people were so attached to the rites of the predecessor denominations that it was deemed politically necessary to include
the Methodist

portions of the old rites as alternatives to the new, unified

rite.

Further,

some were still very devoted to the cadences of Coverdale and Cranmer;
hence, some of the rites are in the language of the 1990s and some in the
language of the mid- 1500s. Most annoying of all is the fact that discordant
theological positions thus stand side to side. All of this confusion and competition of rites the Presbyterians have avoided in a most commendable
manner.

The
a rich

theological unity of the Book of Common Worship services flows

understanding of covenant rooted in Calvinian theology and inter-

preted with ecumenical and contemporary sensitivity. Baptism
as a

one-time action done to an individual,

let

alone as

corporate, and therefore the congregation

is

is

not seen

some mechanistic

action that insures the immediate remission of inherited sin.
is

from

essential to

The covenant
both the ad-

ministration of the sacrament and the working out of baptismal faith

throughout

a lifetime.

logical in focus.

The

To

rites

state

make

it

formally: Baptism

this clear

is

inherently ecclesio-

through their choice of scripture

sentences and wording of prayers as well as through what the congregation
is

asked to say and do.

The vows

of both the candidates and the congre-

gation stress the corporate reality of covenant faith.

J
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There

is

also a unity of process evident across the rites.

Not only

is

the

baptismal covenant to be reaffirmed by those baptized as infants and chil-

dren when they reach the age of accepting the obligations for themselves.
The covenant made at baptism also has reverberating implications that become explicit when moving from one congregation to another, when experiencing a new level of faith or a renewed commitment in one’s personal life, or when caught in difficulties or agonies that may be resolved

through personal pastoral counseling. Baptism

is a rite

administered only

once to each person but of lifelong and congregation-wide impact.

What

the baptismal covenant signifies

casions in the liturgical calendar.
the

That

is

consonant with specific oc-

also

this

is

true

when we

are observing

Sunday of the Baptism of Jesus should hardly be debatable. But

that All

Day should be celebrated at all by Calvinists, let alone tied in to baptheology, may be such controversial news in some places as to stir

Saints’

tismal

up much-needed theological discussion

in the

pews

(or at least in the Ses-

sion)!
It

should not be overlooked that baptismal theology infuses the Book of
Worship as a whole. Examples: In the Sunday order, the second

Common

opening prayer for the Lord’s Day
ter

and the Spirit”

ding

rite

(p. 51). If

both bride and groom are

may be

the following

you create by wabaptized, in the wed-

refers to “the people

addressed to them: “N., in your baptism you

have been called to union with Christ and the church.

honor

this calling

through the covenant of marriage?”

(p.

Do

you intend to
843). At the plac-

ing of a pall on the coffin, two options of wording are provided; both refer to

baptism

912).

(p.

Many

other references could be cited,

all

of them

serving to keep the implications of the baptismal covenant in the conscious

mind of the congregation.

The

unity of the rites and their attendant richness of content indeed pro-

vide opportunities for congregational study.

ponder throughout
forth in Rite

1.

a

month

An

adult study class

Consider the implications of

and

God

God

seals us to

frees us

claims us,

show

from

that

sin

well

just this short passage, read

immediately before the presentation of the candidates:
In baptism

may

or six weeks the teachings and practices set

we belong

to

God.

and death,

uniting us to Jesus Christ in his death and resurrection.

By water and the Holy Spirit,
are made members of the church, the body of Christ,

we

and joined to Christ’s ministry of

love, peace,

and

justice.
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Let us remember with joy our own baptism
as

A

we

celebrate this sacrament, (pp. 404-5, 432-33)

entire systematic theology

III.

implied in that brief paragraph.

is

Ecumenical Convergence in the Rites

All churches that accept trinitarian

validity (and

baptism

as a

sacrament recognize the

hence the unrepeatability) of such baptism administered

other churches

— even

other bodies that do not

in those

call their

“sacraments.” This sometimes overlooked fact implies

sacramental agreement (even

when

a

denominational membership supply added

rites,

such
it is

over

a

rites

basic ecumenical

as anointing, that

convergence

were

hardly strange that re-

The

cent baptismal rites are becoming increasingly similar.

First,

in all

certain churches at a time of change of

not included in the original administration). So

services reflect this ecumenical

own

Presbyterian

at several levels.

period of decades the Faith and Order Commission of

World Council of Churches has identified baptismal meanings and
practices held in common. As to fundamental meaning, baptism is seen ecthe

umenically as being related to participation in Christ’s death and resurrection; conversion, pardon, and cleansing; the gift of the Spirit; incorpo-

body of Christ, the church; and a sign of the ultimate reign
righteousness. As to form, Faith and Order documents suggest

ration into the

God

of

in

baptismal

a

rite that

includes

tism; an invoking of the

a

Holy

proclamation of scriptures referring to bapSpirit; a

renunciation of

evil,

and

a profes-

sion of faith in Christ and in the Trinity; the use of water; a declaration that

new

the newly baptized have acquired a

identity as the

body of Christ, the

church; and a recognition that they thus are to be active witnesses of the
gospel.
ied

all

1

It is

clear that the framers of the Presbyterian

book have embod-

of these meanings and acts in their liturgical formulations; and this

they have done without being either blatant or didactic.

Second, ecumenical convergence emerges because each denominational
liturgical

commission looks carefully

at the recently

denominations and borrows heavily from them.
the Presbyterian rites so impressive
tage of seeing

1

1

1

For

a

of the things that makes

that their writers have

had the advan-

what had been done previously by the Lutherans, Episcopalians,

United Methodists, and others

1

is

approved books of other

One

in the U.S.A., as well as

by groups

in

other Eng-

concise statement, see Baptism, Eucharist and Ministry, Faith and Order Paper no.

(Geneva: World Council of Churches, 1982), 2-7.

i
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New

lish-speaking countries including Australia, Canada,

United Kingdom.

It

become

has

most recent book has the
experience of

a

1099-1106) confirms

this, as

A glimpse

track

lower right

its

bracketed red

a

somewhat tedious search through the bibliography you can
down the original source, if you care to know it.) Thus visitors from a
a

multitude of denominations will say to themselves
terian baptismal service,
is

bibliography (pp.

at the

does the familiarity of many passages within the

themselves. (Any borrowed item has to

rites

number. By

by virtue of having the

richest resource of materials

predecessors to draw on.

all

Zealand, and the

truism that whoever has published the

exactly as

it

when

attending

a

Presby-

“Why that is just what we do in our church, too.” This

should be,

if

truly

we

believe in “one baptism.”

Third, Presbyterians have especially incarnated ecumenical convergence

by printing without change (except for editing rubrics for consistency of
sacrament of baptism produced by the Consulta-

style) the liturgy for the

tion

on

Common

native to Rite

Texts (CCT). This

is

Rite

and

2

provided

is

an alter-

as

1.

As could be expected, there are

clear differences

between Rites

1

and

2,

but they are differences in order and options, not disagreements in substance. In Rite

2,

for example, the thanksgiving over the water precedes the

renunciations and profession of faith. In Rite
al rites

nents of the

CCT order find

human commitment,

ority of grace (not works),

most observers are
sible

reversed.

is

from which

all

first

else

waiting

saying the correct things
first

must flow

suggests the pri-

as a response.

But

such importance to the various pos-

new garment and/or
makes no such suggestions.

also provides for the giving of a

a fairly

minor divergence,

1

for in both rites

it is

the water

the necessary sign of the sacrament; the other practices are option-

and secondary

at best. If Presbyterians

want

to choose

each other, they will find better reasons for doing

between Rite

1

and Rite

2.

Indeed,

a

it

up

sides

and fight

than the differences

congregation that alternates between

the forms probably will be hard pressed to state

what the differences

Overall, then, the Presbyterians have been careful to
rites

Some propo-

seems to them to suggest

while blessing the water

less inclined to give

CCT service

That, too, seems

al

are taken

lighted candle to the newly baptized; Rite

that

is

arrangements of these actions.

The
a

vows

one must earn the right to be baptized by

about

most denomination-

(as in

a crucial theological difference here;

to bless the water until after the
that

1

both historically and presently) the order

embody

are.

in the

of the baptismal covenant the essential unity of baptism affirmed by

the several sacramental

communions.
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Variety and Choice within Unity

Those who have read

this analysis to this

point

may

be tempted to sus-

pect that the manifestations of unity discussed above have produced

ity.

But such

412.

To

suspicion

a

this point, Rite

water. This

utterly unfounded.

is
1

As proof, look simply

work of supererogation, given the

a

most denominations have only one. But read on;

may

reconciling actions, invoking the

God.

one could ask for

latitude

If

for then

we

fact that

are advised

own

give thanks over the water in his or her

words” by praising God’s covenant
cription to the triune

page

at

has offered two prayers of thanksgiving over the

might seem to be

that instead “the minister

a

creativity or spontane-

“buttoned-down” approach to liturgy that excludes

faithfulness, gratefully recalling

Holy

Spirit,

anyone objects to

in the

At almost every other point,

fixed rites, there

name of extempore

at least

God’s

and concluding with an

as-

the

is all

prayer.

two options are given

as to choice

of opening sentences, biblical citations, vows, prayers, acts of blessing, and
the

like.

The

options are clearly visible on the page by means of

of consecutive numbers and letters of the alphabet.
each of the items

is

parallel

and that one (or more,

Numbers

in

some

a

system

signify that

may

instances)

be selected. Letters signify that the items are not precisely parallel and that
the choice depends

use one or

upon circumstances. Thus,

more of biblical

selections 1-5; then,

are presented as candidates for baptism, use A;

dren are presented, use B.

both

A

and B.

Or

If

at the
if
if

beginning of Rite

1,

adults and older children
infants and

younger

chil-

persons of every age are being presented, use

again, choose

between thanksgiving over the water

1

or

same end is achieved. But in options A
and B of the Apostles’ Creed, the same creedal wording is used; form A is
done in three parts in response to questions, while form B is said all at once
without employing the more ancient interrogative form. Use of the creed
is not optional, but either form can be selected based on local circumstances.
2;

the

wording

One

is

different, but the

of the few defects of this book

rather subtle distinction between
a

source of confusion at

first.

is

that

nowhere does

numbering and

lettering,

it

spell

out this

and that may be

But once the nuances are understood, the

dis-

tinction should be helpful rather than troublesome.

This does, however, provide the opportunity for a warning. In the old
books options were usually rare; furthermore, may meant “Do this if you

meant “Do this or else!” Then it was possible to work one’s
way through the liturgy without much forethought. (Those who did not
wish,” and shall

prepare well often read the text very badly; but likely they did not get lost
in the process.)

Now

anyone conducting the service had better plan very

i
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carefully.

There

is a

forest of options,

and “shall” has been consigned to the

doghouse by those who write contemporary

I

and

Sunday morning

in the

no time to stand at the font silently debating, “What
do next? Where do I go from here?” Freedom implies responsibility,

midst of the service

do

rubrics.

is

liturgical latitude calls for

thorough planning before entering the

house of worship.
V.

The Challenge of Change

The new baptismal covenant services will contain enough that is new to
many Presbyterians to present great challenges to pastors and others who
are teachers of the congregation. First, we shall attend to what is missing
(or perceived to be); then we shall turn to a few examples of what is added
to previous practice.

The

great “missing” item

is

confirmation. Granted, The Worshipbook of

1970 attempted to play down confirmation by using that term abundantly
and rubrics but not using it at all in the text read aloud. In the

in headings

oral text,

“commissioned” was used instead. The ploy was clever but un-

successful.

Now the Book of Common

Worship totally discards the

word con-

firmation and refers instead to “the public profession of faith of previous-

Those who interpret this change to congregations
what is and what is not being rejected, and why.
not being rejected, as the new wording makes clear, is the need

ly baptized persons.”

must understand

What

is

clearly

for those baptized early in

covenant and to make

life

to claim as their

a clear, voluntary,

own

the faith of the baptismal

and public commitment to

live

out

made on their behalf at the font. The abolition of the term “confirmation” is not (as some seem to suspect) an assertion that baptism magithe promises

cally effects

something or other only

therefore can be forgotten ever

after.

at the

quite the opposite direction: Christianity

Consequently, neither
ing rejected. If those

is

who

moment

Everything
is

of administration and

in the

new

rites

a deliberate, lifelong

points in

commitment.

the need for continuing nurture in the faith beinsist

on conscious conversion

of confirmation for one set of reasons, those

who

ing classes leading up to confirmation fret about

fear the

demise

value catechetical train-

its

loss for

another set of

no one is saying instruction (in whatever form, whether by the
pastor or someone else) is being degraded. If anything, it is being exalted
by the tacit assumption that a few classes in advance of a rite administered
particularly if conat the age of twelve (or thereabouts) is far from enough
firmation comes to be misinterpreted as graduation from Sunday School.
reasons. But

—

Learning the

faith, like practicing

it, is

a

never-ending

task.
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So why abandon the term “confirmation”? There is a galaxy of reasons,
which can barely be touched on here. Often the rite of confirmation detracted

from the sacramental

it was mistakenly taught
making baptism an incomplete
even anyone baptized as an adult had

fullness of baptism;

that confirmation “completes” baptism, thus

some

action. (Indeed, in

traditions

down the idea that baptism is at best
when administered to those who say the vows for

to be confirmed thereafter; this nailed
a partial

sacrament, even

themselves. But confirmation was never regarded as

a

sacrament

at all in

Reformed circles, which led one of my colleagues to quip: “Half a sacrament plus a nonsacrament does not a sacrament make.”)
Coupled with the idea of incompleteness of baptism was the Protestant
notion that confirmation, not baptism, constituted admission to the Table

of the Lord.

(Roman

Catholics

commonly have had

first

communion

pri-

or to confirmation.) In almost every denomination that once linked confirmation to

communion,

that linkage has

though not necessarily so

level,

in

now been broken

popular

at a legislative

piety.

Because confirmation was preceded by rather linear types of catechesis

memorizing the

ten actually

Lord’s Table

came

ment

when you can

to you;

ments rewards

to be

lines

dependent on cerebration:
explain

(of-

of a particular catechism), admission to the

it

back to

us,

for rationalistic attainment? Is

“We will

you can have

it

explain the sacrait.”

But are sacra-

possible that those

who

think

they most fully understand sacraments really comprehend the least about what

they are? Finally, to confuse things utterly, in the entire Eastern Orthodox

branch of Christianity, confirmation
fancy, followed

administered not at puberty but in in-

is

immediately by the reception of communion by the infant, so

West can grasp the other’s interpretation of the rites.
number of reasons for abolishing the familiar

that neither East nor

In summary, there are thus a

term confirmation. Indeed doing so
of

full

adult

is

intended actually to enhance the goals

commitment and learning throughout

old terminology

is

also intended to

made

life.

But dropping the

encourage reception of communion

at

an earlier age;

this

firmation

of those baptized as infants or youngsters: “You have been

nurtured

rite

is

at the table

evident in the introductory statement in the reaf-

of our Lord”

(p.

447).

All of this will require patient teaching, particularly to those

confirmation did constitute admission to the table and for
still

whose own

whom

that event

holds great significance. (Sometimes the effectiveness of education in

the church

becomes apparent only when we

Other challenges surround

acts that

later try to

may be added

ing things. These can be only briefly noted.

undo

to the past

it!)

ways of do-

While not mandatory,

signa-
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tion at baptism

suggested, and

is

human penchant

point the

this

Never mind

itself.

may

be accompanied by the use of

oil.

At

for irrationality can be expected to assert

that people in the congregation love to sing about the

cross and have decorated every

pew end and

chandelier in the worship space

with crosses, or that they proudly wear crosses around their necks or on
their lapels.

Never mind

that their favorite

Psalm ends with the words

“Thou anointest my head with oil” or that “Christian” literally means
“one who is anointed.” Many can still be counted on to assert that signation and chrismation are “too Catholic” to be tolerated. The presentation
of new clothes or a baptismal candle (suggested only in Rite 2) may evoke
a similar

Only patience and common sense

response.

mining whether and how

The

laying

will suffice in deter-

to introduce such practices.

on of hands may cause

less

negative reaction due to

its

prior

The novelty of seeing this done both to the newly baptized and to persons who are reaffirming their faith when joining a
new congregation or returning after a lapse of faithfulness may cause comuse in confirmation

ment

or raise questions, however.

on hands.

lays

rites.

Why

presbyters present create a

all

the baptized present create a

power

(It is

regrettable that only the minister

are not laity encouraged to join in?

in the assertion that

As

at ordination

new presbyter, why at baptism do not all of
new member to the order of laity? There is

“baptism

is

the ordination of the

laity.”)

In these and other instances of historic practices that have
familiar of late, careful forethought

with

a

is

desirable. Preparation for education

view to change includes discovering the biblical and

for such practices

from them

in

become un-

patristic basis

and the deep theological meanings that may be derived

our time.

But hard work begets hard work. Those who have devised the new services of the baptismal covenant have
fully.

What

greater effort in
cal

book

is

done

their labors carefully

and

skill-

they have produced will require and deserves equal or even
its

not the

local

implementation. In the end, writing the

difficult task.

in the midst of the congregation.

The

difficult task

is

liturgi-

incarnating the texts

The

Ruth

Occasional

C. Duck, Associate Professor of

Wor-

ship at Garrett-Evangelical Theological

Services and Prayers

Seminary

,

a minister in the United

is

Church of Christ and a hymn

in the Book of

of her hymns appear in

Common

ing

writer.

Presbyterian
the author o/Find-

Hymnal (1990). She is
Words for Worship: A Guide

Worship

Two

The

for

Leaders (forthcoming from Westminster
John Knox Press).

6993 )
by Ruth C. Duck

I.

The Occasional Services

n the Book of Common Worship, Presbyterians continue the renewal of

I their rites, by providing pastorally sensitive orders for marriage, funerand ministries of healing.

als,

The

“The

section,

Funeral:

(pp. 901-63), includes a
a

home

A

Service of Witness to the Resurrection”

service for family

funeral service (to be adapted for use at

mittal order. Scripture

is

and friends soon

memorial

central. Prayers are

services),

drenched

after death,

and

in familiar

and images from scripture, especially Psalms reminding the

A comprehensive

God’s faithfulness.
full texts

of more

common

is

more

miliar scripture texts for funerals as

A

baptismal spirituality of

life

Baptism

is a

The

Psalm

23.

and death permeates the funeral service,

holds no greater comfort than to

sign of God’s grace in this

life

Martin Luther de-

know we

unabashedly speak

be held

in

has died

is

as if the

The
a

1

These

services

deceased and the mourners have lived in Christ,

introduction instructs that services for active

church and advises leaders to adapt the service
not

are baptized.

and the next; through baptism,

believers share in the death and resurrection of Jesus Christ.

sacramentally.

only addi-

allusions in the prayers to such fa-

ing, as well as the beautiful great thanksgiving prayer.
life

words

faithful of

opening scripture sentences and the prayers of thanksgiv-

particularly the

clared that

com-

of possible scripture readings and

ones are provided for funerals.

one might ask for

tional thing

list

a

if

members

who
who have no
Christ. The futhe person

Christian. Christians do not grieve as those

Thess. 4:13); we hope in eternal life through Jesus
neral service admirably witnesses to Christian faith attested by church and

hope

(1

sacraments. These resources might be even

more

ing guidance and optional prayers for occasions

1

Laurence Hull Stookey, Baptism:

12J.

Christ's

Act

in the

useful, however,

when

by giv-

the deceased (and

Church (Nashville: Abingdon, 1982),

—
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many of the

more detail and thewould have been helpful.

worshipers) are non-Christian. In general,

ological reflection in rubrics and introductions

For example, the editors might have given theological reasons why, and not
merely “shoulds,” when insisting that the coffin be closed during services
or that fraternal, civic, and military

Options

given for prayer at

is

are prayers for use

when

a child dies

words of commendation are given

be held separately.

of the Book of Common Worship-, more

are, in general, a strength

than one choice

a

rites

a

particular place in a service.

There

or someone dies suddenly. Different

for burial of a

body

cremation service, and for placing ashes in their

in earth or sea, for

last resting place.

Funeral and memorial services should correlate the witness to God’s
life and death of this one person. A seron the story of the deceased deprives worshipers of

love in Christ with attention to the
vice focusing mainly

the comfort of the gospel.

A service that scarcely mentions the one who died

deprives worshipers of an appropriate opportunity to give thanks and

The

grieve.

orders in the Book of Common Worship risk the second danger

of being too impersonal, especially

if

ter the scriptures are read, their

message may be proclaimed

sermon. Expressions of gratitude to
follow”

(p.

920

[italics

services of worship,

here the gospel

is

it

presiders take to heart the rubric, “Af-

God

no option

is

the one

who

the person’s

makes

little

sense to

make preaching

brought to bear on particular human

One

for the congregation to share reflections

optional, for

situations.
also

and

(How

wonders why
stories

about

has died, or to display pictures or other objects vibrant with

memory. Such sharing can be

for thanksgiving

An

may

mine]). Since these orders assume that funerals are

could this happen in a Presbyterian book of worship?)
there

in a brief

for the life of the deceased

interesting

and

a

powerful and healing vehicle

grief.

moment of inclusivity occurs

in the following

opening sen-

tence:

As

a

father has compassion for his children,

Lord has compassion for those who
mother comforts her children,

so the

As

a

so

I

will

comfort you, says the Lord.

(p.

fear

God.

913)

Pastors concerned about gender inclusivity, however, will need to choose

more frequently as a name for God than in
Though this name may be comforting at the time
may be confusing or troubling for others, if repeated

carefully: “Father” occurs here

other parts of the book.
of death for some,
frequently.

it

Such reservations

aside, these services give a theologically

sound
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the time of death.
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in Christ at

common

resources for “Christian Marriage” (pp. 839-902) share

characteristics with the funeral resources, in their use of scripture, offer-

ing of options, and emphasis on sacramental
nity.

A list of scripture

readings,

is

commucommonly used

the Christian

offered. Scripture texts, especially those that speak of

are used liberally in

The book
part of a

life in

readings, together with full texts of

full

God’s love,

opening sentences, charges, and blessings.

offers three

main options: an order

for use

when marriage

worship service (perhaps on Sunday morning),

der focusing on the marriage

itself,

a

is

simpler or-

and an order for blessing of a

civil

mar-

Within these three main options, many options for prayers and
scripture sentences are offered. The same prayers often appear in all three
riage.

sometimes adapted to

services,

fit

the context. This repetition helps the

presiders use the services easily. All options expect Christians being
ried to use the traditional trinitarian formula (“in the

name of the

and of the Son, and of the Holy Spirit”)

in the giving of rings

nouncement of marriage. Other options

are not provided,

mar-

Father,

and an-

though the

rubrics suggest omitting the formula for non-Christians.
In these orders, marriage
earlier generations of

is

integrated into the Christian

wedding

life

services did not always do.

in a

One

way

that

option for

the declaration of intent asks, “N., in your baptism you have been called

union with Christ and the church.

to

through the covenant of marriage?”
order into

Do you

(p.

intend to honor this calling

843). Rite

II,

which integrates the

of worship, emphasizes the marriage covenant, yet

a full service

involves the whole congregation in bringing their praise and concerns to
God. The well-crafted great thanksgiving includes special allusions to marriage, yet

it

places marriage in the context of God’s love for

congregation pledges

its

support in

work of the people, and not

all

three

is

a

wedding

more
2

is

people.

The

Of course, as with
and unfaith among those who

call for pastoral sensitivity.

Another distinction between these services and those of generations past
the degree of gender equality assumed. True, there is a tendency for the

male to be mentioned

is

all

marriage has become the

a spectacle for observers.

funerals, the great variety of religious faiths

attend

rites;

first

and to speak

first,

spoken

God

could be

groom

will give

and images for

expansive. 2 But the rubrics assume that both bride and

mentioned or speaks first, while in rubrics the female
were aware that always mentioning the male first
questionable, but reluctant to break the tradition in the formal setting of a wedding.
Oddly,

in

often mentioned

texts the

first. It is

male

is

as if the editors
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and receive
is

rings.

The

nowhere
same declarations, vows,

families of both give their affirmation, but

the bride “given away.” Partners each speak the

and words over the
in love

and

The

rings.

prayers and declarations assume mutuality

life.

Prayers in the marriage

rites are

among

the finest in the book.

The

prayer

drawn from The Book of Common Prayer, beautifully invokes
God’s grace and wisdom, that Christian life and love in their fullness may
be embodied in this marriage and in the whole worshiping community. The
after the vows,

prayer of illumination before the scripture readings in each of the three

rites

gracefully addresses the contemporary context:

God

of mercy,

your faithfulness to your covenant
frees us to live together
in the security of

Amid

all

your powerful

love.

the changing words of our generation,

speak your eternal word that does not change.

Then may we respond
by living

in faith

to

your gracious promises

and obedience,

through our Lord Jesus Christ. Amen.

(p.

886)

The services speak often of love, most often of God’s love, the source of
all human love that is faithful and just.
The three rites of Christian marriage given in the Book of Common Worship are good classical orders for marriage. Those who want even more options, as well as

guidance

in

developing more personalized services, will

so appreciate The Protestant Wedding Sourcebook by Sidney

The
sures.

F.

section “Pastoral Liturgies” (pp. 965-1030) contains

Those

visiting the sick will find a collection of prayers

texts full of comfort, promise,

gest that the prayers
(p. 988).

The

may

sometimes be

a

many

and Christian caring; wisely, the rubrics sug-

AIDS. This strength of

who

in fact,

memory
3

4

are sick,

specificity can, however,

weakness. For instance, the prayer “For an Alzheimer’s dis-

ease patient” (p. 992) says that “the pain of his/her forgetfulness

when,

trea-

and scripture

serve best as models for extemporaneous prayer

prayers address the needs of many, from children

to persons living with

al-

BattsA

is

great,”

some Alzheimer’s patients come to be at peace with their
some days at least). 4 This wonderful collection of prayers

loss (on

Westminster/John Knox, 1993.
This observation is based on experiences in
Louisville:

technical data.

my

family and with pastoral calling, not on
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substitute for close listening to the sick, to discern their genuine con-

where needed, these prayers can serve well.
The twentieth century is one of liturgical reform, and few reforms are
more significant than the recovery of services of healing in corporate worcerns, but if adapted

ship.

Such

services are an extension of pastoral visitation of the sick, offering

the prayers of the whole community, not only a solitary visitor. Yet theological issues

How

abound.

can the church offer hope of God’s healing,

without promising more than

ought? Granted that healing and laying on

it

of hands can be powerful symbols,

how

can

we be

sure that the symbols

point beyond themselves to God’s loving, healing power?
gies provide opportunities for confession

And how can

while avoiding the unfortunate implication that sickness

by

litur-

and assurance of forgiveness,
is

always caused

sin?

The

orders for wholeness in the Book of Common Worship deal with these

Even the

issues admirably.

“wholeness”

title

is

revealing

.

5

Mystery sur-

rounds why some people are “healed” through prayer and others are not.

But focusing

less

on

particular

symptoms, and more on the person

good
recognizes mystery when,

tegrated heart, mind, body, and
of Common Worship also
gins, the

spirit, is a

congregation offers their

lives to

dom

is

whom we

pray”

(p.

as in-

The Book

as the healing service be-

God. The

O

with another act of offering: “Into your hands,
those for

starting point.

litany for healing ends

God, we commend

all

1011). This expression of trust in God’s wis-

more appropriate than prayers

that “claim” particular outcomes.

prayers in the Book of Common Worship also avoid implying that
ing on of hands, by themselves, effect healing.

A

oil

The

or lay-

general act of confession

a

troubled conscience might be part of the need for heal-

ing; yet the service

nowhere assumes sick people are living in some unany contemporary sendees of healing show more the-

is

provided, in case

confessed

sin.

Few

if

ological care than these do.

This

is

not to

say,

however, that the services

veer into didactic, academic language. Gracefully written, they will help

congregations express compassion toward one another and faith in

who

a

God

indeed heals. These prayers are more gender-inclusive than the oth-

er occasional services,

The word “wholeness”

which

is

healing in

itself.

can be demeaning to persons with handicaps and disabilities, to
assumes the norm that everyone should have a “perfect” body. As I am using the term, and as the Bonk of Common Worship seems to use it, “wholeness” simply points
to the multiple dimensions of being human and to healing as an act that can address any or
all of these dimensions. I am indebted to my colleague Valerie Jones Stiteler for helping me
reflect on this.
5

the extent that

it

1
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Churches have hardly begun

mending broken

ther as

need for reconciliation,

to address the

ei-

mem-

relationships within a church, or as church

moving from sin and oppression toward new
life in Christ. Acts of confession within the normal pattern of Sunday worship are often too perfunctory to help. While pastoral visits have the adbers supporting one another in

vantage of being confidential, mutual support

The Book
The section

among members

also

is

desirable.

of Common Worship makes a few steps in the right di-

rection.

“Prayers for Various Occasions” (pp. 785-837) includes

excellent prayers for congregations in conflict.
offers an

extended act of corporate confession.

section includes

“A

The Ash Wednesday service
And the “Pastoral Liturgies”

Service of Repentance and Forgiveness for

Use with

a

Penitent Individual” (pp. 1023-24). It assumes that only two people would
be present penitent and counselor (minister, spiritual director, or other

—

The

member

of the Christian community).

in small

groups sharing their spiritual journeys and struggles, or groups

service could, however, be used

which those who have hurt one another move toward

veloping more effective rituals to deal with brokenness in
relationships

The

is

one task future

liturgical revision

human

in

De-

reconciliation.
lives

and

should address.

occasional services are not without their problems, and yet the or-

ders for funerals, marriages, and pastoral liturgies will,

when used with

care,

serve the church well.
II.

The
praise
es

The Prayers

Book of Common Worship provides

a

broad collection of prayers to

God, express human longing, and address many

life situations.

Voic-

from the wide communion of saints speak. Theresa and Francis, Thomas

Aquinas and

Thomas

a

Kempis, and many others (few of them women)

sound from the pages of

Samoa, and

history.

We

can pray with Christians from Zaire,

India. U.S. cultural diversity

is

also given voice, for example,

through prayers from Martin Luther King and the Chippewa nation.

One

could hardly imagine

a

more complete resource

for worship for the

church year. Opening sentences and prayers for the day are offered for

all

the Sundays of the three-year lectionary cycle, not to mention weekday occasions such as

Maundy Thursday. A

thanksgiving prayer, and

a

litany, a

prayer of confession,

a

great

thanksgiving prayer (for worship services that

do not include the Supper) are provided for each season.
The prayers for the day are at once the most useful and the most problematic of the collection. Recovery of the church year in Protestant churches has

occasioned

a

need for prayers to follow the flow of seasons and
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Book of Common Worship will delight local church

leaders looking for a comprehensive collection that fdls this need.

other hand, these prayers are the least imaginative
of Common Worship. Very

many of the

(as a

On

the

category) in the Book

prayers address “Almighty God,”

“O

God,” “Lord,” or “Eternal God,” and end with a reference to Jesus Christ
“who lives and reigns with you and the Holy Spirit, one God, now and forhigh proportion of the prayers focuses on images of

ever.”

Thus,

ruler,

which some may

resonance.

a

The most

find either hierarchical or lacking in

vivid

imagery often centers around

during Advent, Christmas, and Epiphany;

at times light

is

God

as

contemporary

light, especially

contrasted with

negative imagery of darkness, problematic in the context of racism in U.S.
society.

for the

References to

gender reference.

open the door

to

dition,

God

day and the book

as “Father” are sprinkled

as a

whole, yet

a

large

through the prayers

number of

prayers avoid

A Presbyterian document of
to the broad range of

and contemporary Christian

life.

1975 challenged the church
imagery for God in scripture, tra-

6

This task remains for twenty-first

century Christians: how, not merely to avoid or balance gender reference,
but to uncover evocative, imaginative naming of God and of Christian experience.

The

prayers of confession provided for each season,

ten for the Book of Common Worship are
,

among

prayer of confession for Pentecost Sunday
ture story with

is

the

us with

doing your

6

gems of this book. The

remarkable in weaving scrip-

upon gathered disciples
creating bold tongues, open ears,
and a new community of faith.
We confess that we hold back the force of your
We do not listen for your word of grace,
speak the good news of your love,
or live as a people made one in Christ.
Have mercy on us, O God.
Transform our timid lives by the power of your
fill

of them writ-

contemporary experience:

Almighty God,
you poured your

and

many

a

Spirit

Spirit

among

us.

Spirit,

flaming desire to be your faithful people,

will for the sake of Jesus Christ

our Lord.

(p.

343)

“Language about God: ‘Opening the Door,’ ” in The Power of Language among the People
of God and the Language about God: “ Opening the Door" (New York: Advisory Council on Discipleship and Worship, United Presbyterian Church in the U.S.A., n.d.), 41-48.
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The prayers bring out the spirit of each season, while avoiding the tendency
of many modern prayers of confession to be so specific that too often people cannot pray

where
is

in the

them with

book,

a

integrity. In the prayers

of confession, as else-

strong emphasis on social justice and transformation

evident.

The

litanies for

key occasions of the church year (such as Easter and Pen-

among the Book of Common Worship's most poetic and graceful
The permission granted to reprint brief portions of the book for

tecost) are

materials.

use in worship

(p. iv) will

make

possible to put

it

full texts in

worshipers’

hands, facilitating participation.

The

Book of Common Worship provides about 130 Psalms;

a

prayer that

captures “some theme or image from the psalm and adds Christian implications

drawn from the psalm” follows each

(p.

600).

Though

naming of God than the seasonal prayers

in their

the prayers

more

are not as rich in imagery as the Psalms they follow, they are

God

for the day.

diverse
is

“Eternal,” “Almighty,” “Lord,” and even “Omnipotent,” but other

called

names

abound: “Merciful God”; “God, our Judge and Redeemer”; “God of Glory”;

“God

of Justice”; “Loving and Merciful God”;

Justice”; “Searcher of

human

hearts”;

“God

Wisdom and

of

“Helper of the helpless”; “God of

Compassion”; “God of Grace”; “God Our Strength”; “God of pilgrims”;
and “Defender of the needy,” to name

a few.

This naming points the way

ahead by varying names for God, not randomly, but through reflection on
the context: the

way

a

Psalm describes God. The prayer

demonstrates positive use of an image of darkness:

for

Psalm 97

“O God, you

clothe the

sky with light, and the ocean depths with darkness”

The Psalm

(p. 721).

prayers and the seasonal litanies diverge from the Western

church’s tradition of almost always addressing prayer to the

first

person of

the Trinity. 7 Countless Christians have prayed to Christ in private devotion,

and many hymns address Christ or Holy

dom

begin with address to Christ; they often end with

ogy or an ascription to Christ

as

in fact,

a trinitarian

doxol-

mediator (“through Jesus Christ our

God

or Father.

The

Worship sometimes prays to Christ or the

Holy

Lord”), but begin with address to

Common

Spirit. Yet public prayers sel-

fact that the

Spirit

is

Book of

not unique;

few of these prayers are original to the Book of Common Worship.

frequency with which

it

does so

sets

it

off

The

from most contemporary books

7 See Joseph Jungmann, The Place
of Christ in Liturgical Prayer (Staten Island: Alba House,
1925), for an account of historical developments in regard to addressing liturgical prayer to
Christ. Worship in the Roman church and in churches descended from it addresses Christ less

than in Eastern churches and also the Mozarabic and Gallic churches of the West.
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of worship, expresses the prayer of evangelical Presbyterians, and invites
liberal Presbyterians to a fuller trinitarian faith.

Another valuable resource

in the Book of

Common

Worship

the section

is

of intercessory prayers in the basic materials for the Service for the Lord’s
Day.

The

outgrowth of

pastoral prayer, an

revival traditions,

is

noticeably

missing in the pattern of worship the Book of Common Worship outlines, which
instead offers several alternatives for the prayers of the people.

T he

section

begins with a description of how “the congregation prays for worldwide and
local concerns,”

and

states that “the prayers are to

engages the people in prayer”
style prayer or

(p. 99).

This introduction encourages free-

development of prayers according to

the printed prayers as a model. In options
ple to pray in silence

of silent prayer

be offered in a way that

is

by

A and

local concerns, using

B, the leader invites peo-

topic, for example, “let us pray for peace.”

concluded by

a leader’s

Each time

prayer concerning the topic, then

“Amen” or the following dialogue between leader and people:
“God of mercy,” “Hear our prayer.” Option C is briefer, omits times of sithe people’s

lence,

and ends each section with

then

response, “Hear our prayer.” (Options

a

tion E, based

on the Eastern

leader’s

words,

“We

pray to you,

O God,”

D and F adapt this form.) Op-

liturgies of St. Basil

and St.John Chrysostom,

allows for a song leader to sing the petitions, with everyone responding,

“Lord, have mercy.” Option
parts of both leader

G intersperses responsive prayer (in which the

and congregation vary) with the opportunity to offer

particular intercessions and thanksgivings.
briefest,

These

is

apparently spoken by

a

A

final

form (option H), the

leader alone.

alternatives for the prayers of the people will be

used as the starting point for locally prepared prayers.

most useful when

They may

serve as

models for composing new prayers, or as basic resources to be enhanced
by additions and adaptations. The prayers of the people, more than any other prayer form, should reflect time

fore

God and

of living

then in

a

and place; that

is,

they should bring be-

community the particular challenges and gifts
8
historically. Only model G encourages spontaneous prayer, and
very structured way. Another possible model inviting brief comthe Christian

—

munity petitions and thanksgivings, each ending with a phrase such as
“God in your mercy,” to which the community responds, “Hear our
prayer”

—

is

not mentioned

in the

Book of Common Worship. Inviting spon-

taneous prayer involves the risk of prayers that are inappropriate or go too

s

Walter C. Huffman, Prayer of the

Faithful: Understanding

Intercessory Prayer, rev. ed. (Minneapolis:

Augsburg

and Creatively Leading Corporate

Fortress, 1992), 30-39.
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long;

it

to
ers

been nur-

also risks deadly silence in congregations that have not

tured in the

life

of prayer. So,

it

might often be better

for

church leaders

compose prayers sensitive to time and place. In any case, worship leadshould make sure that the genuine joys and sorrows of the congrega-

tion and world are part of Christian worship.

“Prayers for Various Occasions” (pp. 785-837),
prayers, includes a wide range of human experience.
Worship's emphasis
for the

on peace and

justice, racial

for use at times of

and “For Muslims” honor these traditions
I

am

particularly

moved by

for the

church in-

and church secretaries

Common

church

of 122

Book of Common

and global peace, and care

artists,

thoughtful prayer written for the Book of

some honest prayers
way.

The

environment finds rich expression here. Prayers

clude prayers for deacons, elders, musicians,
(a

a collection

Worship), as well as

conflict. Prayers

“For Jews”

in a theologically respectful

the “Prayers for the Family and Personal

Life” (pp. 822-32), which are both sensitive and inclusive of varied ages and
situations, such as singleness

and single parenthood. Not surprisingly, giv-

en the ambivalent state of the debate

among

Presbyterians, this broad in-

clusiveness does not extend to gay, lesbian, or bisexual sisters or brothers.

A section of “Prayers for the Human

Condition” rounds out the collection,

remembering the afflicted, the bereaved, the lonely, and the unemployed.
Church leaders who take the time to become well acquainted with this part
of the book will find it a rich resource not only for worship, but also for
pastoral care, providing words and models for prayers that are theologically
and pastorally

sensitive.

The last major section of prayers that bears mention is the first in the Book
of Common Worship itself, “Preparation for Worship” (pp. 15-30). The title
is

a

misnomer, since the prayers rarely direct themselves toward an act of

worship to come.

They might

better be called “prayers for private devotion,”

though many of them could be used
study or women’s

now

at rest

circle.

in

worship or for devotions

Here we meet most

As the wind

is

as in this prayer

from Christina

your symbol, so forward our goings.

As the dove, so launch us heavenwards.

As water, so purify our
a cloud, so abate

spirits.

our temptations.

As dew, so revive our languor.
As

fire,

communion of saints

—from Augustine to Howard Thurman. Vivid language and en-

gaging rhythm abound,

As

fully the

in a Bible

so purge our dross, (p. 21)

Rossetti:
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We

find classic prayers such as,

merciful Lord, trusting in our

an instrument of your peace”

“We do

not presume to

own goodness”

(p. 25).

(p. 12),

come

to

171

your

table,

and “Lord, make

A few prayers fit the

title,

me

helping lead-

ers pray with choirs before worship.

Despite the richness of these resources, some lingering doubts nag me.

The language

fairly inclusive,

is

James’) English. Yet
church. After

many

its

and

One

fine,

is

contemporary (not King

overall conservative quality

requests by students,

I

may not

thing that impressed

to visit Chicago’s

me was

in Bible

Wil-

the care the worship

leaders took to use everyday language and to define any

would need training

well serve the

reluctantly began this winter to

movement and

study the contemporary worship

lowcreek Church.

it

word

and church tradition to understand.

temporary worship movement can teach anything to the church

one

that

If the
as a

con-

whole,

must touch lived human experiThe limited amount of imaginative “heart” language in the Book of
Common Worship, along with the religious jargon and occasionally archaic

it is

surely that the language of worship

ence. 9

language (such

as “quicken”),

do not support the church’s contemporary

comparison with The United Methodist Book of Worsuggests that the Book of Common Worship does not draw adequately up-

evangelistic task. In fact,
ship

on the

present cultural or theological diversity of the Presbyterian

(U.S.A.).

This

raises the question: will this

Presbyterians worship

Common

Book of

more

O

We

book of worship help diverse

end best not with an answer, but with the

Worship's prayer

“For Racial and Cultural Diversity”

(p.

hoping that the books of worship of the twenty-first century may open

796),

us

God?

Church

fully to

God’s presence

in

human

diversity:

God,

you created

We

all

people in your image.

thank you for the astonishing variety

of races and cultures in this world.

Enrich our

lives

by ever-widening

and show us your presence
until
in

our knowledge of your love

our love for

all

circles of friendship,

in those
is

who
made

differ

most from

us,

perfect

your children;

through your Son, Jesus Christ. Amen.

9 See Daniel T. Benedict and Craig Kennet Miller, Conte?nporary Worship
for the Twenty-First
Century: Worship or Evangelism? (Nashville: Abingdon, 1995).

Elsie

Context, Contours,

Contents: Towards

Anne McKee

is

the Archibald Alexan-

der Professor of the History of Worship at
Princeton Theological Seminary. A gradu-

a

ate of Hendrix College (B.A.), the Univer-

Description of the

sity

Reformed
Teaching onWorship
Classical

(Ph. D.), she
1

McKee

by Elsie Anne

of Cambridge (Diploma in Theology),

and Princeton Theological Seminary
is

the author of several books,

on the Diaconate
and Liturgical Almsgiving and Diakonia
in the Classical Reformed Tradition and
Today. She gave this inaugural lecture in
including John Calvin

Miller Chapel on February

t

is

common knowledge

i,

1995.

that Calvin and worship are incongruous con-

I cepts, and that, whatever the strengths of those who

are predestined to

God, they are hopeless failures when it comes to liturgy. Thus
it must seem like a case of special pleading to establish a chair in the history of worship at a Reformed seminary, an instance of ecumenical borrowing that really does not fit into Reformed theological education. In fact,
however, the common view of Calvin and liturgy is based on a myopic misreading of the classical Reformed tradition, along with a rather narrow and
inadequate definition of exactly what worship is. The purpose of this presentation is, therefore, to begin to form an adequate description of the
Strasbourg-Genevan tradition of Reformed worship by reexamining the
the glory of

classical historical

The

title

teaching

2

— “Context, Contours, Contents” —suggests the three dimen.

sions of the subject, beginning with the significance,

The

following abbreviations are used in this lecture:

Supersunt, ed.

moving

CO = loannis Calvini Opera Omnia

Johann Wilhelm Baum, Edouard Cunitz, and Eduard Reuss, 59

gae: C. A. Schwetschke, 1863-1900);

T. McNeill, trans.

Ford Lewis

phia: Westminster, i960);

LCC = Calvin

:

to the theo-

Quae

vols. (Brunsvi-

Institutes of the Christian Religion, ed.

John

Battles, Library of Christian Classics, vols. 20-21 (Philadel-

OS = Joannis

Calvini Opera Selecta, ed. Peter Barth and

Wilhelm

Niesel, 5 vols. (Monachii in Aedibus: Chr. Kaiser, 1926-52).
The term “Reformed” needs some explanation. What has

come to be called the Reformed
from the joining of two streams, one owing its roots to Ulrich Zwingli,
the other to Bucer and Calvin. The Bucer-Calvin or Strasbourg-Genevan stream drew on both
Martin Luther and Zwingli, but it came to be called “Calvinist” Reformed because Calvin’s
formulation of teaching and practice was the most influential across the later centuries. The
1

tradition developed

present text gives particular attention to Calvin but also includes elements of the Strasbourg
who demonstrates the vital

contributions, especially the example of Katharina Schiitz Zell,

—

—

importance of lay Christians including women! for Protestant and Reformed piety. Here
will be used as a shorthand for the Strasbourg-Genevan tradition, although the
designation “Calvinist Reformed” will sometimes be necessary to distinguish the StrasbourgGenevan branch of the tradition from the Zwinglian.
2
See n. 33 for some historical reasons for the legend of the Reformed as antiliturgical.

“Reformed”
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and then concentrating on specific forms of corporate and

logical structure,

individual practice. T he context of Calvin’s teaching

on the worship of God

the wider scope of sixteenth-century Protestant and

is

*73

Reformed theolo-

gy; the contours of that teaching are the major outlines and characteristics
of the doctrine; the contents are the more concrete expressions that fill out

the picture of the classical Strasbourg-Genevan understanding of worship.

The

description of worship that emerges from this exploration

helpfully illuminate both

what the Reformed

the contemporary ecumenical renewal of worship, and

worship may

fit

may

tradition has to contribute to

how

the teaching of

Reformed semi-

into and enrich theological education in

naries.

I.

A. Worship

The Context of Reformed Worship

in the Protestant

The reform

Reformation

of worship was central to the sixteenth-century Protestant

Reformation, although that fact has often been obscured because the concept of worship has been narrowed to written liturgies alone. 3 Further clarification will

come

later,

but for present purposes, what

is

meant here by

human adoration of God, the reverent acknowledgement and service of God as God, in all the forms that may take.
For Luther, Zwingli, Calvin, and many others, at the heart of the prob-

worship

lem

is

the fundamental

in the late

medieval church was

standing of what

it

means

to

misunder-

a disastrous theological

worship

God

rightly; the

consequence and

human beings were headed for
God and human salvation were at

corollary of that misunderstanding was that
destruction. Both the adoration
stake; as

denying

owed

Luther and others saw

God

it,

to

Christians were dishonoring or even

by being taught that they could contribute to their

vation instead of trusting

God

alone.

uals (especially the sacrifice of the

To seek

3

human

sal-

Mass) or the intercession of living priests

or dead saints, was an idolatrous attempt to replace God’s

with

own

salvation through sacred rit-

mercy

in Christ

works. Indeed, hope for salvation by any means except the sheer

See, e.g., the currently popular liturgical textbook by

Worship in East and West:

A

Herman

A.

J.

Wegman,

Christian

G. Lathrop (New York:
Pueblo, 1985), which identifies worship only with liturgical texts, and thus claims that it is
“apparent that none of them [Protestants] began with a renewal of worship.
Calvin was
not interested primarily in the reform of worship” (p. 306).
Study Guide

to

Liturgical History, trans.

.

.

.

J
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gracious gift of justifying faith was for these reformers a denial of who

God

God

God, a form of idolatry. 4
Far from being a minor disagreement on ceremonies, the question of the
right worship of God was intrinsically related to the key theological conacknowledge

a refusal to

is,

as

cerns of Protestants: Christ alone, faith alone, grace alone, scripture alone.
In his 1520 treatises Martin Luther sounded the

This

is

the very highest worship of

fulness, righteousness
is

trusted.

.

.

.

But

this

and whatever
obedience

is

God,
else

that

theme

we

clearly:

ascribe to

Him

truth-

should be ascribed to one

who

not rendered by works, but by faith

alone.

For what worse idolatry can there be than to abuse God’s promises with
perverse opinions and to neglect or extinguish faith in them?

For

God

through

Him
Him

a

does not deal, nor has

word of promise.

as true to

with

Although

it

faith,

.

.

.

He ever dealt, with man
He has need of this,

otherwise than

—that we regard

But

His promises, wait patiently for Him, and thus worship

hope and

does not provide

love. 5
a full definition,

the heart of Protestant wor-

ship might be described as doxological faith, trust in God’s promises alone,

through Christ’s grace, waiting on the Lord.
B. Calvin's

The
out his

Understanding of Worship and

Its

Place in the Protestant

central importance of worship in Calvin’s theology
life as a

teacher and preacher of the gospel.

The

is

Reform

clear through-

Institutes of the Chris-

For the centrality of worship, defined as attack on idolatry, as a broad rubric for reform
Protestants, see Carlos M. N. Eire, War against the Idols: The Reformation of Worship
from Erasmus to Calvin (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1986); cf. n. 10 below.
Note Martin Luther’s reaction against sacramental works righteousness: “The third captivity of this sacrament is that most wicked abuse of all, in consequence of which there is to-day
no more generally accepted and firmly believed opinion in the Church than this, that the
mass is a good work and a sacrifice. And this abuse has brought an endless host of others in
its train, so that the faith of this sacrament has become utterly extinct and the holy sacrament
has been turned into a veritable fair, tavern, and place of merchandise” (“The Babylonian Captivity of the Church,” in Works of Martin Luther, vol. 2 [Philadelphia: A. J. Holman, 1916],
194). See also Calvin’s comment on the necessity of right theology for right worship and salFor unless
vation: “this [justification by faith] is the main hinge on which religion turns.
you first of all grasp what your relationship to God is, and the nature of his judgment concerning you, you have neither a foundation on which to establish your salvation nor one on
which to build piety toward God” ( Institutes of the Christian Religion 3.1 1.1 [LCC, 726]).
5 Martin Luther, “A Treatise on Christian Liberty,” in
Works of Martin Luther, vol. 2
(Philadelphia: A. J. Holman, 1916), 319; and “Babylonian Captivity,” 201 (translations slight4

among

—

.

ly modified).

.

.
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tian Religion, revised

and expanded for many years,

is a

structures his

work suggests some important

75

logical place to es-

tablish Calvin’s orientation to worship. Attention to his

way he

I

language and the

features of the re-

former’s thought.

The long subtitle

of the

first

edition of the Institutes in 1536 sets the stage.

Calvin claims (somewhat grandly) that his book “encompass[es] almost the

summam] and whatever it is necessary to know
salutis ], a work most worthy to be
who are zealous for piety.” 6 Here pietas serves as a kind of loose
for the whole worship of God. (Calvin frequently uses the word

whole sum of piety

[pietatis

about the doctrine of salvation [doctrina
read by

all

equivalent
this

way, but, as will be seen below, pietas has various nuances of meaning

in different contexts, of

of the

first

The

table of the

picture of pietas

Institutes in 1559,

when

which one of the most important

is

as a

summary

law.) 7
is

further developed in the definitive edition of the

the importance of worship also

becomes

especial-

evident in the structure of the work. At the beginning of book one, Calvin

ly

treats directly the topic of piety,

then the doctrine of scripture (given and

witnessed by the Holy Spirit), and thirdly, true and false worship, before

proceeding to
first

6

a

chapters of the Institutes serve as

OS

God. Thus the
kind of prolegomenon to the whole

discussion of the Trinity and the nature of
a

1:19.

This is not the place for an extended study of pietas, but a few comments should be made.
Lucien Richard, The Spirituality ofJohn Calvin (Atlanta: John Knox, 1974), examines Calvin’s
understanding of piety, which he sees as similar to that of other late medieval and humanist
reformers for whom pietas was a very positive concept, including “reverence, devotion, commitment
works of charity” (p. 58). The term pietas, which implied a strong inward orientation, replaced devotio, which had developed a negative connotation of external practices (p.
89). Richard’s treatment of Calvin is in many ways rich, but it presents at least two problems.
The first is an overemphasis on individualism (“ Pietas is for Calvin an intimate relationship
with God solus cum solo, set apart from any communal righteousness” [p. 127]) and a consequent misunderstanding of the importance of the church (“Calvin rejected the authority of a
visible Church on matters concerning the spiritual life” [p. 128]). Richard’s second problem
is a neglect of the relationship of pietas to the law, a lack of recognition of the connection between pietas and the first table of the law, illustrated by his almost complete omission of any
7

.

.

.

On the basis of its role in the
use of pietas can be made. (See Ford Lewis Battles, A Concordance of Calvin: Institutes of the Christian Religion [Pittsburgh: Pittsburgh Theological Seminary, 1972].) Pietas represents generally a very positive concept of the human attitude of adoration and service of God. True piety implies knowledge (e.g., “justification by
faith ... is the sum of all piety” Institutes 3.15.7]), but its primary emphasis is commitment,
devotion, attitude. Pietas can cover worship generally, but it is also commonly used to designate the first table of the law, especially when worship is distinguished from service of neighbor. Calvin can distinguish pietas from outward ecclesiastical ceremonies (e.g., Institutes
4.10.27), hut he often speaks approvingly of the exercises or duties of piety as outward manreference to the liturgy (the duties of piety discussed below).

1559

Institutes, a brief

summary of Calvin’s

[

ifestations of the first table of the law. (For examples, see nn. 21-23 below.)
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of the reformer’s “systematic” theology, demonstrating Calvin’s conviction

—
—

—

no speech about God theology without actual reverent acknowledgement of God worship and no right worship or knowlthat there can be

—

edge except according to God’s revealed

The argument

goes something

selves in relationship to

edge of

God

without

God

Knowledge of God and of our-

fundamental, but there

is

piety. All

will.

like this.

people are born with

is

no

real

knowl-

sense of piety, that

a

numinous awareness of God that leads them to revere the source of the
good they experience. “I call ‘piety’ that reverence joined with love of
God which the knowledge of his benefits induces.” However, piety is idolatrous

if it is

rightly

is

directed to anyone or anything except the true

known only by

faith, the action

through scripture and inspires

in

human

of the

Holy

God

Piety

also idolatrous if

is

God through

that

which

lical

teaching:

Then [God]
ence.

Holy

Spirit
it

truth.

an “existential ac-

a

reverent knowing

8
.

attempts to worship

God

the Spirit has ordained, the

in

way

any way except
revealed in bib-

mankind

defines lawful worship in order to hold

He combines

speaks

its

is

quaintance” with God’s self-revelation and promises,
possible by the

who

hearts the conviction of

For Calvin, the faith that directs piety to the true

made

God. This God

Spirit,

both [authority and form] under

in

obedi-

his law, first

when

he binds believers to himself to be their sole lawgiver, and then when he
prescribes a rule
will

.

whereby he

is

to be duly

honored according

to his

own

9

Christians are not

bound to the ceremonial law but they are obligated to
commandments, and the decalogue provides one

the substance of the ten

of the best ways to describe the contours of Calvin’s teaching on worship.

Here the reformer harshly

rejects the use of

that the only legitimate worship of God
tainly

one of the major

is

images

found

in

in

worship, insisting

following the law. Cer-

issues in the popular Protestant

reform of piety w as
r

the destruction of images, the insistence on purifying worship according to
the second of the ten

was

8

see

commandments. This rejection of “graven images”
on idolatry was a rejection of materialism

critical to Calvin; his attack

See

Institutes

Edward

A.

1

.

1-1 2; quotation front 1.2.1

Dowey, The Knowledge of God

versity Press, 1952), esp. pp. 24-31;
is

Dowey

(LCC,

insists

always accompanied by worship and obedience
9

Institutes 1.12.1

(LCC,

1

1

7).

For Calvin’s understanding of faith,
(New York: Columbia Unithat faith, the existential knowledge of God,
41).

in Calvin's Theology

(p. 28).
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worship, but not

in

water

a

rejection of everything concrete (e.g., bread, wine, or

in the sacraments).

and what that

God

Although the
his

The

ordains.

key

in

Who

every case was

is

being worshiped

10

Institutes establishes the basic orientation for

Calvin

s

un-

sumview of the importance of worship and the breadth of mean-

derstanding of worship,

mary of

177

it is

his apologetic writings that give the best

T he 1539 letter to Sadoleto
and most impressive statement

ing that the concept of worship held for him.
offers a rich essay, but perhaps the fullest

found

is

in the treatise

dressed to the

on “The Necessity of Reforming the Church,” ad-

V in

Emperor Charles

1543."

Calvin begins by stating firmly the fundamental importance of the question.
its

The two

things by which the Christian religion exists and maintains

truth are “a knowledge,

first,

of the

mode

in

which

shipped; and secondly, of the source from which salvation

God
is

is

duly wor-

to be obtained.”

These two “not only occupy the principal place, but comprehend under
them all the other parts, and consequently, the whole substance of Christianity.” After these theological

foundations

government of the church, which were
trines, as the

body serves the

soul.

12

come

the sacraments and the

instituted to preserve these doc-

(For the Reformed tradition, lex

cre-

dendi usually shapes lex orandi.)
10

Eire, War against the Idols, is a useful source for giving the broader scope of what idolameans for Calvin. “Idolatry is not simply the worship of a physical object, but rather any
form of devotion that is judged to be incorrect. Thus, the Reformed concern with idolatry
try

extended not only to the use of art in worship, but also to the behavior displayed in liturgiand social settings” (p. 5). However, when he defines worship as “the relationship between
the spiritual and the material” (p. 2 et passim), Eire appears not to realize that Calvin might
not fit this definition as well as someone like Zwingli. There is still disagreement about exactly how Calvin understood the role of the sacraments, but many scholars would affirm that
Calvin believed that in these acts material things are made conveyors of spiritual grace not
by their own power but by the will of God. See nn. 45-47 below.
“ For Calvin’s “Letter to Sadoleto” (1539), see CO 5:385-415; English translation in
Calvin, Tracts Relating to the Reformation, trans. Henry Beveridge, vol. 1 (Edinburgh: Calvin
Translation Society, 1844). See esp. p. 61, where Calvin explains before God the key points
of his complaint against the unreformed church: “[T]he rudiments in which I had been instructed were of a kind which could neither properly train me to the legitimate worship of
thy Deity, nor pave the way for me to a sure hope of salvation, nor train me aright for the
duties of the Christian life.”
12
“If it be inquired, then, by what things chiefly the Christian religion has a standing existence amongst us, and maintains its truth, it will be found that the following two not only
occupy the principal place \summum locu?n\, but comprehend under them all the other parts,
and consequently the whole substance of Christianity, viz., a knowledge, first, of the mode in
which God is duly worshipped; and, secondly, of the source from which salvation is to be obtained. When these are kept out of view, though we may glory in the name of Christians, our
profession is empty and vain. After these come the Sacraments and the Government of the
Church, which, as they were instituted for the preservation of these branches of doctrine, ought
not to be employed for any other purpose; and, indeed, the only means of ascertaining
cal

—

”
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Calvin then proceeds to

a

definition of right worship.

The

foundation

is

acknowledgement of who God is, and the glory and trust that
are therefore due to God. Prayer, praise, and thanksgiving follow, with adoration and the attendant ceremonies or acts that give bodily expression to
the reverent

the heart’s worship.
all

human

Spirit

of

life

Then

there are self-renunciation and obedience, so that

may belong

to

God. This knowledge

is

taught by the Holy

through the scriptures and [should be] known by the inborn sense

piety. ’3

The second

part of Calvin’s treatise indicates

how

Protestants were

putting this definition of worship into effect, and the language here clothes
the definition with existential warmth:

[W]e exhort people
manner.

wont

.

.

.

to worship

to be proclaimed before,

fections in

God

neither in a frigid nor a careless

We proclaim the glory of God in terms far loftier than

it

was

and we earnestly labour to make the per-

which His glory shines better and better known. His benefits

towards ourselves

we

extol as eloquently as

we can, while we call upon
homage to His greatness,

others to reverence His Majesty, render due
feel

due gratitude

praise. In this

way

[for

there

His mercies], and unite
is

in

showing forth His

infused into their hearts that solid confidence

whether they are administered purely and in due form, or otherwise, is to bring them to this
test. If any one is desirous of a clearer and more famdiar illustration, I would say that the rule
in the Church, the pastoral office, and all other matters of order, resemble the body, whereas the doctrine which regulates the due worship of God, and points out the ground on which
the consciences of men must rest their hope of salvation, is the soul which animates the body,
renders it lively and active, and, in short, makes it not to be a dead and useless carcase” (“The
Necessity of Reforming the Church,” in CO 6:459-60; English, Tracts, 1:126-27).
‘3
“Let us now see what is meant by the due worship of God [cultum Dei legitimum ]. Its chief
foundation is to acknowledge Him to be, as He is, the only source of all virtue, justice, holiness, wisdom, truth, power, goodness, mercy, life, and salvation; in accordance with this, to
ascribe and render to Him the glory of all that is good, to seek all things in Him alone, and
in every want to have recourse to Him alone. Hence arises prayer, hence praise and thanksgiving these being attestations to the glory which we attribute to Him. This is that genuine
sanctification of His name which He requires of us above all things. To this is united adoration, by which we manifest to Him the reverence due to his greatness and excellency, and to
this ceremonies are subservient, as helps or instruments, in order that, in the performance of
divine worship \cultus divini], the body may be exercised at the same time as the soul. Next
after these comes self-abasement, when, renouncing the world and the flesh, we are transformed in the renewing of our mind, and living no longer to ourselves, submit to be ruled
and actuated by Him. By this self-abasement we are trained to obedience and devotedness to
his will, so that his fear reigns in our hearts, and regulates all the actions of our lives. That
in these things consists the true and sincere worship which God approves, and in which alone
He delights, is both taught by the Holy Spirit throughout the Scriptures, and is also, antecedent
to discussion, the obvious dictate of piety [pietatis sensus] (“The Necessity,” in CO 6:460; Eng-

—

lish, Tracts, 1:127).

,
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which afterwards gives birth to prayer; and

The

focal point

is

own

each one

in this way, too,

trained to genuine self-denial, so that his will

ence to God, he bids farewell to his

i79
is

being brought into obedi-

desires

14
.

doxology, the wonder and glory of God as God, and the

mercy and generosity of God as our God. The human response is reverence, homage, gratitude, and praise, and the confidence to call on God, worship which teaches Christians to give their whole lives over to God’s will.
Note the light this passage sheds on some traditional views of Calvin’s
thought. The famous Calvinist emphasis on the glory of God, which has
often been read as the equivalent of the “sovereignty of God,” and the often despised Calvinist emphasis on discipline are seen in

understood

in their

pose and delight of

human

existence

In the next paragraph, Calvin

fills

sense of praise and adoration that
in Christ

new ways when

proper context of worship, the doxology that

from which

it

flows,

is

is

the pur-

15
.

out the picture of the overwhelming
the

human

response, the divine grace

and the love of the neighbor that should re-

sult:

We

exhort people to expect the good which they desire from none but

God,

to confide in

His power, trust

in

His goodness, depend on His truth,

Him with the whole heart; to recline on Him with full hope
resort to Him in necessity, that is, at every moment; to ascribe to Him

and turn to
and

every good thing enjoyed, and show
praise.

And

that

we do

none may be deterred by

that a complete fountain of

all

blessings

which we may draw everything we need.
pentance

.

.

Nor do we

.

[that people]

should

live

so by

open expressions of

difficulty of access,
is
.

.

we proclaim

offered to us in Christ, out of
.

[W]e

no longer

also

commend

true re-

to themselves but to

overlook external duties and works of charity [externa

caritatisque opera\,

which follow on such renewal. This,

I

say,

is

God.
officia

the sure

“The Necessity,” in CO 6:474; English, Tracts 1:146-47.
There are a number of reasons that Calvin’s understanding of worship has become fragmented and neglected. The tendency to treat what he says about the glory of God and Chris14
15

from a fundamental connection with worship may be seen as the gap between worship and doctrine or worship and morality from the side of systematic theology or
ethics. The recent book of B. A. Gerrish, Grace and Gratitude: The Eucharistic Theology ofJohn
Calvin (Minneapolis: Fortress, 1993), is one example of a concerted attempt to overcome this
split by viewing the whole of Calvin’s thought through the lens of the thanksgiving associated with the sacrament of the Lord’s Supper. On the other hand, as noted above (n. 3), the tendency of liturgiologists has been to treat Calvin’s written liturgy— with perhaps his teaching
on the sacraments apart from the whole scope of his theology. In both cases the problem
seems to stem from an inadequate definition of worship and a desire to define one thing at a
time, rather than to struggle with the complex of issues that go together in Calvin’s thought.
tian discipline apart

—
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and unerring form of worship of God, which we know that
because

the form which His

it is

ly sacrifices

word

He

approves,

and these are the on-

prescribes,

of the Christian church which have His sanction [testimoni-

um]. 16

What

striking in this doxology is the total and passionate trust and reon God, and the proclamation of Christ as the source of blessing.
Christians are taught that worshiping God not only means giving over
themselves and all their lives to God, inwardly and outwardly, but it should
is

liance

produce

also

God

visible fruit in the love of the neighbor. 1 ?

alone and offering oneself to serve

God and

For Calvin,

trust in

the neighbor are the right

worship, the true sacrifices of Christians.
Calvin’s rhetorically rich definition of
isfying to a liturgist, but

gy

in a

it

sets the

Reformed worship may not be

whole question of “Calvinists” and

sat-

litur-

broader theological framework. Sketching briefly the central locus

of worship in Protestant thought, and the links of worship with so

primary motifs such

as faith alone, the

glory and praise of God, and Chris-

tian vocation, provides a clear context for

of worship for Reformed theology.
ly the outlines

many

The

understanding the significance

next step

is

to

draw more precise-

or contours of this teaching.
II.

The Contours of Reformed Worship

A. The Widest Scope

As noted above, Calvin
sible

by the Holy

will of

God

worship, doxology, is made poshuman life, but it is directed by the revealed
law. Thus the most useful comprehensive struc-

insists that right

Spirit in the

in the biblical

ture for describing Calvin’s doctrine of worship locates

standing of the two great

commandments and

the pattern for the lives of those

16

“The

Necessity,” in

7 Calvin’s emphasis on
recognized, but

it

God. Thus

CO

it

in his

under-

the “third use” of the law as

redeemed by grace

alone.' 8

6:474; English, Tracts, 1:147 (translation slightly modified).
subsumed under the topic of Christian ethics, has long been

diakonia,

has not always been remembered that the context of diakonia

is

the wor-

separation has developed between worship and ethics (see nn. 51-54 below). This represents another fragmenting of the reformer’s theology, similar to problems seen

ship of

a

above with the teaching on the glory of God and discipline.
18
The “third use of the law” is the characteristic Calvinist teaching that the principal purpose of the law is to serve forgiven sinners as a pattern of what regenerate life should be. No
one earns salvation or merit by keeping the law, and no one keeps the law perfectly, but law
follows gospel to give those redeemed by grace concrete guidance in knowing God’s will (see
Institutes 2.7.12). See the organization of the Heidelberg Catechism, with the decalogue and
petitions of the Lord’s Prayer in the third section on “thankfulness,” the way Christians re-

1
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Fundamentally, Calvin speaks of reverent

faith, fides, as the

1

8

response that

God. The concrete manicommandments: love God and love your neighbor, the summary of the two tables of the decalogue. Calvin usually refers to this twofold pattern by pairs

Holy

the

Spirit enables Christians to

festation of this faith, however,

is

make

of words or phrases, especially pietas and
ly as piety,

to

expressed in keeping the two great

various-

caritas. Pietas, translated

devotion, or godliness, and the

officia pietatis,

the duties or

sum up the love of God, the first table of the law.
Pietas used alone is usually more general in meaning, including the attitude of adoration, while the officia pietatis are obviously more concrete.) Carobligations of devotion,
(.

and

synonyms, especiallyjustitia, righteousness or

itas,

love,

the

officia caritatis,

table

its

justice,

and

the duties or obligations of love, denote the second

19
.

The

threads of these two primary expressions of faith are

out Calvins theology.

They

prominent

are particularly

woven through-

in his exegetical

works, evidence of the biblical source of the twofold structure.

connection between the service of
clear.

God

Even when only one of the two

is

The

tight

and the service of the neighbor

named

is

in a particular biblical pas-

sage, for example, in prophetic pericopes attacking the sins of Israel against

the poor, widows, and orphans, Calvin always mentions the other in his

comment

20
.

The worship

of

God

and the love of the neighbor are inextri-

cably interwoven in the doxology of the Christian

The
same

great two

level,

commandments,

but their relationship

life.

the two tables of the law, are not on the
is

complex, and some understanding of

spond to grace (Philip Schaff, The Creeds of Christendom [1931; reprint, Grand Rapids: Baker
Book House, 1993], 3:338-55).
19 For examples and
discussion of language, see Elsie Anne McKee, John Calvin on the Diaconate and Liturgical Almsgiving (Geneva: Droz, 1984), chap. 10.
20
Ibid., 256. In the following, citations of Calvin’s commentaries give locus in CO; English translations of the commentaries on the Old Testament are taken from Calvin’s Commentaries, ed. Calvin Translation Society (reprint, Grand Rapids: Baker Book House, 194853), and translations of the commentaries on the New Testament are from Calvin’s New
Testament Commentaries, ed. David W. Torrance and Thomas F. Torrance (Grand Rapids:
Eerdmans, 1959-72). On Zech. 7:4-8, Calvin comments: “It is indeed true that the first part
of the law refers to the service due to God [cultum], but it is a way which God has commonly adopted, to test the life of men by the duties of the second Table, and to show vC at this
part of the law especially requires.

mend

God

righteousness justitiam] towards

then

men

in this passage, as in

many

others, does not

com-

so as to depreciate godliness [pietatem] for as this
;

everything in the whole world, so we know that in rightly forming the life, the beginning ought ever to be made by serving God aright. But as the Prophet had to do with hypocrites, he shows that they only trifled with God, while they made much of external things,
and at the same time neglected uprightness rectitudinem and the duties of love alia caritatis
far excels

[

officia ]”

(CO

44:225).

]

[

-
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this

complexity

The

is

necessary in order to grasp Calvin’s teaching on worship.

commandment

first

sential value.

always takes precedence over the second in es-

However, the worship that

not one and indivisible;

and the expression of that adoration
der of precedence

then love

22
.

inward

is

fulfills

the

table of the law

is

faith,

outward forms

in

outward

21
.

In theory, the or-

acts of worship (ceremonies),

and

Unhappily, ceremonies are always susceptible of distortion

and hypocrisy. And

some

so, in

instances, the love of the neighbor

better evidence for the actual faithful worship of

devotional practices

God

may

be

than are liturgical or

23
.

Thus, for Calvin the worship of God, which
faith

first

includes both the devout adoration of the heart

it

produced by the Holy

concretely in pietas and

is

the response of reverent

Spirit in the regenerate Christian,

caritas,

is

expressed

the obligations of devotion and the obliga-

tions of love. Pietas has precedence but

its

authenticity

tested by caritas.

is

Acts of devotion and worship are held in dynamic tension with acts of justice

or love for the neighbor.

It is

appropriate

now

to

move from

the widest contours of Calvin’s un-

derstanding of worship, in the structure of the two great commandments,
to focus

on the

first

half of that pattern, the

officia pietatis,

the acts of wor-

ship or devotion.
B.

The “Duties of Godliness/Devotion ”
In simplest terms, the

officia pietatis

or obligations of devotion cover

all

the concrete acts of worship, both planned, public, corporate ones which

21
On Dan. 3:6-7: “For God wishes first of all for inward worship, and afterwards for outward profession. The principal altar for the worship of God ought to be situated in our minds,
for God is worshipped spiritually by faith, prayer, and other acts of piety pietatis offtciis]. (John
iv.24). It is also necessary to add outward profession, not only that we may exercise ourselves
in God’s worship, but offer ourselves wholly to him, and bend before him both bodily and
mentally, and devote ourselves to him” (CO 40:624).
22
The comment on Gen. 28:22 lists all three points in order: “What next follows respecting the offering of tithes, is not a simple ceremony, but has a duty of charity [caritatis officium] annexed; for Jacob enumerates, in a threefold order, first, the spiritual worship of God;
then the external rite, by which he both assists his own piety, and makes profession of it before men; in the third place, an oblation, by which he exercises himself in giving friendly aid
to his brethren; for there is no doubt that tithes were applied to that use” (CO 23:398). Cf.
the definition of worship given in n. 13 above: faith, worship acts, vocation.
2
The comment on Hos. 6:6-7 indicates the split that puts faith and love above and over
against ceremonies: “for the Prophet here, no doubt, sets faith or piety towards God, and love
[

*

The chief point
towards neighbors, in opposition to all external ceremonies.
desires to be worshipped otherwise than sensual men dream; for they only display their rites, and neglect the spiritual worship of God, which stands in faith and love car
[caritatem]

is,

that

.

.

.

God

[

itate]"

(CO

42:329).
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commonly called liturgies, and private or individual ones which may be
designated more narrowly as devotional acts. “Liturgy” and “devotional
are

acts” are not Calvin’s terms.

He

prefers to speak of the obligations of de-

votion generally, with “public” or

named

interest of developing a

“common
is

contemporary discourse about worship,
that used

here

is

called

I

am

using terminology other than

by Calvin himself. There are dangers

terms, but these are outweighed by the
1.

prayers” for what

The Form of Prayer's. (In the
vocabulary that can be readily understood in our

liturgy; his published liturgy

in introducing different

clarity achieved .) 24

Prayer the Continuum and Matrix. Before describing separately litur.

;

gy and devotional acts, the two subcategories of Calvin’s officia pietatis, it
is useful to examine his doctrine of prayer, the matrix or continuum that
underlies both.

One
the

of the

Holy

ident by

first

Spirit,

how

things to be noted about prayer

and the essential role of the Spirit

Calvin structures the

final edition

is

that

of the

work of
made ev-

the

it is

worship

in

is

Institutes.

There, the

“The Way We Receive
work of the Spirit. It is in this

chapter on prayer appears in book three, entitled
the Grace of Christ,” which deals with the

chapter on prayer that Calvin makes his key statements about both public

and private prayers, the liturgy and individual devotional

The

centrality

.

and significance of prayer for Calvin’s doctrine of worship

should not be underestimated. In the Institutes he
,

exercise of faith, ...

adds that

acts 25

“among

calls

by which we daily receive God’s

the duties of godliness

[officia pietatis ]

prayer “the chief

and

later

the Scriptures

com-

benefits,”

24 For some references
to public or common prayers, see Institutes 3.20.29-31. Originally
an appendix to this article contained a fuller discussion of appropriate contemporary language

for describing worship;

it is

hoped the substance of this discussion may be published

at

some

later date.
25 The chapter on prayer,
3.20 in the 1559 edition, was present from 1536 but considerably expanded over the years. Headings in 1559: prayer in general (“nature and value,” “rules

for right prayer,” “defective prayers,” “the intercession of Christ,” “rejection of erroneous
doctrines of intercession of saints”); questions especially concerned with liturgy (“kinds of
prayer: private and public,” “the use of singing and of the spoken language”); a long section
on the Lord’s Prayer (concluding with remarks on the “freedom to use other words”); and

of prayer and undiscouraged perseverance in it.” In this chapter on
prayer Calvin gives a short treatment of public worship, although he says nothing about the
sacraments or preaching. References to preaching are found in many places but are not collected in one locus. The sacraments were a separate chapter in 1536 (or two, counting the
polemic against five of the medieval seven sacraments), and in 1559 the multiplied chapters
on the sacraments became chaps. 14-19 of bk. 4, “The External Means or Aids by Which
God Invites Us into the Society of Christ and Holds Us Therein.” (All quotations are taken from LCC. The book titles are Calvin’s own; the section headings are those of the Gerfinally “special times

man

editor Otto Weber.)
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mend none more

frequently [than prayer].” 26 In

fact,

prayer can be

of shorthand for the whole of worship. Calvin emphasizes that

kind

a

God

has

commanded

us to pray and promised to hear prayers, and he criticizes those

who, out of

false humility, refuse to call

on God. Petition and thanksgiv-

ing are almost inseparable concepts, because fundamentally, to call on
in every

circumstance

mercies.

Not

to pray

not to acknowledge
to setting

up

is

an acknowledgement of all God’s prior and future

to “defraud [God] of the chief part of his worship”;

God

idols in

The primary form
ken prayer

is

is

God

as the sole

source of

all

good things

is

equivalent

God’s place. 27
of prayer

also vital. It

is

may

God, but spo-

the heart’s outpouring to

be planned or spontaneous, public or pri-

—

must be shaped by the Bible the Lord’s Prayer
and it should normally be intelligible. Almodel
though Calvin provided guidelines for private prayers, he was primarily in-

vate, said or sung. Prayer
is

28

the preeminent

—

terested in defining public prayers, the liturgy, because he understood

all

personal or individual devotional acts as an extension of the corporate

worship of the body of Christ. 29
2.

Liturgy and Devotional Acts.

The two major

votion are liturgies and individual devotional

26

The

first

quotation

is

the

title

to bk.

3,

chap. 20:

parts of the duties of de-

acts.

Two common

concerns

“De Oradone, quae praecipuum est fidei
[LCC, 850]). The second

exercitium, et qua Dei beneficia quotidie percipimus” (OS, 4:296
quotation is from 3.20.13 (LCC, 866). See n. 27 below.

“

27
Institutes 3.20.13, 14, 28 (LCC, 866, 869). See Calvin’s comments on Ps. 50:14: Praise
and prayer are here to be considered as representing the whole of the worship of God, according to the figure of synecdoche.
Faith, self-denial, a holy life, and patient endurance
of the cross, are all sacrifices which please God. But as prayer is the offspring of faith, and uniformly accompanied with patience and mortification of sin, we need not wonder that these
two points of worship should here be employed to represent the whole” (CO 31:501 [English
translation modified]). See n. 18 above on the Heidelberg Catechism.
28
See Elsie Anne McKee, “John Calvin’s Teaching on the Lord’s Prayer,” The Princeton Seminary Bulletin, supplementary issue no. 2 (1992): 88-106.
29 “Now if we so desire, as is fitting, to extend our hand to one another and to help one
another, there is nothing in which we can benefit our brethren more than in commending them
to the providential care of the best of fathers; for if he is kind and favorable, nothing at all
else can be desired. Indeed, we owe even this very thing to our Father.
Let the Christian
man, then, conform his prayers to this rule in order that they may be in common and embrace all who are his brothers in Christ, not only those whom he at present sees and recognizes as such but all men who dwell on earth. For what God has determined concerning them
is beyond our knowing except that it is no less godly than humane to wish and hope the best
for them” (Institutes 3.20.38 [LCC, 901,]). “Nevertheless this does not prevent us from praying especially for ourselves and for certain others, however our minds do not withdraw their
attention from this community or turn aside from it but refer all things to it. For although
prayers are individually framed, since they are directed to this end, they do not cease to be
common” (Institutes 3.20.39 [LCC, 901-2]). For a brief list of occasions for private prayers,
.

.

.

.

see listing at n. 58 below.

.

.
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of Protestant reformers were the desire to renew and strengthen the links

between these two forms of worship, links which had become increasingly
attenuated in the Middle Ages, and to insure that all worship was intelligi-

good measure the former goal was achieved by implementing the latter, the reuniting of public and private worship was made possible through
the introduction of the vernacular in worship. The use of many of the same
texts (especially the Psalms), spoken or sung by all in their own languages,
ble. In

in liturgy or private life, also

helped bring coherence to Protestant worship. 3°

Calvin, like most clerical reformers, gives
to devotional acts. It
fies

is

significant that the

more

attention to liturgy than

two marks by which he

right administration of the sacraments,

the other hand,

many

lay reformers,

3 '

identi-

Word and

the

are both central to the liturgy.

On

the true church, the pure preaching and hearing of the

among them

the remarkable Kathari-

na Schiitz Zell of Strasbourg, seem to give particular stress to personal devotional

life 32
.

C. Sum.:, ary of the

Reformed Contours of Worship

Reformed worship
praise through

is first

reverent faith which

is

manifested in thankful

two interrelated kinds of acts, service/love of God and

vice/love of the neighbor.

Love of God always

ser-

takes precedence in princi-

3 ° Medieval liturgy and private prayer had become separated in a number of ways. The most
obvious was the liturgical use of Latin, whispered in parts of the Mass, and thus usually unintelligible to many laity and normally partly inaudible to all. Some laity might read or recite some form of daily office, e.g., the Hours of the Blessed Virgin Mary, but many of the
prayers they used at home had little relationship to public worship. How successful Protestants were in keeping liturgy and devotional life connected varied considerably; one measure
might be common texts in liturgy and private devotion. Paul Althaus (Forschungen zur evangeliscben Gebetsliteratur [Giitersloh: Bertelsmann, 1927]) traces the development of German
language prayer books in the early modern period, indicating that, under the influence of late
medieval mystical sources which entered Protestant literature in various ways, popular prayer
became again increasingly individualized. This seems to have been less true among groups,
such as persecuted French Reformed, English Puritans, and others, who clung only to the
Psalms and used these texts in daily speech as well as liturgy.
3
Institutes 4.1.9. Note that these are not the marks of the Christian; this is important for
the “Calvinist” understanding of discipline. Calvin says that by “a certain charitable judgment
... we recognize as members of the church those who, by confession of faith, by example of
life, and by partaking of the sacraments, profess the same God and Christ with us” ( Institutes
4.1.8 [LCC, 1022-23]). See nn. 46-47 below on discipline and worship.
3 2 Katharina Schiitz Zell is a fascinating, though perhaps not entirely typical, example of a
lay reformer. In various of her writings she gives clear expression to her devotion to the corporate worship of the church, especially preaching and the sacraments. (See for example, Ein
Brieff an die gantze Burgerschafft die Statt Straszburg, H2r-j2v;ms. letter of October 19, 1553,
5r-v.) On the other hand, she also expresses considerable concern for the private devotional
lives of ordinary Christians, as the examples of her hymnbook and meditations on the Psalms
'

e

mined below

indicate.

1
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but sometimes the best evidence of real adoration of

pie,

service of the neighbor rather than cultic acts.

For

God

is

found

in

this reason, faith, acts

of devotion, and acts of love, are inextricably interwoven in the Calvinist

concept of worship, forming

a structure that is

Prayer, the chief exercise of faith,

the

is

coherent without being

most important of the

rigid.
officia

the acts of devotion or godliness. Prayer also underlies and unites

pietatis,

the two subcategories: liturgy or public prayers, and individual devotional

Although different members of the Reformed community put greater
emphasis on one part or the other, public and private acts of worship form
acts.

a

kind of continuum, sharing

a

common

language and

many common

The Contents of Strasbourg-Genevan Reformed Worship

III.

An examination

of the contents of Reformed

officia pietatis,

can appropriately be divided into two sections.

liness,

texts.

The

duties of godfirst

describes

public worship, including the role of written liturgies, giving special attention to the Sunday liturgy of Word and Sacrament, and concluding with
a

brief reference to other corporate liturgies.

The

second, shorter part

sketches something of the devotional lives of Reformed Christians.

A. Public Prayers or Liturgies

The

liturgies of “Calvinist”

nificant

interests of conserving time

more

Reformed churches (which

ways from Zwinglian ones) can be

differed in sig-

fairly clearly described. In the

and maintaining continuity with the

theoretical discussion, the focus of attention here

is

earlier,

Calvin’s

own

work, although some reference will be made to other Reformed church
practices, especially in Strasbourg.
i.

Written Liturgies. Although

formed Christians were
notion

is

it

fiercely

has long been popular to assume that Re-

opposed to written

in fact false for the sixteenth

liturgies, this

century and even for

formed communities. (A primary reason

common

many later Re-

for the misinterpretation

is

owed

to the effect of revivalism on parts of the Reformed tradition. )D To un-

n The move away from written liturgies began in the seventeenth century with the development of the (British) Westminster Directory for Worship. This was still clearly a written
form,

a liturgy in

prescribed.

The

the sense of a planned order of worship, but the wording of prayers was not

revival

movements of

the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, especially in

the English-speaking world, built on this rejection of set prayers and gave ever greater weight

which effectively meant the abandonment of written orders of worT he general idea was that Spirit and sincerity are antithetical to planned or written forms
of worship. The result was eventually that the order, content, and language of worship be
came dependent almost exclusively on the inspiration of the leaders, who usually shared the
general confidence in spontaneity or at least the distrust of written forms.
to the leading of the Spirit,

ship.
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necessary to see Protestants

in the context of their age.

Protestants generally objected to the rites they inherited, not because they

opposed

all

liturgies

but for two kinds of reasons.

The

first

was

ethical; like

Christian humanists, Protestants thought that elaborate ceremonies were
distracting and wasteful.

More

important, however, were the theological ob-

jections to sacramental liturgies as “magical,” unbiblical

Protestants insisted that no rite
rightly understood as a

of worship
in fact

is

is

means of

sacred or grace-giving in
edification, a prepared

useful and good. Thus,

prepared new

“good works.” 34
itself,

but

All

when

and stable order

most of those who broke with

Rome

or simplified liturgical forms in the languages of their

communal participation in the sacraments, and congregational singing. 33
Reformed theologians, led especially by Martin Bucer of Strasbourg, gave
considerable attention to the development of public liturgies. 36 The first
peoples, giving particular emphasis to expository biblical preaching,

task

had been to preach, to convert people to the new understanding of wor-

ship as a person’s entire relationship to
eral years,

grown

support for the

new

God

based on faith alone. After sev-

Christocentric and biblical approach had

strong, and the leaders proceeded to change the rites themselves,

translating, then altering

first

forms and contents to bring the liturgy into ac-

cord with the theology.

Over

the fifteen years before Calvin arrived in Strasbourg in 1538, the

city’s liturgy

construction.

went through

The key

a

number of

criteria

were

logical appropriateness; this also

stages of deconstruction and re-

fidelity to biblical

meant considerable

teaching and theo-

simplification of struc-

34 Calvin gives a fairly full picture of the objections to inherited liturgies, especially the theology and practice of the sacraments, in “The Necessity of Reforming the Church,” and then
goes on to describe Protestant changes (CO 6:464, 467-469, 487-490; English, Tracts, 1:13233, 137-40, 165-69). Among the most important problems: ceremonies invented by human
beings rather than following God’s will and Word; sacraments as magical means of gaining
grace or as works that human beings offer to God rather than receive as God’s gifts; and the
excessive use of externals at the expense of spiritual worship.
35 Bard Thompson, Liturgies
of the Western Church (Cleveland and New York: Collins- World,
1961) collects the liturgies of many early Protestants Lutheran, Reformed, and English. The
Radicals or Anabaptists were the only early-sixteenth-century reformers who generally did not
write liturgies, although Thomas Miintzer and Balthasar Hubmaier are exceptions to this general rule. (Others, first Hutterites and then Mennonites, later organized regular liturgical patterns.) Preaching and communal participation in the sacraments were universally recognized
as parts of Sunday liturgies; most reformers included congregational singing, though a few,
like Ulrich Zwingli, preferred spoken congregational recitation. Eor Zwingli’s practice, see

—

Thompson,
36

Liturgies, 152, 153, 155.

See the magisterial study of Rene Bornert, La reforme protestante du
XVle si'ecle (1 523-1 598) (Leiden: Brill, 1981), esp. pt. 1 on history.

culte

a Strasbourg au

1
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ture.

The new

vernacular worship patterns were intended to be faithful to

scripture and the practice of the early church, but they were also recognized
as historical texts,

community

which could and should be

fitted to edify the particular

that used them. 37
“ Calvinist ”

Paradigm for Sunday Worship. Protestants
generally regarded the Bible as the fundamental authority for the charac2.

Acts 2:42, the

ter of worship, but they applied this in varied
tice.

blueprint for liturgy, but

lish a rigid

The key
2:42,

ways

to the details of prac-

According to early Reformed theologians, the Bible does not estabdoes provide guidelines for content.

it

paradigm for “Calvinist” Reformed worship was Acts

biblical

which was understood not

as a strict

order but as

necessary components of a complete Lord’s

Calvin quotes Acts 2:42 in the

first

a

Day (Sunday)

summary of

the

service. 38

edition of the Institutes of the Christ-

ian Religion (1536), in the context of relating caritas to the Lord’s Supper:

Luke

The

relates in

church,

when he

Acts that this was the practice of the apostolic

says that believers

‘.

.

.

continued

in the apostles’ teach-

ing and fellowship, in the breaking of bread and in prayers’ [Acts 2:42,

Thus

became the unvarying rule that no meeting of the
church should take place without the Word, prayers, partaking of the
cf.

Vg.].

it

Supper, and almsgiving. 39
Significantly, this passage

remained unchanged through

the Institutes and Acts 2:42
,

became

all

later editions

for “Calvinists” a fourfold

list

of

of the

major components of worship, the key paradigm for public worship.

The
is

first

point in Acts 2:42, and the

first

the teaching of the apostles, the gospel.

mark of the church

One

for Calvin,

of the primary Protestant

reforms was an insistence on the pure preaching of the

Word

of

God and

Adaptation to the historical community was practiced to some extent in the sixteenth cenalthough the reformers were generally concerned to have one form in each territory, for
purposes of edification, and changes were not to be made without good reason. The question
of adaptation has become critical in the modern world in discussions of inculturation; see for
example various articles in Reformed Liturgy and Music, special issue (1995), which give regional
reports and a report to the churches from a consultation on The Place and Renewal of Worship in the Reformed Churches held in Geneva in 1994.
3 8 For the “Calvinist” understanding of Acts 2:42 in the context of the exegetical history of
the verse, see McKee, John Calvin on the Diaconate chap. 3. “Calvinists” have not been the
only ones to understand Acts 2:42 as a kind of paradigm of worship, though they have been
theologically the most coherent. Consider, e.g., the nineteenth-century Lutheran Wilhelm
Loehe (see the presentation by Thomas Schattauer at the North American Academy of Liturgy, January 1995), or references in Roman Catholic documents such as Mediator Dei (1947),
par. 21, which still used the Vulgate version.
tury,

,

39

Institutes

4.17.44

(LCC,

1422).
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Sermons had not been

as rare in the

189

Middle Ages

Protestants have sometimes thought, but these sermons were not
sary part of the regular

on

Mass

liturgy,

as later
a

neces-

and they were not necessarily based

scripture. 40

For Reformed Christians,

as for Protestants generally, the exposition

of

became a central and necGod. Proclaiming the gospel is a form

the biblical text, in the language of the people,
essary part of

all

right worship of

of praising and honoring God; Calvin
cious to

God

[cultum Deo gratum et

course, related to

human

has ordained to bring

women and men

according to God’s

live

salvation; only the Bible reveals the

and human preaching of scripture

vation,

The

“worship pleasing and pre-

calls it a

pretiosum ].” 41 Preaching

is

is

also,

way

to sal-

means that God
teach them how to

the ordinary

to faith

and to

will. 42

teaching of the apostles

is First,

but

certainly not the only

it is

of the church; the right administration of the sacraments

Calvin understood the breaking of bread in Acts 2:42 as
Lord’s Supper, the “visible

Word” by which

Holy

the

a

is

40

The

doctrine of the Lord’s Supper

is

mark

the second.

reference to the

Spirit offers to

all

conveys to those with faith the spiritual reality of Christ’s body and
benefits. 43

of

and

all its

too complex for adequate

The

gospel and epistle were read in the Latin Mass, but no sermon was necessary for the
A vernacular preaching service called “prone” was popular in many
places; it was sometimes associated with the Mass, sometimes independent. The sermon at
“prone” might be catechetical or moral instruction, or focus on the liturgical year (saint’s day),
or it could explain the day’s scripture. For prone, see Eberhard Weismann, “Der Predigtgottesdienst und die verwandten Formen,” in Leiturgia: Handbuch des evangelischer Gottesdiliturgy to be complete.

enste s, ed. Karl

Ferdinand Muller and Walter Blankenburg,

vol. 3 (Kassel:

Johannes Stauda-

Verlag, 1956), 14-25. See also n. 45 below.
41

See commentary on Rom. 1:9 for preaching as worship (CO 49:16). Calvin recognized
was speaking of the vocation of preaching, not the liturgy specifically, but it is useful to include this comment here because quite often preaching, since it is directed to people
and not to God, is regarded as tangential to worship. (That is, prayer directed to God is worship but words directed to people are education or exhortation.) In Calvinist thinking, the concept of worship is shaped more by the purpose of honoring God than by the idea that only
that Paul

what
42

is

said to

God

counts.

of preaching in salvation. Preachers in the Reformed
it seemed to skip so much of the Bible.
Instead, Reformed pastors normally followed the lectio continua pattern of working straight
through various books of the Bible in turn, taking up each day where they had left off in the
previous sermon. Usually Calvin preached on a gospel or an epistle on Sunday morning, a
gospel, epistle, or psalm on Sunday afternoons, and a book of the Old Testament at the weekday services. In the course of his life, Calvin covered most of the Bible in his homilies and
the related commentaries, many of which began as lectures to future preachers.
43 In the exegetical tradition of Acts 2:42 there was some dispute about the meaning
of the
breaking of bread, though a significant portion of opinion read this phrase to mean the eucharist. Calvin recognized the possibility of differing interpretations for the breaking of
bread, but he was convinced that here it was to be understood of the Lord’s Supper “because

See

Institutes 4.1.1, 5-6, for the role

tradition rejected the old lectionary system because
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treatment here, but
in public

it is

important to note several factors regarding

its

role

worship.

Calvin’s insistence that the sacraments are necessary for the visible, public

and Christian worship

face of the church

sons. First
to be

is

the

word

adminstered in the community,

munity

as a

whole

is

noteworthy

is

in

corporate worship, and the com-

to participate, not

merely observe

claim that the sacraments are necessary to public worship
liturgical differences

.

44

is

Word

service,

Second, the

one of the key

between “Calvinists” and their Zwinglian Reformed

colleagues. Calvin has often been accused of reducing the
to a

for three rea-

public: the sacraments are God’s gifts for the church,

but

this

is

Sunday

liturgy

theologically untrue, even though he was pre-

Word

vented from practicing frequent communion. For Calvin, the whole

and Sacrament service
are a

is

means of grace and

the ideal regular Sunday worship; the sacraments
thus, if the

the Supper should be celebrated

The

third significant point

is

are properly prepared,

weekly. 45

related to this proper preparation, and the

fact that public participation in the

Christian vocation in the world

communicants

is

sacraments

is

also a key point at

linked with the liturgy.

which

The most

obvi-

ous connection between the Lord’s Supper, preparation, and the world
the often misunderstood

Reformed

practice of “discipline.”

is

Those who do

Luke is recording those things which constitute the form of the Church visible to the public
eye” (commentary on Acts, CO 48:57). See McKee, John Calvin on the Diaconate, 77-83.
Calvin’s Short Treatise on the Lord's Supper (1541) is his best introduction to the Lord’s Supper (OS 1:503-30). Note the emphasis on the sacrament as gift, not sacrifice or good work;
this was a primary preoccupation of all Protestants.
44 Among the key Protestant sacramental reforms, along with rejecting the sacrificial character of the Mass and insisting on communion in both kinds, was the abolition of private Masses; the community must be present and it must participate when the Lord’s Supper is offered.
Early Protestants also rejected emergency or private baptism, and the Reformed tradition continued to insist that this sacrament, like the Supper, be held only in the presence of the gathered community, in worship.
45 Zwingli patterned his Sunday liturgy on the medieval “prone” preaching service, with a
Supper liturgy added quarterly. For Zwingli the Lord’s Supper was a symbolic memorial, a
thanksgiving, a pledge, but not a means of grace, and thus four services per year were sufficient. Many scholars agree that for Calvin, however, the Supper was a means of grace and thus
ideally should be offered every Sunday. In practice, the frequency of communion in Geneva
was restricted by the civil magistracy against Calvin’s continued protests and a quarterly
celebration was the most that could be achieved. The fact that both streams of the Reformed
tradition practiced quarterly communion led to the assimilation of Calvin’s theology to that
of Zwingli in the minds of many later Reformed people, especially after the rationalizing movements of the eighteenth century. For argument on the balance between the Word and Sacraments in Calvin’s liturgy, see the literature cited in McKee, John Calvin on the Diaconate 2122. For comparison of Zwingli’s, Calvin’s, and Bullinger’s positions on the Lord’s Supper, and
evidence of continuing diversity in the Reformed tradition, see B. A. Gerrish, “The Lord’s
Supper in the Reformed Confessions,” Theology Today 23 (1966): 224-43.

—

—

,
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come

to the

Supper

as
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repentant sinners trusting in Christ’s mercy,

who

thus profane the body of Christ by irreverence and ingratitude, ignorance

of the basics of the

faith,

or failure to love their neighbors, are excluded

from both sacraments until they manifest repentance. 46 However, the
Lord’s Supper is also a key point for nourishing Christian life in the world;
if reconciliation with God and neighbors is a condition for sharing in the
Supper, the Supper is also the communion with Christ and fellow Christians that supports Christian vocation. 47

In addition to

Word and

Sacraments there are two other important com-

ponents of public worship named in Acts 2:42.

which

some

for “Calvinists” includes

sung

The

praise. Early

liturgical prayers (such as the petition for

ister’s

discretion, but, unlike

no objection

The

some of

first

of these

prayer,

their Puritan descendents, they

to the use of “set forms” or written

had

prayers. 48

popular part of congregational prayer was sung, and the joy and

praise of Protestant worship cannot be rightly understood

forgotten. Although there were

some

Discipline

is

if this

exceptions, the “Calvinist”

generally sang only biblical texts, particularly the Psalms. 49
46

is

Reformed theologians left
illumination) to the min-

The

singing

is

Reformed
were

latter

often equated simply with excommunication. In fact, Calvin’s theory and

more moderate than the legend. The objectives of discipline were to prevent dishonor to God and harm to the community and to bring the public sinner back to repentance (see Institutes 4.12.5). In practice Genevan discipline was rather like “directive counseling,” which would seem very intrusive by modern standards of privacy, but only a small
portion of cases ended in (usually temporary) suspension from the sacraments. Also, it dealt
with religious concerns as well as moral ones. Excommunication might occur for lack of religious knowledge (“go and learn the Lord’s Prayer in your own language and come back, recite it with faith, and be received at the Supper”), and it was usually continued only in a case
of hardened refusal to repent (a repentant murderer might be received, an unrepentant quarreler would not). The literature on discipline is enormous, but most of the older works on
the practice of discipline (which relied on a sampling of the most sensational cases) are now
being revised in the light of the rather different impression becoming available from full editions of the consistory records. (See for example the various recent publications of R. M. Kingdon.) The point here, however, is the interconnection between liturgy and lived worship.
47 Modern Protestants have sometimes been accused of seeing acts of worship as merely
functional, preparation for the “real work” of living in the world; cf. Nicholas Wolterstorff,
Until Justice and Peace Embrace (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1983), 147-48. At least for most sixteenth-century reformers like Calvin, this is not true. They did take with intense seriousness
the importance of living rightly, and those like Calvin who saw the sacrament as a means of
grace recognized the role of the Lord’s Supper in strengthening Christian vocation, but the
liturgy was not merely fuel for life; it was critically important in itself, as praise, as communion with Christ and as a means of confirming faith.
48 See Horton Davies, The Worship
of the English Puritans (Westminster: Dacre, 1948), chap.
8, for Puritan prayer and the development of objection to fixed prayer forms. As noted above
(n. 33), this objection led eventually to the rejection of planned, written liturgies.
49 As is well known, Zwingli did not approve of singing in worship, and Zurich did not do
so; cf. n. 35. Some other Reformed communities in the Zwinglian circle, such as the city of
Constance led by Johannes Zwick, followed “Lutheran” practice and sang biblically inspired
hymns as well as Psalms. Calvin advocated singing only biblical texts, especially Psalms, and
this pattern prevailed in most later Reformed churches.
practice were both

,

I
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translated in metrical

form and

tended to be seriously

word

set to specially written

joyful. In

music which was

was more im-

to a note, since praying the text with understanding

portant than making

formed an important

a

in-

church, Psalms were sung in unison, one

wonderful sound. 50 As sung prayer, the Psalms also

link

between corporate liturgy and individual devo-

tion.

The
in

the

in this “Calvinist”

as

component of Acts 2:42, koinonia or fellowship, is
most interesting or at least the most distinctive element

fourth remaining

some ways

Reformed paradigm

for worship. Calvin defined koinonia

“mutual association, alms, and other duties of brotherly fellowship,” and

emphasized the connection between the Lord’s Supper and

As noted above, koinonia

is

per, while right participation in the

charity with one’s

this fellowship.

strengthened by participation in the Lord’s Sup-

Supper

is

also

dependent on being

in

neighbors. 51

Because of the prescriptive character of Acts 2:42, koinonia most often
,

concretely expressed as almsgiving,

is

regarded as

mal worship. 52 Calvin himself recognized that

it

a

necessary part of for-

might seem

a slightly for-

5 ° Critics were horrified that Protestants allowed women to sing in public worship (see n.
70 below). Harmonizations of the Psalms (in which all voices still sang the same text together) were often used outside the liturgy (cf. nn. 67, 71). Calvin wanted Christians to sing scripture everywhere, “even in the homes and in the fields.” See Charles Garside, Jr., The Origins

of Calvin's Theology of Music: 1536-154.3 (Philadelphia: American Philosophical Society, 1979),
1-36; the quotation is from Calvin’s “Epistle to the Reader” at the beginning of The Form of
Prayers (OS 2:15-16; English, Garside, Origins 32). The development of a special musical style

was one of the uniquely “Calvinist” contributions to Reformed worship that originated with
Calvin himself; see Markus Jenny, Luther Zivingli Calvin in ihren Liedem (Zurich: Theologishes Verlag, 1983), 229-30. Scholarly work on the Reformed Psalters is rich; a few examples will suffice here: on music see Pierre Pidoux, ed., Le psautier huguenot du XVIe siecle:
Melodies et documents, 2 vols. (Bale: Edition Baerenreiter, 1962); on texts and music, see Robin
A. Leaver, Goostly Psalmes and Spirituall Songes (Oxford: Clarendon, 1991).
5
Commentary on Acts 2:42 (CO 48:57). The exegesis of koinonia is noteworthy as an example of the way humanist textual criticism, along with the determination to be faithful to
the text of scripture, influenced “Calvinist” theology. The Vulgate reads as follows: communicatione fractionis panis, “the communication of the breaking of bread,” and medieval exegetes
interpreted the whole as either the eucharist or a common (charitable) meal, or both. One of
Erasmus’ corrections to the Vulgate was the recovery of the Greek reading: kai t( koinonia,
kai t( klasei tou artou, “communication and the breaking of bread.” All Protestants adopted
“
the new fourfold reading of Acts 2:42 that resulted from separating koinonia ” and “breaking
of bread.” Only for “Calvinists” did this change in the text significantly affect their theory of
liturgy, however, since they read Acts 2:42 as prescriptive. For the whole development, see
McKee, John Calvin on the Diaconate, chap. 3, esp. pp. 70-86.
5 2 To understand the importance of this point, it is necessary to remember how almsgiving
was practiced and explained by Calvin’s predecessors and contemporaries. Although medieval
Christians were very charitable, the medieval Mass included no regular alms collection. All
Protestants did away with the offertory of the bread and wine associated with the sacrifice of
the Mass, and most in fact incorporated an offering of alms in their regular Sunday services,
especially when the Lord’s Supper was celebrated. It is probable that Calvin followed this plan
in his congregation in Strasbourg, although Genevans apparently did not institute regular Sunday alms collections until 1568. Even though most Protestants instituted an alms offering in
;

‘
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eign element in the liturgy, but he affirmed the practice as biblical teaching (implied, for example, in the Sabbath
vants) and therefore
ible link

between worship

the service of
y.
tral,
list

normative. 53

God

commandment

to give rest to ser-

Koindnia in public worship provides

as the service

of

God

in liturgy,

The Sunday Word and Sacrament service

but there are also other liturgies in Calvin’s Form of Prayers.

The sacrament

suffice here.

riage (which

is

Provisions are

not

a

made

for daily corporate
a

rather bare

a special

is

A

cenbrief

of baptism and the celebration of mar-

sacrament for Protestants), are given special

weekdays began with
each week was held

as

in loving the neighbor. 54

Other Public Liturgies.

must

a vis-

and worship

liturgies.

worship of various kinds. Most

sermon

liturgy.

However, on one day

prayer service particularly devoted to the needs

of the church in the world, with

a

lengthy prayer of intercession and con-

gregational Psalm singing as well as the scripture and sermon. 55

This corporate daily worship of Reformed Christians provides an appropriate transition to a sketch of their individual daily devotional lives.

worship, however, only Calvinists developed
sary part of right worship, and this

is

one

a

theory that explained this practice as a necesmakes Calvinist teaching on the liturgy

fact that

McKee, John Calvin on the Diaconate, 25-65.
See Institutes 2.8.32 (LCC, 398): “Although the Sabbath has been abrograted, there is still
occasion for us: (1) to assemble on stated days for the hearing of the Word, the breaking of
the mystical bread, and for public prayers [cf. Acts 2:42]; (2) to give surcease from labor to
servants and workmen. There is no doubt that in enjoining the Sabbath the Lord was concerned with both.” See also Calvin’s commentary on Ex. 20:8 (CO 24:579): “On this ground
He did not merely wish that people should rest at home, but that they should meet in the sanctuary, there to engage themselves in prayer and sacrifices, and to make progress in religious
knowledge through the interpretation of the Law. In this respect we have an equal necessity
for the Sabbath with the ancient people, so that on one day we may be free, and thus the better prepared to learn and testify our faith. A third object of the Sabbath is also stated by Moses,
but an accidental one as it were, viz., that it may be a day of relaxation for servants. Since this
pertains to the rule of charity [caritatis regulam ], it has not properly any place in the First Table,
and is therefore added by Moses as an extrinsic advantage.” On Calvin’s use of Deut. 16:16
(“you shall not come emptyhanded”), see McKee, John Calvin on the Diaconate, 53-58.
54 In the present context there is not space to discuss the unique role of Calvinist deacons,
the ecclesiastical ministers who lead the people in diakonia. It is important to indicate, however, that the liturgical role of deacons is another evidence of this structural connection between liturgy and love. The primary function of Calvinist deacons is care of the poor, but they
also collect the alms in worship and offer the cup in the Lord’s Supper, as a visible manifestation of the holiness of diakonia and its place as part of the worship of God. See McKee, John
unique. See
55

Calvin on the Diaconate, 39-41 and pt. 2, esp. p. 154.
55 See The Form
of Prayers, OS 2:26-38, 50-58 (including also instructions for visiting the
sick). Daily prayer and particularly the days of prayer for intercession are very interesting for
the “Calvinist” understanding of liturgical time. Generally
traditional liturgical year to a
logical holy days.

minimum, keeping

However, they instituted regular prayer days, and
which made their liturgical calendar express

fasting or thanksgiving,
cal,

Reformed Christians stripped the
Sunday and a very few Christo-

the weekly

contingent events

in the life

of the church.

I

also occasional days of
a sensitivity to histori-

plan further examination of this area.
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B. Devotional Acts

For

clergy,

one of the most important concerns

theological reform of popular piety. Although

it

in devotional life

may seem

ern ears to count religious education as part of devotional
ation of teaching and worshiping

common

is

traditional.

The Reformed

not without some justification, of promoting

was

in fact

For

common

lay people,

it

to

many

early

mod-

the associ-

new

Christians to

tradition has

been accused,

a

very didactic piety, but this

modern reformers

56
.

was the emotional comfort of prayers and songs that

mattered most in the devotional
characteristics

life,

For example, one of the most

aspects of catechesis has always been teaching

pray, especially the Lord’s Prayer.

was the

strange to

life.

Following

a

brief sketch of

common

and contents of extraliturgical “duties of devotion,” atten-

tion will be focused

on the example of

a

remarkable lay reformer, Katha-

rina Schiitz Zell.

General Comments. For Protestants, personal acts of devotion were part

1.

of

continuum with

a

Many

and followed similar theological standards.

forms of medieval practice, such

saints’ days,

gained

as pilgrimages

and celebration of

were therefore discouraged or eliminated. Devotional
a

Word

God and a print culture, and thus
new importance. The knowledge of the Bible and

oriented towards the
texts

liturgy

of

life

was

written
various

forms of family or individual scripture study were encouraged, although often the greater part of biblical instruction

came through public worship or

school training. 5 ?
Prayers, Psalms, and

56

hymns were

central to the devotional activities of

The “prone” preaching

service mentioned above was the key corporate form of catechMiddle Ages, but the primary responsibility for teaching children their prayers rested on parents and godparents. Education in the faith was a matter of intense interest to Christian humanists, Catholic and Protestant alike, and in the sixteenth century the institutional
church began to assume the chief role in catechesis, for which Protestants developed the new
question-and-answer format. There were usually no sharp distinctions among liturgies, prayer
books, hymnbooks, and catechisms; e.g., Luther’s Betbiicblein (1519) served as prayer book and
catechism; most of Calvin’s occasional prayers were attached to his catechism, not his lituresis in the

gy; Katharina Schiitz Zell explicitly considered her
rical

hymnbook a way of teaching the faith; metcommonly found in

versions of the Lord’s Prayer, Apostles’ Creed, and decalogue were

songbooks. Liturgies and hymn- or Psalmbooks were often issued together.
57 A great deal has been written about the importance of the new print culture for the development and spread of Protestantism. (See for example the classic study of Elizabeth Eisenstein, The Printing Press as an Agent of Change [Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1979],
esp. 1:42 2ff.) It is sufficient here to note that Protestant piety was significantly shaped by the
emphasis on the Bible as the only authority and the importance of being able to read it, combined with the rejection of many nonverbal devotional practices, such as pilgrimages. For an
example of how shocking this biblical orientation could be to contemporaries, see n. 70 below.
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most Protestants. The Lord’s Prayer had pride of place in the teaching of
prayer, but Psalters and hymnbooks (in Reformed areas that allowed texts
not directly taken from scripture) provided the essential content of lay
In addition to sung texts, prayers for special occasions

piety.

were sometimes

at-

tached to catechisms or liturgies. For example, Calvin’s catechism includes
prayers for use on arising in the morning, before and after meals, before

work or

school, and

captives”

is

found

prayers appeared in
2.

on

retiring at night; a special prayer of intercession “for

at the

end of The Form of Prayers-, and various kinds of

some

Katharina Schiitz

Psalters. 58

Zell.

The work

of Schiitz Zell,

temporary of Bucer and Calvin, provides

a

a

Strasbourg con-

glimpse of the duties of godli-

ness as practiced and taught by a lay person. 59

Two

publications in partic-

ular illustrate facets of lay piety.

The

first

of these

is

Schiitz Zell’s edition of a

hymnbook of the Bohemian

Brethren (published 1534-36), to which she added
annotations. 60 Schiitz Zell’s

work

is

a distinctive preface

and

strongly Protestant. Although she did

not require that Christians sing only biblical

texts,

she clearly recognized

and celebrated the principle of sola scriptura and firmly insisted on

a

Chris-

tocentric understanding of faith, excluding any appeal to the saints or

works righteousness. Schiitz Zell called her hymnbook

a “teaching, prayer,

and praise book.” 61 Her annotations on the hymns were intended to guide
58

Expositions of the Lord’s Prayer were popular (see nn. 28, 68). For Calvins occasional
CO 6:135-46. Later a few Psalters included collects with each Psalm.
59 A devout young woman whose conversion to Protestantism reads much like that of Luther,
Katharina Schiitz came to prominence as the wife of one of Strasbourg’s first reformers,
prayers, see

Matthew

Zell. Her ministry with her husband and then after his death is a remarkable story,
which includes everything from care for refugees, orphans, and prisoners, to preaching,
teaching, pastoral counsel, to civic activism for hospital reform. Her writings cover a wide

range: pastoral, polemical, homiletical, historical, autobiographical, as well as the liturgical-

There are various brief sketches of Schiitz Zell
(1497/8-1562) available, but most are not reliable because they are not based on any acquaintance with the primary sources. At present the one exception in English is Roland H.
Bainton, Women of the Reformation in Germany and Italy (Boston: Beacon, 1971), chap. 3, though
details of this work are not entirely trustworthy. I am at present working on two volumes. The
first is a biography, Katharina Schiitz Zell: The Life and Thought of a Sixteenth-Century Reformer;
the second, a critical edition of Schiitz Zell’s writings.
60
For a full discussion of this publication, and a translation of the preface, see Elsie Anne
McKee, “Reforming Popular Piety in Sixteenth-Century Strasbourg: Katharina Schiitz Zell
and Her Hymnbook,” Studies in Reformed Theology and History 3, no. 1 (January 1995).
6
The biblical character and purposes of the text are expressed in the preface. “When I read
this book, I had to conclude that this man [Weisse, the original editor] has the whole Bible
wide open in his heart. ... I found such an understanding of the works of God in this songbook that I want all people to understand it. Indeed, I ought much rather to call it a teaching, prayer, and praise book than a songbook, although the little word ‘song’ is well and properly spoken, for the greatest praise of God is expressed in song, as when Moses sang a
glorious song of praise to God when the Lord brought him and His people through the sea,
catechetical-devotional ones discussed here.

'
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singers in understanding their faith

wanted the book

Zell also delighted in music that

and singing formed

The

and her preface suggests that she
and teach-your-

to function as a kind of teach-yourself

household catechism. Although her

a vital

first

would

concern was right theology, Schiitz
attract people to the

part of Protestant piety

preface to Schiitz Zell’s

tivity to lay

62
,

hymnbook

sung gospel,

63
.

also indicates her special sensi-

concerns. Early liturgical reformers concentrated on the texts

necessary for public worship, giving lay people relatively

little

to replace

the old private prayers and songs to the saints, which had been rejected.

promoted the replacement of old “bad songs” with good themany more occasions in
Christian life than were covered by the official liturgies. Her book includSchiitz Zell

ology by supplying prayer and praise texts for
ed not only

hymns

for various hours

and tasks of daily

occasional prayers) but also for times of
tological holy days (which

trial

life (as

with Calvin’s

and sorrow, for favorite Chris-

many Reformed churches had

eliminated from

their calendars), for special groups of people (children, sinners),

other situations

and many

6,3
.

Exod. 1 5 1 - 8] And the holy Anna the same way sang thanks and praise to God the Lord
when He had given her Samuel, I Kings 2 [1 Sam. 2:1-10]. As also David made so many glo[:

rious
62

1

.

Psalm songs

.

.

.”

(McKee, “Reforming Popular

Piety,” appendix

1).

of a

Two examples of instructive and polemical notes must suffice. One is found at the head
hymn telling the story of Mary. Katharma Schiitz Zell says that the hymn is “About Mary

the

Mother of

Christ,

How

she,

from the race of Jesse, bore Christ through the Holy Spir-

The other note reads: “A
hymn: how we cannot be saved through the law or our own works but through faith
in the blood and merit of Jesus Christ” (McKee, “Reforming Popular Piety”).
63 According to the instructions of Michael Weisse, the editor of the original Bohemian
Brethren hymnbook, Schiitz Zell kept all the texts as they were given, but she altered a significant amount of the music. Her criteria seem to have been familiarity and ease of singing,
as well as beauty of sound; essentially the music was to please the singers and hearers in orit,

and how

all

the saints have built on Christ and not on Mary.”

lovely

der to serve Christian salvation. Schiitz Zell says these hymns are to replace “bad songs” and
to proclaim the gospel. “So it seemed to me a very good and useful thing ... to convey the
whole business of Christ and our salvation in song, so that the people may thus enthusiastically and with clear voices be exhorted regarding their salvation” (McKee, “Reforming Popular Piety,” appendix 1).
64
Categories of hymns: incarnation, birth, circumcision, epiphany, ministry and suffering,
resurrection, and ascension of Christ, the Holy Spirit, praise hymns, prayer hymns, teaching
hymns, hymns for various times of the day, for children, for the fallen or sinners, hymns for
the burial of the dead, and for the last judgment, hymns about the right honoring of the saints,

and about the Lord’s Testament (Supper). It must be remembered that these are the hymns
and categories of the Bohemian Brethren. These holy days were not practiced in Strasbourg
when Schiitz Zell published her book, though they would not have been unusual in Lutheran areas.

Whether

Schiitz Zell herself favored this iiturgical year

is

not

clear,

but she certainly

saw nothing wrong with the contents of the hymns. At least one of the hymns for burial (which
Luther also adopted in his hymnbooks) was important to Schiitz Zell personally because she
used it when she preached at Matthew Zell’s burial. See McKee, “Reforming Popular Piety.”
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Schiitz Zell’s

hymnbook

directed to lay people

is

and gives particular attention to women.

65
,

1

97

especially families,

66

Perhaps the most important feabook is the evidence Schiitz Zell provides for locating Protes(and Reformed) devotional acts right in the midst of mundane life:

ture of the
tant

And teach your children and relatives to know that they do not serve human beings but God, when they faithfully (in the faith) keep house,
obey, cook, wash dishes, wipe up and tend children, and such like

which serves human
also turn to

the

God

work of

maidservant

and that (while doing

with the voice of song. [This

priests,
at

life,

monks, and nuns]

.

.

much more

it is all

pleasing than

the artisan at his work, the

in the cradle

— they use

prayer, and teaching songs, Psalms and other such

praise,

work

very work) they can

her dishwashing, the farmer and vinedresser on the farm,

and the mother with the wailing child
vided

.

is

this

done

order their whole

in the faith
lives

with

like things,

such
pro-

and knowledge of Christ, and they devoutly

all

faithfulness

and patience towards every-

one. 67

Hear the ringing exhortation
through

this passage,

the singer’s heart and

The second
life is a

to the priesthood of believers,

along with the clear insistence on right conditions
life:

faith in Christ

in

and love for the neighbor.

of Schiitz Zell’s writings that illustrates Reformed devotional

book of meditations on

Lord’s Prayer.

which echoes

The

biblical texts:

Psalms 51 and 130 and the

explanation of the Lord’s Prayer originated as

a

response

many evidences of Schiitz Zell’s concern for laity. One is the fact that she exand responds to two lay objections to the liturgical reform of music. People complained about having nothing to replace the old private devotional texts that the reformers
had eliminated as theologically wrong, and they objected to losing the holy days. Schiitz Zell
answered by offering Weisse’s texts, which included hymns for Christological feast days, although she plainly shared many of the clerical reformers’ concerns, because she explicitly re65

There

are

plicitly cites

jected

hymns

to the saints except as biblical stories witnessing to salvation in Christ alone.

62 above. Schiitz Zell also directed her book to laypeople, and consistently enforced
the idea of the priesthood of believers. She actually seemed to see the singing of biblical songs

See

n.

as a

form of

66

lay preaching. See

McKee, “Reforming Popular

Piety.”

Schiitz Zell consciously directs her text to parents, especially thinking of mothers.

She

examples, both of biblical women (e.g., Hannah [see n. 61]), and of
contemporary women in the priesthood of believers (see n. 67 and elsewhere), which are not
found in hymnbook prefaces by men. The fact that she is a woman does not in the least deter Schiitz Zell from claiming authority to speak, which she bases on her knowledge of the
Bible (see quotation in n. 61). Furthermore, a number of Schiitz Zell’s writings, including the
original exposition of the Lord’s Prayer mentioned below, were directed to women. Schiitz
Zell’s “woman’s” theology will receive full treatment in the forthcoming biography.
also uses

67

many feminine

McKee, “Reforming Popular

Piety,”

appendix

1.

-

1
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women who needed

to the plight of some

pastoral counsel, and Schiitz Zell’s

combine education with edification. 68
The meditations on the Psalms, however, were the more personal fruit
of Schiitz Zell’s private Bible study, though it is notable that her purpose
in publishing them was pastoral. In the preface to the book, Schiitz Zell
writes that she had gone through all the Psalms at a time of great personreflections

al

anguish, writing out her thoughts.

Now she chose to share selected texts

with an elderly and afflicted friend, and others

fort
I

whom

she could not reach

order to support them in their suffering by offering the com-

in person, in

God had

and admonition that
sought in

my meditations some

to help to carry

your cross

a

given her in her troubles:
helpful

way

to be present with

ways, spiritually

(if

you and

not physically), or to

gives me, as in my
my conduct God also admonished and consoled
sought out some of my old booklets which I wrote for myself some

lighten

it

with as

much

spiritual consolation as

God

urgent necessities about

me.

I

years ago, and from these (in which

went through the

I

Psalter with lament, prayer, and thanks)

“Miserere” [Psalm 51].

.

.

.

[As

David did

paraphrased

[this],

when my

me

me
in

once

in a great anxiety

[

an

De

profundis,

when

I

had

a

great strug-

over the wrath and the grace of God, and yet the Lord con-

such

The combination
striking

I

heart and conscience were deeply afflicted,

together with the 130th Psalm,

soled

so]

entire holy

have taken one, namely the

despondency of my own (before God) meditated, prayed and

fechtung] and

gle within

I

a fatherly

way. 69

of personal and pastoral, biblical and existential,

and typical of Schiitz

is

both

Zell’s piety.

68

Den Psalmen Miserere/ mit dem Kbiinig David bedacht/ gebettet/und paraphrasiert von Kathasampt dem Vatter unser mit seiner erkldrung ... It is worth translating the entire title: “The Psalm ‘Miserere’ [51] meditated, prayed with King David, paraphrased by
Katharina Zell, the widowed wife of the now blessed Master Matthew Zell, together with the
rina Zellin

,

.

.

.

exposition, sent to the Christian man Sir Felix Armbruster as a consoand published for other distressed hearts and consciences troubled on account of sin, etc.” There are meditations on the two Psalms, a lengthy introduction to the
Lord’s Prayer, followed by a recitation of the Apostles’ Creed, before the actual exposition of
the articles of the Prayer. For reference to writing the Lord’s Prayer for two women of Spire,
see A7v-A8r, E4r. I plan to write a full discussion of this text, either in the biography or a sep-

Lord’s Prayer with

its

lation in his illness,

arate article.
69

See Den Psalmen Miserere A6r-v. Note that the Psalms Schiitz Zell chose to share were
two of the penitential Psalms so much loved in the later Middle Ages.
,

the 51st and 130th,
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,

Singing and meditating on the Psalms were, in
Protestant and especially Reformed piety

70

-

“

‘An Anatomy of

all

ror.” In the Psalms

Calvin considered the Psalms

the Parts of the Soul;’ for there

which any one can be conscious that

we overhear

is

the heart of

fact, at

not an emotion of

is

a

mir-

all

their

not here represented as in

the biblical leaders “laying open

inmost thoughts and affections,” and we are encouraged and guided
corporate prayers and our personal praise and lament

For the Reformed

tradition, the

whole of

the biblical consciousness of living in

were

tion

God’s

life

to punctuate a life of devotion. It

Schiitz Zell chose to help others

was

sight,
is

in

our

71
.

to be

permeated with

and the duties of devo-

significant that

one way

was by sharing her own inner struggle, ex-

pressed in meditation on the Psalms. This, like her emphasis on Christians
singing God’s praise in the midst of “work which serves
to

some of

duties of love, the worship of

And

human

points

God

with the service of the neighbor.

that interweaving of acts of devotion with the larger picture of what

worship

is

brings this story

full circle.

IV.

What

Conclusion

then are the major features of the classical Reformed understand-

ing of worship?

The

first,

and perhaps most

ation of the place of worship at the heart of

terwoven with

all

significant,

is a

new

Reformed theology,

appreci-

closely in-

other key doctrines. This context also serves to enlarge

and subtly to reshape the definition of worship. Worship

70

life,”

the ways in which the duties of devotion were linked with the

is

not simply cul-

That women were encouraged

to sing Psalms publicly, and to study the Bible for themwas very shocking to many traditional people. Florimond de Raemond, a Roman
Catholic critic of Calvin, writes thus: “Was the practice of the ancient and wise Christianity
like the young and foolish Calvinism, which allows women to sing in church? ‘Let her keep
selves,

silent,’ says

Paul;

‘let

her sing,’ says Calvin.

They

say that according to Saint Paul, there

is

no distinction between man and woman. This is the same passage which some heretics of the
early centuries produced to prove that women could and should preach, the same as men. But
these old and new [heretics] do not consider that St. Paul is not speaking in this place of praying or preaching, but only that all, both the one and the other sex, are equally called to Christian faith and life eternal. ... It seems that St. Jerome accuses them, and in raising his voice
against Pelagius he speaks to Calvin. ‘It is not enough,’ says this good father, ‘that you have
given women the scriptures in their hands, but you also want to have the pleasure of hearing

them

You say

that it is legitimate for them to sing the Psalms, but this singing should
and not in the presence of men.’ ” L'histoire de la naissance progrez et decadence de I'heresie (Rouen, 1623), bk. 8, chap. 10, p. 1010 (my translation).
7
Preface to the commentary on Psalms (CO 31:15-16). This sentiment is common to
Luther and many others.

be

sing.

in their closets

'

,
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God

but the reverent faith that acknowledges and delights in

tic acts

the inward response to God’s grace, which flows from that grace
ology,

which

is

God,

as

dox-

itself,

then lived out in acts of worship and acts of love.

Second, seeing the major contours of Reformed worship as the concrete
embodied expression of the two great commandments gives a clear overarching structure to the service of God. By the power of the Holy Spirit,

worship

is

offered directly to

God

and indirectly

in acts of devotion

of vocation. This structure also provides

a

way of coherently

holding together both corporate and personal devotional

acts.

in acts

relating and

Prayer

is

the

“chief exercise of faith,” which links together both public liturgy and private piety, but the
dards, also

common

promote

a

language and

texts,

sense of the oneness of

common

all

theological stan-

acts of worship.

Third, an examination of the contents of Reformed worship demonstrates
the importance of reverently planned acts of worship, the value of teach-

ing and learning

how

to

worship rightly according to God’s revealed

and the necessity of living that worship
Christian body

Word,

the

is

the Lord’s

Day

in the world.

The

will,

central act of the

and hearing of

liturgy with the preaching

the administration of the sacraments, the prayers, and the

lowship. This liturgy expresses the purpose of Christian

outward into the world of vocational
ordinary daily tasks turn to

God

piety:

life,

but

it

fel-

also leads

where ordinary people

in their

with Psalms of praise and lament; where

Christians offer each other the admonition and comfort that

en them; and where the character of the

God who

is

God

has giv-

worshiped demands

and empowers the transformation of the world.
Context, contours, contents

emerges from

classical

does not exhaust
ever, leave

all

—but so what? The picture of worship that

Reformed history

is

not binding on

that can or should be said about worship.

all its

It

heirs,

does,

no doubt about the central significance of worship

it

how-

for

Re-

It also offers some important insights for defining wormore adequately and structuring the relationship of liturgy and justice
more coherently, which Reformed Christians can contribute to the larger

formed theology.
ship

ecumenical discussion.

The

implications of this understanding of worship for

Reformed theo-

may be worked out in various ways. One of the most elusive and yet most vital ways may be a recognition of the concept of worship as a comprehensive, coherent vision of how all the disciplines are
logical education

related to each other, a matrix in
torical,

which exegesis and

and theological wisdom can come together

ethics, biblical, his-

in the practical life

of
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the church, mediated through preaching and prayer, Christian education

and pastoral presence, song and soup kitchens and unpopular stands for
tice in

The

jus-

God’s world.
question of

how

this

comprehensive vision can be made concrete

we structure theological edthinking together. Thank you for joining me

practice remains a challenge to the ways that

ucation, but the

first

in this exploration

worship.

of

step

is

new ways

to think about the

Reformed theology of

The Doctrine

A. Gerrish

John Nuveen Professor

Professor of Historical Theology in the
Divinity School, the University of Chicago.

of Faith

This

by

is

and

B. A. Gerrish

is

the fifth of his Warfield Lectures, de-

livered on April 14, 19 94 at Princeton Theological Seminary. The complete lectures

will be published by Fortress Press as Sav-

ing and Secular Faith:
Systematic Theology.

We will exhaust the entire range of Christian
of the devout self-consciousness,

facts

doctrine

first, as

if

An

Invitation to

we consider

the

they are presupposed by

the antithesis [of sin and grace] expressed in the concept of redemption;

second, as they are determined by

it.

(Friedrich Schleiermacher)

God

is

n the

I

not

far

three lectures,

first

on

literature

ing, because

I

ambiguous.”

in the Bible,

we venture

faith.

tried to

Calvin remarks:
is

from each one of us.
looked

I

But the

only

at

a

very small fragment of the

were complex enough,

results

move beyond

(Acts 17:27)

all

not confus-

the customary oversimplifications. As

“We must understand that the meaning of the word ‘faith’
He had in mind only the meaning or meanings of “faith”

and the

linguistic data are

outside the Old and

New

even more ambiguous

as

soon

as

Testaments. Calvin’s definition of

“faith” resembles Luther’s but differs strikingly

they

if

thought they were defining Christian

from Thomas’, though

faith. If

Buber was

right,

Christianity would represent (in the main) another type of faith altogether than the faith of Judaism,

and Jesus’

faith

would be more Jewish than

Christian. Forberg thought that genuine religious faith

is

not

a

matter of

what you believe, but of how you behave; you can leave beliefs to theologians and philosophers. Wilfred Cantwell Smith, who also contrasts faith
with intellectual belief, thinks it possible to view faith as a unifying bond
between religions, but he does not argue that faith is exactly the same in
all

of them.

as in

And

finally

— to draw the

list

to a close

—

in

Jacobi and Fowler,

Smith, the word “faith” does not necessarily carry

tation at

all.

Now

you might possibly wish

“conviction without proof’

is

common

a

a religious

to argue that

element

conno-

something

in all these

like

accounts of

such

a

narrow definition would be singularly un-

As we went along, however,

I

tried to

faith.

But to reduce

faith to

helpful.

show

that the diversity does not

—
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what appear

sharply opposed definitions of Christian faith turn out to be
ter of different

emphases.

tian or “saving” faith

and

(2) that

common

I

have argued, quite simply,

itself

way,

else. In this

distinct strands into

by

in a class

mat-

Chris-

(1) that

presupposes certain inevitable beliefs that Christians hold in

— but as

has proved possible to weave

it

what begins

have represented saving

I

to be

a

one kind of comprehensive meaning construction,

is

with everyone

number of
pattern.

it

And

more

faith

to emerge,

I

hope, as

a

a clear

not as something totally unique

one of the ways

in

which persons construe their

experience religiously. Moreover, Christian and non-Christian faiths do not

simply take their place alongside one another as exclusive alternatives;
with some of them Christian faith overlaps insofar as they, too, hold the
theistic

world.

conception of

And

God

transcendent Creator and Preserver of the

as

Christian faith overlaps even with nonreligious constructions

of meaning in that they, too, share

elemental faith in the order of

a certain

we all inhabit together.
then, we concentrate now on

the world
If,

Christian faith

these three

— the question naturally

relationship between

them from

a strictly

— elemental,

What more

arises:

theistic,

and

can be said of the

Or can

theological point of view?

Christian theology set this question aside and confine itself wholly to “saving,” Christian faith?

want

I

to try

and show

clarification of the various concepts of faith

in this lecture

is

a

dogmatic theology, but also that the structure of dogmatics
so conceived that

turns on the relationship between what

it

emental,” “theistic,” and “Christian”
illustrate

some of the ways

in

And

faith.

not only that

necessary prerequisite of

I

itself

am

may

calling “el-

in the final section

which the dogmatic model

both intellectually responsible and of practical use

I

be

I

will

propose can be

in the ministry

of the

church.
I.

By “dogmatics”

The Shape of Christian Dogmatics
I

mean

the division of theological studies that seeks to

present the whole faith of the church, or of

herence

— the way

which such

it all

a discipline

holds together.

must

labor. It

is

I

a

church, in

if a

better

one were

of the 1960s,

More

when

I

would gladly use an-

“Dogmatic” suggests an obstinate and
own opinions a pathetic remnant of the

available.

overbearing insistence on one’s
age of authority.

systematic co-

not merely that the very word “dog-

matic” has acquired derogatory associations, so that
other

its

recognize the problems under

serious:

—

we

still live

the death of God was

to

some extent with

announced

in the public

the legacy

news me-
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and

dia

period of impressive theological construction came to an end.

a

Even those who did not turn

their backs

on the theological

task

were

in-

clined to admit that the times were not right for theological construction

on the grand

scale;

many

spoke rather of an “oc-

in the theological guild

would be content to address the most urgent issues
believe, was a mistake. Theology, if it wants to be tak-

casional” theology that

one

at a time.

This,

I

en seriously, cannot permit

questions to arise haphazardly. Moreover, the

its

very meaning of the beliefs in which the Christian community gives
expression to

faith

its

form

other: they

can be understood only in their relation to one an-

“system.”

a

And

if this

system

not to remain esoteric,

is

it must somehow be brought into relation with the beliefs enmore generally outside the Christian community.
I first began to study theology, I must admit that, like most be-

ghettoized,
tertained

When

ginners in the

field, I

whole. Beginners,

had no conception of Christian doctrine

as a rule,

mean by

A little

and

I

took

education

moved me

mean simply “comprehensive”

gin at the beginning and keep going until

or “all-inclusive.”

I

while longer before

it

occurred to

me

Even then, I
I would be-

and hottest one.

might be

that there

ciding where in fact to begin and where to

of the past seemed to

happens to

reached the end, checking off

every topic and not just talking about the newest

tice

it

quickly beyond that exhilarating delusion,

realized that systematic theology had to be systematic.
this to

an organic

“systematic theology” joining the con-

versation on the latest topic of theological interest, whatever
be.

as

move

next.

The

It

took

a difficulty in

a

de-

cumulative prac-

make any such questions an unnecessary waste

of time. You do what everyone else seems to have done: you begin by establishing the sources of dogmatics, then run chronologically through the

works of

God

A. Calvin's
It

—

past, present,

and to come. But

is it

really that easy?

'’‘‘Institutes"

was John Calvin who

first

brought

home

to

me

the possibility that dog-

matics might be something more than a complete assemblage of Christian

no doubt under the influence of the
Lutheran theologian Philipp Melanchthon (1497-1560), at first saw it as his
task in the Institutes to run in turn through all the main topics in what he

beliefs. It

is

true that Calvin himself,

called “the Christian philosophy.”

But by the time he came to make the

fi-

(1559), he had evidently had some interesting second thoughts about the arrangement of the material. First, the entire work
nal revision of the

is

now

work

prefaced with the fascinating discourse

edition)

on piety and the nature of

(first

introduced into the 1539
new ordering prin-

religion. Second, a
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ciple

God

introduced: the twofold knowledge of

is

2 °5

as

Creator and Re-

deemer. There has been endless scholarly debate about the significance of
both these features of Calvin’s 1559
strike the reader as

and

Institutes ,

initially

may not

they

worth so much argument. They show, however, that

moved beyond the method of topics (theological loci or “commonplaces”) to a more organic conception of how the parts of a dogmatic
system fit together. He himself indicates that the new arrangement was imCalvin had

portant to him, and the changes are well worth

a

closer look.

After the famous opening chapter on the two correlative parts of wisdom

(knowledge of
ation, but

self),

— surprisingly perhaps—with

giousness.

On

help from the

the basis of

Roman

what we might

Calvin actually begins his In-

Calvin’s remarks

one would

like

a discussion

experience

them

{ille

human

reli-

a great deal
b.c.e.)

— he

of
of-

description of the religious consciousness as the

humans from

the rest of the animal kingdom.

to be.

One may

well ask

as crystal clear

what they are doing there
a pagan philoso-

they are so heavily dependent on

etbnicus, as

Calvin describes him: “the well-known pa-

Whatever happened to scriptura sola ?
some interpreters argue that Calvin

gan”).

of innate

—and with

on the inborn “sense of divinity” are not

at all, especially since

pher of religion

common

philosopher-statesman Cicero (106-43

call a

capacity that distinguishes

as

of

neither with the authority of scripture nor with the doctrine of cre-

stitutes

fers

God and knowledge

Well,

assigns

no other function

to

common guilt of humanity, none
they knew God, honored God as God. The seed of reli-

the sense of divinity than to establish the

of

whom, though

gion, implanted in

all,

has remained barren and fruitless. Hence,

roundabout way Calvin

in this

cessity

is,

in fact,

and authority of scripture. But

this, I

am

convinced, cannot be

he intends. T he saving knowledge revealed in the word,
taches itself to a remnant of the natural knowledge of
so, Calvin’s

said,

it is

simply making the case for the ne-

famous comparison of the word to

a pair

when

God;

it

comes,

if it

all

at-

were not

of spectacles, which

make no
God, though suppressed and perverted in-

bring to clear focus an otherwise confused knowledge, would
sense.

The

innate awareness of

to idolatry, remains,
ty of revelation

warped

we must

surely say, as the condition for the possibili-

— the point of contact between

the gospel and the

mind

in sin.

When

Calvin finally turns to the doctrine of creation, he seems at

sight to settle into

much more conventional

lines of thought. In

first

premod-

ern dogmatics, the place of creation was automatically dictated by the as-

sumption that the creation was act one

in a

sequence of divine

acts.

The

—
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order was supposedly historical or chronological. Implementing his eternal decrees,

Adam

fell

God

first

created the world and humans; then,

through disobedience,

God

intervened in

election of a chosen people; in the fullness of time,

Jesus of Nazareth,

now

when Eve and

human

history by the

God became human

in

continues to establish God’s rule through the spread

of the church, and in the end will bring the sequence of temporal events
to

its

conclusion with the day of judgment. If we remove the divine decrees

beyond time, the creation appears as the first act in a divine drama, and
Calvin would have needed no lengthy reflection to make the knowledge of
God the Creator the theme of book one of the Institutes. In the temporal
sequence of divine works, creation is where it all begins; redemption and
eternal bliss are

Take
relates

where

a closer look,

it is

going, at any rate for the privileged elect.

however, and you find another way

in

which Calvin

knowledge of the Creator and knowledge of the Redeemer, revers-

ing the priority. In the quasi-historical order, knowledge of the Creator

is

naturally first: Adam and Eve enjoyed a relationship with their Maker that
would have led them to blessedness, had they remained innocent. But they
fell, and the path back to the Maker leads by way of the cross. Knowledge
of the Redeemer must now come first, because only believers in Christ

the church, the elect

—see the world through the spectacles of the word.

In the order of individual experience, then, since the
first

been redeemed can alone have knowledge of

least

sound, unconfused knowledge.

The

fall,

God

those

who

the Creator

have

— or

at

doctrine of redemption actually

has dogmatic priority over the doctrine of creation, which entirely depends

upon

it:

a

genuine awareness of God

as

Creator

is

strictly a function

of be-

ing redeemed, albeit this did not lead Calvin to talk about redemption
B. Schleiermacher's ‘’’’Christian Faith

first.

”

The dogmatic relationship between creation and redemption that first
me in reading Calvin was confirmed later in my reading of
Schleiermacher, who, I think, furnishes much clearer terms for it and

impressed

frees

it

from Calvin’s parochialism. For Schleiermacher, dogmatics is
it is about the Christian “way of be-

Glaubenslehre, the “doctrine of faith”;
lieving,” in

which everything

is

determined by the redemption accom-

plished by Jesus of Nazareth. In other words, faith in redemption

proper subject matter of Christian theology:

it

is

the

constitutes the second, or

main, part of Schleiermacher’s dogmatic work The Christian Faith (182122; 2d ed., 1830-31).

The

introduction begins from the innate awareness

of God, which Schleiermacher

calls “the feeling

of absolute dependence,”
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on the doctrines of creation and providence, or (as he
which the feeling of absolute
creation, preservation, redempexpressed. The sequence

is

prefers to say) creation and “preservation,” in

dependence
tion

—

is

is

trines are not

made

—

The docorder, as though God first
redeemed it. The heading

once again conventional. But the reasons for
supposed to be

chronological

in

the world, then preserved

Schleiermacher gave to the

first

and

it,

finally

part of his system

is

are not.

it

carefully and precisely

formulated: “First Part of the Doctrine of Faith: Elucidation of the Religious Self-Consciousness as

Always Presupposed, but Also AJways

it is

Contained, in Every Christian Religious Affection.”

“Presupposed” and “contained” are the key words.
in the

First,

Christian faith

redemption brought about by Jesus Christ presupposes certain things

about the way one sees the world and

relation to

its

God, and these pre-

suppositions form the proper subject matter of the doctrines of creation and
preservation. In a nutshell: Christian faith presupposes a world

course

is

absolutely reliable because

solute causality,

only
is

a

a logical

which

what

is

The

presupposition.

matter of how the believer

ated order and construes

she sees

it

it

it is

wholly dependent on

meant by

is

point

is

a

a single ab-

Creator-God. But

this

is

not

also, so to say, psychological:

it

in Jesus Christ actually experiences the cre-

wholly dependent on

as

whose

as the stage or theater

a

Creator-God. Because

of redemption, she trusts

its

progress as

absolutely reliable. Second, then, belief in creation and preserv ation

only presupposed by, but contained

in,

is

not

Christian belief in redemption.

Christians perceive the world as a divinely governed system because, to

them,
I

it is

the place where

God

will try to indicate later

in

why

Christ

is

redemptively at work.

these interesting reflections of Schleier-

macher seem to me of immense theological importance. For now, we can
surely view them as a development of Calvin’s insistence on the dogmatic
priority of redemption over creation, though there are certainly differences
between the two dogmaticians, which I will not try to spell out here. Christian

“redemption

faith” presupposes

and contains within

but not because only the elect have clear vision.

faith,”

itself a

On

“creation

the contrary,

Schleiermacher thinks that Christians hold an understanding of the world
that

shared, in essentials, by Jews and Muslims.

is

that he not only clarifies the relationship

That

is

why

I

suggested

between the Christian doctrines

of creation and redemption but frees them from Calvin’s parochialism.

Schleiermacher no longer views
ucts of

human

sinfulness.

and preservation” there

He

all

non-Christian faiths as idolatrous prod-

recognizes that under the heading “creation

will be at least

some statements

that express

]
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monotheism in general, even though in a Christian dogmatics we must not
think of them as detached in actual experience from faith in Christ.
C.

A

Revised Model of Dogmatics

There

one respect, however,

is

in

which

modification of Schleiermacher’s scheme,

I

have presumed to suggest

or, if

you

a

further devel-

like, a

opment of Calvin’s model. It is an oddity, perhaps a defect, of Schleiermacher’s argument that when he tries to press back to a still more general
definition of what unites the various ways of believing, including the
monotheistic faiths, the word “faith” does not itself play the decisive role.
In fact, for a work that is devoted to Christian faith, the reader may be sur-

how

prised to discover just
tually has to say

little

Schleiermacher’s The Christian Faith ac-

anywhere about the concept of

faith. Instead,

we hear of

“the religious self-consciousness,” “the religious affections,” “piety,” and
“the feeling of absolute dependence,” the last of which seems to correspond
to Calvin’s “sense of divinity.” If the subject matter of dogmatics
tian faith as a

way of believing, then

gin with the question:

What

is

surely

it

is

Chris-

makes the best sense

to be-

or what does

faith,

it

mean

to believe?

Schleiermacher actually came very close to so phrasing the
of dogmatics in the earliest edition of his work,

something

common

question

first

when he wrote: “There

to every kind of faith [in alien Glaubensweisen

is

by virtue

we put them all together as kin, and something peculiar
by virtue of which we separate it from the rest.” He no doubt had
of which

in each,

in

mind

the historical religions, of which Judaism and Islam were the two that, along

with Christianity, most interested him. But to communicate what Christian

dogmatics

beyond the

is

about,

it

seems to

me

a

natural

enough move

ways of believ-

historical religions, to less explicitly religious

ing, including that “inevitable belief,” as A. J. Balfour called

habit an orderly world, or, as

then try to see
the

if this

I

propose to

call

it,

to press back,

it,

that

“elemental faith.”

we

in-

We can

elemental faith might be taken to perform somewhat

same dogmatic function

as Calvin’s “sense of divinity”

and Schleier-

macher’s “feeling of absolute dependence.”

The

actual presentation of Christian dogmatics will then incorporate

three of the kinds of faith from which

I

began: elemental

faith, theistic

all

or

creation faith, and distinctively Christian or redemption faith. But the

three will not be related like the foundation, the
story of a house.

consciousness.

They

It is

will

first story,

and the second

be related rather as simultaneous

moments of

because Christians believe in Jesus Christ that they trust

the reliability of the natural order; because they see nature as the theater of
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redemption, they are reassured that

A dogmatic system,

dered and meaningful.
in

which one

first lays a

upon

natural theology

human

existence
then,

is

is

not

a
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not chaotic but orcomplicated proof

philosophical foundation, then erects a full-blown

it,

and

building off with the truths

lastly finishes the

of revelation. It

is

an attempt to uncover descriptively or phenomenolog-

ically the layers

of

a

complex mode of consciousness, moving

in presenta-

from the most abstract content to the most concrete: that

tion

emental

through

faith (in the introduction),

is,

from

el-

theistic creation faith (in part

mo)

one), to the Christian redemption faith (in part

in

which the other two

kinds of faith are contained.
II.

So
I

Dogmatic Theology

far, I

in

the University and the Church

have tried to sketch the task and shape of dogmatic theology, as

understand

I

it.

take dogmatics to be a kind of excavation or archae-

ology, if you like, of the Christian consciousness:

it

seeks to uncover the lay-

mind of a believer in Christ. But, admittedly, I have presented the data somewhat formally and abstractly, and you may be wondering: What’s the point? Why do I think it worthwhile to develop this moders of faith in the

el

of dogmatics?

we

correctly,

The answer

is

twofold. If

read the signs of the times

I

are presently in danger of developing

two antagonistic types

of theology: one in the university, and one in the seminary.
claim that
that

it

can

my

dogmatic model has

—for

this

reason

a

—provide

I

would wish

to

legitimate place in both contexts, and
a

needed link between the two.

A. Dogmatics in the University
In the university, the theologian

columnist
rity

— the agent of

often perceived as a kind of fifth

power, engaged in sabotage.

The

secu-

of the university depends on unswerving loyalty to the disinterested pur-

suit of truth
is

a foreign

is

by means of universally accessible methods of inquiry. And

it

widely assumed in the academy that theologians are advocates of ex-

clusive

and esoteric

ology, in this view,

truths,
is

which are not open

to public assessment.

The-

the ideology that underwrites the cause of the

churches, or whatever causes the churches are currently promoting, and the

appeal to revelation serves to forestall the kind of critical scrutiny that
directed routinely at any other truth claims.

ologian

is

to the churches

The

and their values, not to the university and the

values of the academic community. Hence,
the university

—simply

is

ultimate loyalty of the the-

for historical reasons

if

theology

now

still

obsolete

longs at the center of the intellectual enterprise;

it

has

—

it

has

a

place in

no longer be-

become marginal-
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moved out

ized,
falls

to the fringes of an enterprise that in our time rightfully

to the natural

and

social sciences

and the humanities. As Robert May-

nard Hutchins (1899-1977) so bluntly put it in 1936, when he was president of the University of Chicago: “Theology is banned by law from some
universities. It

truth and

on

might

articles

be from the

as well

in revelation.

Theology

have neither.”

And

in case there

faith,

go.

ist

tells

God, or any

called the exact
ly

I

it,

Hutchins

though he gradually

think, antireligious,

Hutchins was

lat-

rests

still

was
a

a

left his

Protestant minister and pro-

communicant

in

good standing

he was made president of the University of Chica-

at the age of thirty,

He became

biographer

based on revealed

meant dogmatic theology, “which

religion behind him. His father

fessor of homiletics.

when,

is

or supernatural knowledge.”

Hutchins was never,

boyhood

Theology

should be any doubt about

er explained that “by theology” he

upon

rest.

We are a faithless generation and take no stock
implies orthodoxy and an orthodox church. We

of faith.

one of the foremost educational theorists

in

America. His

us that as he entered his thirties “the voice of the Calvinother,

was no longer clearly audible to him.” Hutchins re-

moment when

the cord finally broke. At

first,

he regular-

attended the university chapel. But one Sunday morning the dean’s

sermon opened with the attention-getting sentence: “Yesterday I was on the
golf course and as I teed off I was reminded that we must follow through
in life.” Hutchins acquired a weekend hideaway and never appeared in the
chapel again.

Not

what he heard

that

in the chapel

was untrue, but he

said

that he had heard such truths sufficiently often and “sometimes in a better literary

framework.”

Now the revelation that came
actly

what Hutchins had

revelation.”

in

He meant the

was put forward

to the dean on the golf course was not exmind when he described theology as “based on

old, authoritarian kind of

dogmatic theology that

as the science of supernaturally communicated truths

—the

kind that answered to the concept of faith as compliance with the voice of
the church.
in the
a

I

agree with Hutchins that

modern, secular

university.

The

a discipline

university context, cannot stand at the

Catholic Faith, which except
But, like the university

itself,

a

man

derstand

it, is

the

podium and

if

say:

no place

she works in

“This

theology has moved on. In the model

way one important

more modestly: “This,

part of the

she welcomes dialogue with those

ing of other ways of believing.

is

the

believe faithfully, he cannot be saved.”

advocated, the university theologian says

And

so defined has

theologian of today,

who

human

as

I

have
I

un-

family believes.”

have an insider’s understand-

1

THE DOCTRINE OF FAITH
Ideally, the university

that

is

home

then becomes the

limited only by our finite

1

of an interfaith dialogue

resources, not by special pleading for one

to the exclusion of others. If we learned anything at

way of believing

the turbulent 1980s,

it

the religion of Islam.
ian hostage crisis

all

from

was surely the urgent need to understand, for instance,

The

was

1

a

ignorance of our political leaders during the Iran-

source of

much embarrassment.

We

are told that a

leading authority on the faith of Islam was flown weekly to Washington to
give the State

Department

what they don’t
Dogmatics

B.

in the

The urgency

a

crash course on what

of a global perspective

is

bound

The

it

it

has to be transformed

once condescendingly named “heathen” and

does the theological model

I

“infidels.”

listens

But how

propose serve the more immediate needs of

American congregation? Unfortunately, while the acade-

the pastor in an

my

seminary

to transform the

genuine interfaith conversation, in which the church actually

to those

—and

politics.

old field of missiology (the study

of Christian missions) cannot be simply abandoned;
a

and

Church

curriculum, too, in the decades ahead.

into

Muslims believe

believe, such as the separation of religion

doubts whether church theology

serious intellectual discipline, the

is a

churches, for their part, are often suspicious of the academic theology that

goes on in the university.
dience

—to colleagues

in

They

perceive

it

as

addressed to the wrong au-

other departments of the university,

on the defensive. Academic theology

the theologian

is

who

have put

assumed, by conse-

quence, to serve theoretical rather than practical ends and to have lost touch

with the real business of the church.
I

suppose that no system of theology has been more sharply judged

this respect

than Schleiermacher’s The Christian Faith which
,

is

in

forbiddingly

dense and demanding. But what Schleiermacher offered the Protestant
minister might be called
tion of the

whose

task

way Christian
it

is

a

“manual on the dynamics of

faith”: a descrip-

believing actually functions, designed for those

to nurture

Ernst Troeltsch (1865-1923) described

it.

Schleiermacher’s Christian Faith as

a

“technical” book, not in the sense of

being academically esoteric and inaccessible, but rather because

its

mastery of the “technical” means by which the religious sensibility
resented and stimulated. This,
a

I

think,

is

opinion adequately would of course take
I

entirely correct, and

conception of the dogmatic task with which
can offer now.

tem.) But let

(It

me

would take nothing

a

less

I

fully agree.

great deal

than

a

more

it

goal
is

is

rep-

presents

To back

this

discussion than

completed dogmatic sys-

try to illustrate the pastoral significance of dogmatics, so

understood, for each of the steps

I

have outlined.
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Elemental Faith.

i.

The

minister of the gospel must know, to begin with,

what the gospel is addressed to. The traditional Protestant answer has
been that the Christian proclamation speaks to human sinfulness and guilt,
so that where guilt

not present

is

must be induced: the bad news of the

it

law must precede the good news of the gospel. But

we must admit

sound,

much more

It is

A

message of

context bound than Protestants have

guilt

and inexcusability may have

ed Paul’s or Luther’s struggle with false religion, and
it

al

will

always have

its

is

reassurance that this confidence

may seem

to cast a
I

see

is

not

The

a delusion,

shadow of doubt over

it

gospel comes with the

whatever forces

dogmatic theologians need

it is

I

who

vorite

is

whom

first

I

— and, of course,

depths

carry out

at least a

have learned.

in those

master physi-

us.

few of the psychologists and philoso-

Among the

physicians of the soul,

that troubled, deeply sensitive genius,

who became one

To

the insight they can find, not

have been there before

have spoken already of

phers from

all

in the

not in the tradition of the church alone, but also in the

psychologists and the philosophers
cians of the soul

our

it.

of our humanity that resonates with the gospel of Jesus Christ.

in scripture alone,

in

introductory task of dogmatics to ex-

as the initial,

plore the character of this elemental faith: to uncover what

this task, the

suit-

do not doubt that

surely elemental faith: confidence in

an order that gives meaning to our existence.

Consequently,

I

place in the proclamation of the word. But the actu-

point of contact for the gospel

life

so far has been

that this understanding of the gospel’s function does

not quite hit the mark.

been ready to admit.

my case

if

F.

W. Robertson

my fa-

(1816-53),

of the greatest preachers of the Anglican Church, but

had to pass through

a total loss

of his Christian

who

faith. In retrospect,

Robertson wrote:
an awful

It is

which

it

moment when

the soul begins to find that the props on

has blindly rested so long are,

to suspect

them

all.

many

of them, rotten, and begins

... In that fearful loneliness of spirit,

when

those

who

should have been his friends and counsellors only frown upon his misgivings,

and profanely bid him

which

man may come

a

forth

stifle

from

doubts ...

his

agony

ing fast to those things which are certain

I

know but one way

scathless [mV];

still

— the grand, simple landhuman

soul can

certain. If there be

no God,

marks of morality. In the darkest hour through which
pass,

whatever

and no future
ish,

else

is

doubtful, this at least

state, yet,

even then,

it is

is

it is

in

by hold-

a

better to be generous than self-

better to be chaste than licentious, better to be true than false, bet-

ter to

be brave than

a

coward.

This

is

THE DOCTRINE OF FAITH
not a watertight proof for the existence of God— far

2I

from

But

it.

3

it

was one man’s way of rediscovering the coordinates of bis own existence. And
this elemental faith provided him with the point of contact for renewed faith
in

God. He saw deeply into

have called “practical belief’
of his

own

one aspect of elemental

The

first

main point

the

model,

that

is

it

to their pastors
cially acute in

learned

I

want

ought to

make, by way of

to

illustrating

lay to rest the anxieties that

about the creation story

what

in Genesis.

I

my

churchgoers

dogmatic
still

The problem
members

is

bring
espe-

will

have

great deal about geology and evolution in school and college, and

a

have concluded that textbook science and biblical religion

The

are in conflict with each other.

conflict flared

up

1980s with the debate over so-called creation science.

in the

I

born out

faith in Jesus Christ.

well-educated congregations, in which the

will very likely

working

—what

part of dogmatics proper deals with

have termed the “creation faith” presupposed by

Here

faith

his insight,

experience, in his pastoral ministry.

Creation Faith.

2.

at least

— and he knew how to use

scientists are

Darwinians.

Arkansas creationism

ationist side

were mostly

ural sciences,

One

Of

course, not

all

of the intriguing facts that emerged

1981 was that the witnesses on the cre-

trial in

scientists

as recently as the

— holders of higher degrees

occupying academic posts

Their adversaries, on the other hand,

in

who

in the nat-

recognized university faculties.

spoke against compulsory teach-

ing of creation science alongside of evolution in the public schools, were

mostly representatives of religion. Langdon Gilkey reports that in one
leading university he discovered four tenured creationists in the natural sci-

ences faculty, none at
ta

ought

to

make

all

in the

department of religion. Such interesting da-

wonder about the supposed warfare
the warfare appears to be between two rival scien-

the educated public

of science and religion:
tific

communities, not between scientists and believers. But the Arkansas

trial

generated

a

furor that revealed again the surprising extent to which

the creation story of Genesis remains a source of perplexity to

many

Chris-

tians.

From our

point of view, the perplexity arises out of

revelation and faith. Revelation

municated, about things that

world began;

it is

existence. Faith

therefore,

is

God’s

is

lie

is

mistaken view of

outside our experience, such as the

self-disclosure to

our recognition of

not to be taken as

a

not information, supernaturally com-

a

way the

us precisely in the midst of our

God

in this self-disclosure.

own

Genesis

1,

revealed account of the beginning of the

world; the creation faith presupposed by faith in Jesus Christ affirms only
that the world, as the theater of redemption,

must be

orderly, not totally

2I 4
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chaotic, in

its

progress. So far from being in conflict with natural science,

what the scientific enterprise itself pretrue, do not usually like to employ the
which they assume to be religious and alien to ob-

then, Christian faith presupposes

supposes.

words

Working

scientists,

“faith” or “belief,”

jective inquiry.

They

it is

are likely to insist that their

own

confidence in the

regularity and predictability of nature is just a working assumption. It has
worked nicely for a very long time and probably will continue to do so; if
it does not work tomorrow morning, there will be good reason to worry
about it then, not now. But the natural scientist whose being is not totally
reducible to his or her research is, I think, more likely than the rest of us
to wonder at cosmic order. One of our leading astrophysicists, though an
agnostic from his youth, recently expressed his awe at “how well everything
in the universe works together,” and remarked: “I’m beginning to realize
there’s something out there.” That is not a confession of faith in God, but
it is

interesting to note

ate the

how

bottom of moral obligation,

God
j.

is

readily the sense of cosmic order can gener-

thought of “something out there.” Like Robertson’s hitting the rock
occasioned or

this, too, is

The theme

where we started—with “saving”
a brief,

in

which

talk

about

justified.

Redemption Faith.

more than

one of the ways

of redemption brings us back again to

faith

—and my remarks cannot be anything

but necessary, postscript.

I

Christian message resonates with an elemental

dered and meaningful environment,

have tried to show that the

human

confidence in an or-

confidence that the doctrine of cre-

a

Anyone who looks with Christian eyes at
this elemental faith
and at the will to meaning that it attests will be
bound to see it as evidence for Paul’s assertion at Athens that God has made
the entire human race to search for him and find him (Acts 17:26-27). Theologically interpreted, the search for meaning is a search for God, in whom
we live, and move, and have our being (v. 28). But Paul’s point is not, by
ation both stirs and articulates.

—

—

any means, that the search

The problem
a

is

matter of inevitable

away from

us. If

is

successful.

that elemental faith,
belief, in actual

everyone

all

as a secure

it

appears in thought to be
fails

and

slips

the time perceived the environment as struc-

tured and therefore meaningful, and

environment

though

experience continually

if

everyone

all

the time construed the

moral order, then we might well

ask:

What need

in the deDoes
tails, telling us more about an order we already trust? Alas, it is not so simple! The will to meaning struggles and flounders in what Frankl calls “the
existential vacuum which is the mass neurosis of the present time.” The
is

there to speak of redemption?

Christian faith

merely

fill

THE DOCTRINE OF FAITH
gospel
self,

is

but

addressed to an elemental confidence in the depths of the
it is

a

confidence assailed by doubts and tired by

tions. It fluctuates

healing.

vides

who

215

and sometimes

The Redeemer,

more information

is

overwhelmed;

accordingly,

is

it

life’s

human

contradic-

needs reassurance and

presented not as

a

teacher

who

pro-

to his well-informed students, but as a physician

brings healing to the sick and helpless (Mt. 9:12;

Mk.

2:17; Lk. 5:3

1).

There is, no doubt, a measure of truth in the existentialist motto, “Man
makes himself,” because the transformation of the self is always through the
understanding and the

will:

it

calls for

personal insight and resolve. But

Christian faith nonetheless confesses that
the source of healing. Paul’s question,

it is

the grace of Christ that

“What do you have

that

is

you did not

receive?” (1 Cor. 4:7), applies to the confidence the Christian has in the

meaning of

his or her existence, as to everything else.

fession of total

And

it is

the con-

dependence on the grace of Christ that forms the core of

dogmatics, part two.

—
Alan

Remarks on the

Cbitnacoff, Principal/Director of De-

sign with the Hillier Group, led the

Dedication of the

architects

who designed

the

team of

Henry Luce

III

Library at Princeton Theological Seminary.

Henry Luce

III

Library

He

by Alan Chimacoff

O

nce on

ground stood two distinguished

this

century.

gave these remarks at the dedication of

the library on October 18, 1994.

Both were removed to make way

libraries of the nineteenth

for Speer Library,

which well

served Princeton rheological Seminary for over three decades. During the
first

half of this century, the Richard Morris

Hunt

Library, with

its

ensemble

of two Victorian houses, one of which, newly restored, remains to grace the

corner of Library Place and Stockton Street, created an important public
presence for the community of Princeton.

Now,
in a

the

in a

new

configuration, there are two libraries again, joined as one

new entrance proclaiming the new entity
much as a person establishes relationships
and society, this building creates its own rapport with

landscaped garden, with

Henry Luce

III Library.

with family, friends,
Speer.

There

two

are

two entrances,

a

But,

libraries,

but they are one. There are two faces and

but, along Library Place, a

them together

buttresses binds

as one.

common theme

of reinforcing

And, once again, there

is

forged an

important public relationship between the Seminary and Princeton along
Stockton Street.

The

exterior expression and detail of the

est standards

new

library, built to today’s

high-

of architectural technology, look backward in time, indeed,

cast time into question,

evoking

a

memory

of

a

time long past.

The Luce

Library thereby retains an appropriate affinity for the historic buildings of
the Seminary, itself situated in a historic setting.

A

dedication

is

a

culmination of

efforts,

of years of planning, thinking,

drawing, and building, bringing us

fretting,

time that

is

all

together to mark

a

point in

actually the beginning of the real purpose of those efforts.

tured education as

not unlike

A

a

graduation, the culmination of struc-

we move forward

to self-education and, ultimately, to a

dedication, therefore,

is

purposeful participation in society.

This

is a

place dedicated to self-education;

it is

a place

of storage and pro-

tection of revered texts so they can be available to generations of the future;

it is

a place

of study and contemplation;

and self-determination. This

is

a place

it is

a place

dedicated to

viding variety of accommodation and experience.

all

of self-discovery

who

will use

it,

pro-

HENRY LUCE
Today we

LIBRARY

III

There

are dedicating a research library.
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are individual

places for dissertation students, study cells for those confronting their

and their

intellectual individuality.

There

is a

around

large,

open and public

ing

is

upon

the
a

and

a special collection

spaces, there

seminar room. For those preferring

a

is

library-within-the-library for

rooms interconnected on two

pre-dissertation students, a suite of study
floors

work
work

the main reading room,

whose

ceil-

height of the building, flooded with daylight and looking out

full

sunken garden. And for senior scholars and

visitors, there is a

tow-

er in the garden providing sequestered aeries with unusual views.
Significantly, too, the architecture

and expressing

ship within the walls and

This

is

one that

purposefully

reflecting the diversity, richness,

This
skyline.

is

north facade. Moreover, the

a

this

new

its

own

reflects the aspirations

scholar-

own

sto-

of those

who

that tells

its

place of diversity, richness, and variety,

and variety

also a place for Princeton.

As we dedicate

one that reveals

a text;

windows of the Seminary; one

ry about this place and this time;
it.

dedicated to texts; protecting them

this utility in the building’s

building itself can be understood as

have built

is

We

library,

public space contributes to Princeton as

in a

community of scholars.

new academic tower to its
we also dedicate a new green. This
a community of institutions, whose
add

buildings, viewed across lawns available to

all,

a

stand in the finest tradition

of America.

When we

are fortunate, our academic experiences are tied to very spe-

memories that bind our minds and hearts to the places where we have
worked and studied. For the students and faculty who will work and study
cial

here,
ories,

we hope
even

as

that the
it

and Princeton. And

if

those

learn but a fraction of what

deed.

III Library will fund many such memwarm relationship between the Seminary
who discover themselves here in this library

Henry Luce

symbolizes the

we

did in building

it,

they will be fortunate in-

I

am Has Sent

to

Me

Professor of Liturgy, Worship, Spirituality

Seminary Miriam Therese
Winter is the author of The Gospel according to Mary and editor of Defecting
in Place: Women Claiming Responsi-

at Hartford

You

by Miriam Theresf. Winter

bility for

,

on

March

Own

Their

She preached

Spiritual Lives.

sermon in Miller Chapel
7995-, during the Women in

this

7,

Ministry Conference.

AM

I

M

H as

Sent

oses was alone in the wilderness

He saw a

bush ablaze with

was not consumed.

A

Me to You
when he had

light, as

though

it

a mystical experience.

were on

fire,

yet

its

wood

Voice spoke from within the flames, and suddenly

Moses understood: he was standing on holy ground. This was not an illusion, but an encounter with the living God.
God spoke to Moses with authority, and as God so often does with people like ourselves, pushed Moses beyond his limits, charging him to go and
deliver his people

from their oppression,

by institutionalized

tive

candidate. Moses, by his

own

in a

word, to free those held cap-

was an impossible task

injustice. It

for an unlikely

admission, was inarticulate and, by his

own

somewhat of a coward. So Moses declined,
but God insisted, and in desperation Moses said, “Excuse me, but just who
are you anyway? What is your name?” God said to Moses, “I am who I am.”
past action, had proven to be

I

am.

Names

define and, by definition, limit, but

ly in reality, but also in

name.

I

am

is

without

am

I

limits,

is

infinite,

not on-

but not absolutely be-

I am
who? what? God
am Beginning and End.” Already we
hear echoes of a later articulation in God’s own Word-made-Flesh who proclaimed: “I am Living Water.” “I am Bread of Life.” “I am Light of the
World.” Then the One who said, “I am the Way, the Truth, and the Life”
asks us: “Who do you say that I am?” We, who are so fearful of naming God

yond them,
replies: “I

in

for the

am

Alpha.

ways that might

on the wisdom
hear

God

name

invites participation.

am Omega.

I

differ

from

implicit here.

.

.

.

I

tradition,

“Who

need to take some time to

do you say that

I

am?”

saying:

am

I

snow on

the rays of the rising sun,
the

Mountains of the

Moon

the far-flung canopy of stars,
the shadows of late afternoon.
I

am

the

Wisdom

of the sage.

In

my

reflect

heart

I

AM HAS SENT ME

I

TO YOU
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am the Refuge of all who weep.
I am the Mother of all who live.
I am the Promises I keep.
I am the One who sits with sorrow.
I am the One who feels your pain.
I am the Hope of your tomorrow.
I am the One who will remain.
I

Our naming of I am

is

never exhausted, for the fullness of I am always dances

beyond our comprehension. Indeed, the name “I am who I am” is also translated as, “I will be what I will be.” There is always infinitely more to God

we can ever grasp, so why are we so hesitant to name and rename?
Why are we so critical of imaging and reimaging?
Moses wanted to know God’s name, not for himself he probably already
had a name for God but for those to whom he was being sent. He had
said to God, “What if they ask me your name?” So God told Moses to tell
than

—

—

me to you.” How gracious of God not to impose
God seems to be saying, “You fill in the blanks.

the others, “I am has sent
a

limited or limiting name.

Whoever you

think

I

am,

image and to name

God

vant to

is full

us.

Thunder,

Scripture
Still

I

in

God

more,

is

given to every one of us to

ways that are meaningful and

of such images and names.

God

spiritually rele-

Rock, Refuge,

is

Small Voice, Shepherd, Vine, Midwife, Nursing Mother,

Mother Bear protecting her
less

am.” Permission

cubs,

responds: “Yes,

I

Mother Hen. To

am!”

Is

our

own

all

of these and count-

catalog of

God-names

as

Or have we preferred to limit our understanding
of God to one or two names we have inherited? Have we in fact tried to
limit God to the names we know God by?
God has said, “I will be with you always.” God is also saying to us, “I will
be with you in all ways.” For “I am who I am” or “I will be what I will be”
is also translated as, “I will be with you, as who I will be, will I be with you.”
Or we might say, “I will be with you as who you need me to be will I be with
you.” Whoever we need God to be for us, however we need God to be with
us, God will be “for” and “with” us, because God is God. Therefore, God
can be, and is, Shekinah, Sophia, Shaddai for women and men
for whom
rich

and

as diversified?

,

—

these

—

names have meaning.

God

is

with us as Father and Mother, as Liberator and Friend.

God

is

Comfort, Strength, Patience, Power, Healing, Hope, JusMercy, Longing, Laughter, Love. These are not simply abstract qual-

also with us as
tice,
ities,

but images and names, just as the dawn, and the trees, and the

and the

stars,

hills,

and the song of our experience also image the Sacred and en-
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ter

our prayer through

a litany

Dawn

of names, such as

of a

ing Sun of Justice, Eternal Mountains, Everlasting Hills,

New

New Day,

Ris-

Morning

Star,

Song. God’s creation has the potential to function symbolically, even

sacramentally, as a bridge between us and

I

am.

This

is

the purpose of our

imaging and our naming. From our own experience we

lift

up, not idols,

but icons that plant us on holy ground and have the capacity to

facilitate

our encounter with the living God.
It is

the season of Lent, a wilderness time for the soul and spirit.

calls us into the

wilderness in order to speak to our hearts.

in the wilderness. Jesus
ministry.

lic

ten hear

a

The

God

Moses met God

went into the wilderness before beginning his pubis sacred space, where we of-

wilderness, bewilderment,

word from God. The one who

said, “I

Am

the Resurrection and

the Life” commissions us, like Moses, to do justice, to free those held captive

by misery or misunderstanding, to liberate the physically and spiritu-

ally oppressed, to heal the
I

broken-hearted and bind up

am commissions us to do

this

envision one world of peace and justice and love.

whom we

all

on behalf of all peoples

me

We

as

their

we

are to

wounds.

struggle to

tell

we venture

those to

howam?” For
if we speak in the name of God, others will surely ask us in whose name
do we speak? Or, “Who is God for you?” Our response must rise from our
experience of God and from the midst of our spiritual lives. God says, “I
will be with you always” in all that you say and do. “I will be with you, as
who I will be, will I be with you.” Truly, “I will be with you, as who you
need me to be, will I be with you.” Praise God for this Good News.
ever,

are sent, “I

we need

am has sent

to you.” Before

to respond to the question,

“Who

do you say that

forth,
I

No

Richard J. Oman is Vice President for Academic Affairs and Dean of the Faculty at

Greater Love

Pittsburgh Theological Seminary

by Richard J. Oman

and Pres-

ident of the Princeton Theological Seminary Class of 1953- He preached this ser-

mon on March 8, 1993, at a service in
Miller Chapel commemorating the thirtieth
anniversary of the death offames Reeb.

Text: John 15:12-17

am truly

grateful to President Gillespie, to the

I Livingston,

Chapel Director, Michael

and to the Chapel Council for the invitation to preach on

this special day, in the

honor and memory of

a

very special person.

In an institution as venerable as this, with buildings both old and new,
it is

very easy to pass by

ded

in the walls

Center

is

—without

of most,

if

not

second glance

a

all,

such structures. Outside the Mackay

one such plaque, dedicated

Joseph Reeb,

a

member

of my

class,

— the plaques embed-

in

honor and memory of James
who was killed dur-

the Class of 1953,

ing the struggle for racial equality and freedom at Selma, Alabama, in

Reeb went to Selma on the night of Monday, March
from Martin Luther King, Jr., following the beating
of civil rights marchers there the day before, a beating that was seen on
national television. Tuesday night, March 9, he fell on the sidewalks of Selma, his skull crushed by a savage blow to his head. For nearly forty-eight
hours he was kept alive by machines, but it was no use. On March 1 1, he
died, a victim of the same brutality that had enslaved African Americans

March of
8, in

for

1965. Jim

answer to

a call

hundreds of years.

Ever since receiving the invitation to come here and worship with you,
I

have been pondering the question:

tinued to teach

me

What has

the ministry of Jim

thirty years after his death?

Are there lessons

practice of ministry in the late 1990s to be gleaned

of such

a

person?

I

Reeb con-

from the

life

for the

and death

believe there are.
I

Surely one of the most important lessons

is this:

the imperative through-

out one’s ministry of probing the mysteries of our

“mystery” here not

as

faith.

I

use the

word

an occasion for the wringing of hands or the gnash-

ing of teeth, but rather in the sense of mystery being an invitation to pil-

grimage, to explore, to investigate, to look ever more deeply. Such probing

is,

in fact, a

matter of theological integrity.
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Jim Reeb’s

Roman

He

was christened

when he was

gregational church

church

background was Reformed,

father’s religious

Catholic.

attended

as a youth,

in a

became

twelve,

Lutheran college,

a

his mother’s

Methodist Church, joined

Presbyterian seminary, and was ordained

a

was

Con-

a

active in a Presbyterian

St. Olaf,

followed by this

Presbyterian minister. While

serving as a Protestant chaplain of a nonsectarian hospital, he

became

a

Uni-

June of i960, the Philadelphia Presbytery deposed him because
he “had renounced the jurisdiction of the United Presbyterian Church and
tarian. In

joined an heretical body.” During this period of deep religious transition,

he served

YMCA youth director. He then entered the Unitarian min-

as a

When he died,

istry.

he was the director of an inner-city project for the So-

ciety of Friends, the Quakers.

My assignment this
my

classmate.

ered

life

truth.

It is

morning

is

not to offer some kind of apologetic for

to stress the fact that

throughout

of thirty-eight years, Jim Reeb continued

His sermons,

a

his letters, his diaries all reveal this.

mind and was never content

his brief

and check-

never-ending quest for

He

had an inquiring

to settle for glib solutions to difficult prob-

lems, easy answers to complex issues, pop theology in place of an inner

wrestling of heart and

And
to

is

mind and

perform on the road

barked on such

a

soul.

each of us and

this not, for

pilgrimage

we may

How important it is
faith

this,

on

a

some

that

you and

I

and although

his

are called

upon

some previously held consome reconfirmed.

altered,

reexamine the fundamental tenets of

continuing basis, for truth

importance of

we

of us, the task

discover that

victions and beliefs will be dropped,

our

all

—long or short—of our particular ministries? Em-

is

never

conclusions were not mine

,

Jim Reeb believed
learned from his life the

static.
I

the search.

II

Surely a second lesson to be gleaned from the James Reeb story
the practice of ministry calls for decision.

Throughout

his life

is

that

Jim studied,

planned, reflected on the issues confronting himself, the church, the country,

the world.

And then he moved, he

acted, he

made informed

decisions.

Jim served on the staff of All Souls (Unitarian) Church in
Washington, D.C. He soon learned, while living and working in our nation’s capital, how easy it can become to talk to death almost any proposed
course of action, especially one involving change. (While serving the
Georgetown Presbyterian Church in Washington in the 1970s, it was a lesson that I, too, was quick to learn!)
For

five years

NO GREATER LOVE
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temper of Jim Reeb would not permit him to practice

ministry of procrastination and delay. His was to be

a

ministry of deci-

sion.

Decision!

one

else

give

up

How difficult a

all

the other alternatives,

Decision

be.

“crux,”

thing decision

—ultimately—can make
is

crucial,

meaning

cross.

a

is!

It is a

however

No

lonely experience.

decision for us. Decision

means

we
may

that

attractive those alternatives

and the word “crucial” comes from the Latin word
all

persons in our

escapists,

wanting to run

Let us confess our kinship with

We

instinctive desire to sidestep decision.

are

all

away from difficult decisions, and naturally so, for decision is the hardest
work in the world. None of us may sneer at the person who wishes he or
she could retreat into neutrality. What a Lotus Land that would be, to be
neither for nor against, but neutral, having nothing to do with some difficult decision.

But

life is

not made for neutrals. Life habitually presents us with choic-

and we must choose! Life forever defeats the Pilate

es,

our hands of some great decision. Decision time
cause

we may make

the

wrong

choice.

that God’s Spirit will guide us to

The

make

choice

is

is

a

in us, trying to

wash

dangerous time, be-

ours.

We can only pray

the right decisions.

Ill

There

is

at least

one additional lesson for the practice of ministry that

continue to glean from the example of Jim Reeb.
over which he fought and died

It is this:

— the issue of racism—

is still

I

the basic issue

very

much

with

become more polarizing in coming years.
In 1965, the same year Reeb was slain, I was in my third year as pastor
of the First Presbyterian Church of York, Pennsylvania. For two decades
us, and, I fear, will

the General Assembly of our denomination had repeatedly called for

“nonsegregated church

nonsegregated society”

as the

a

only pattern con-

pronouncements of the Church and the
of the churches and their members are two different

sistent with the gospel.

unofficial attitudes

in a

But

official

things.

One

block from the congregation

I

served was an African American

congregation, Faith Presbyterian Church, established in 1895. Through-

out

by

its

history

a series

it

had been

a

mission church (non-self-supporting), served

of short-term supply ministers, and now, after seventy years of

go under. So some of us decided to explore the possibility of uniting our two churches, to put into practice locally the slogan
we had been trumpeting at the national level for so many years.
existence, poised to
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The

process took

years of ministry:

a year. It

was, frankly, the roughest year in

anonymous phone

ening; dire predictions of what

I

up

tainly gave

none of the

a

part of

my

up

did not give

The

it.

dire predictions

invited back to

and

letters,

to

some of them

threat-

church membership, church

some heated congregational meetings; you know

attendance, church budgets;
the script.

calls

would happen

my forty-two

effort

came

James Reeb, but
was successful; the union took

that year as did

life

and

to pass;

in

I

cer-

place;

December of 1990

I

was

York to celebrate the twenty-fifth anniversary of the event.

So much for past

We now stand

history.

stand?

We stand on the threshold

selves.

The

And where

is it

that

we

of hard decisions. Let us not deceive our-

race issue, as an issue,

ternal veneer can hide the fact that

the great majority of churches,

in 1995.

is
it

very

much with

lies at

we have

us.

No

our door, very

amount of ex-

much

alive.

Like

tried to avoid the issue before us, sit-

down in the middle of the situation, maintaining a troubled, uncertain
The word avoidance best describes our reaction here. It is not indifference for feelings are strong. The entire relevance of the gospel and of our
ting

silence.
,

church to the
to
is

social

order

do what seems right

is

is

involved. This

to bring about

is

obviously

much

that

is

a situation in

The

wrong.

such that whatever one does will have both good and

evil

which

situation

consequences.

this is no excuse for neutrality, indifference, or do-nothingism.
There are many ways I might appeal to you this morning. I might appeal to some of you on the basis of long personal friendship. I might appeal to others on the basis of social concern, and the need, the imperative,

But

that

we

take seriously the great social revolution that

is

sweeping our na-

you on the basis of the past tradition of Princeton’s
leadership, which has marked almost two centuries of this seminary’s life
and history. But none of these is adequate. I can appeal to you on only one
tion.

I

might appeal

basis: that

am

I,

we

to

as a Christian, to

zen, or even as a
as a Christian

,

coming to grips with this question: “What
do?” Not, what am I as an individual, or as a citi-

join together in

member

to do?”

of this seminary community, but,

“What am

I,

Donald

J.

This memorial minute was prepared by
James F. Armstrong, Helena Professor of
Old Testament Language and Exegesis,
Dean of Academic Affairs, and James

Butler:

A Tribute (1908-1994)
by James

Armstrong

F.

Lenox Librarian at Princeton Theological
Seminary, and was delivered before the
Presbytery of New Brunswick by James S.
Irvine, Associate Seminary Librarian and

Head of

Technical Services at Princeton

Seminary.

T

he

rev. J.

Donald

Butler,

century, died at his

one of the leading Christian educators of this

home

1994, in his eighty-sixth year.

in Princeton,

Born

in

New Jersey,

graduate of the University of Nebraska and

nary and received his Ph.D. from
ler

New

served the Second Presbyterian

New

from 1939

until 1942;

in 1908,

20,

he was

a

York Theological Semi-

York University

Church of Jersey

in 1937. Dr.

But-

New Jersey as
at New York Uni-

City,

Associate Pastor from 1933 until 1939; taught education
versity

on September

Ewing, Nebraska,

and was Professor of the Philosophy of Ed-

ucation at Princeton Seminary from 1944 until 1958. He also served for a
time as the acting dean. He was Professor of Christian Education at Austin

Theological Seminary from 1958 until 1961,

when he became

Professor of Religion atMacalester College in

the Wallace

Minnesota. In 1972
Dr. Butler retired from Macalester College and returned to Princeton

where he made

his

home

until his death.

He

is

St. Paul,

survived by two sons, Brad-

way, an international lawyer in Washington, D.C., and Mark, the head of
an architectural firm in Istanbul, Turkey. His wife of sixty-one years, Linda Marie, died in Princeton on January 27, 1995.
Dr. Butler was

memory is

first

of

cherished by

all a

all

friend and counselor to his students. His

who worked

with him.

iting the Seminary, recalled that Dr. Butler

take her to Trenton for

a train to

An alumna,

once had risen

recently vis-

at 3:30 a.m. to

her future husband’s ordination.

A Sem-

inary alumnus recalled attending a national Christian Education confer-

ence three years following his graduation. Dr. Butler,
at the

a

featured speaker

conference, asked him what he thought of the meetings.

The young

minister replied that the scholarly discussions were interesting but what

he really needed were ideas for senior high fellowship programs.

weeks

later

he received

a

box

full

Some

of program materials. While Dr. Butler

was dedicated to the highest standards of scholarship, that commitment was
united with

a

genuine concern for the individual needs and the growth of

his students. Dr.

John H. Marks,

’49,

Professor of

Near Eastern Studies
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Princeton University, in his prayer at Dr. Butler’s funeral gave thanks

at

courageous insistence that the road of

for “his

low must be one chosen

which

life

his students fol-

one not imposed from

in faith with understanding,

without by any kind of propriety, conformity or popularity, but one wreswith the same honesty, courage and faith of which his

tled for

own

was

life

an example.” His faculty colleague at Macalester College, Dr. David H.

Hopper,

remarked that “Dr. Butler was

’53, has

was warmly interested

a

wonderful teacher

strong pastoral instinct demanded that his students get

know themselves and develop
was
ler

a substantial,

their

who

and their personal development. His

in his students

own

down

to business,

personal philosophy of

life.

He

nurturing man.” According to the same source, Dr. But-

was instrumental

in fashioning the

liberal arts curriculum, an

philosophy of Macalester College’s

undertaking urged by

its

major benefactor, the

Wallace family.

Allow

me

also to insert a personal

with

in 1951

background

a

word.

Coming

to Princeton

philosophy and mathematics,

in

I

Seminary

was bewil-

dered by the residual heat of the modernist controversy and could scarcely

understand

how

the elements of that debate were even remotely relat-

ed to the deeper issues of Christian faith and biblical authority (nor do

understand

it

to this day).

education provided
pare

a

a

A course

splendid oasis of creativity.

paper on the logic of John

er with the helpfulness

I

from Dr. Butler on the philosophy of

Dewey

The

opportunity to pre-

in relation to education, togeth-

and concern of the professor, was

a cherished ex-

perience.

Dr. Butler’s
Religion

,

book, Four Philosophies and Their Practice

first

was published

vised and expanded in

in Education and
went through many printings, and was re1957 and 1968. According to C. Ellis Nelson, Re-

in 1951,

search Professor of Christian Education at Austin Theological Seminary,
this

book

is

tion because

“now recognized
it is

own theory of education.”
ligious Education (1962),

tion in the church

about

faith in

as a classic in the field

of Christian Educa-

so effective in helping students formulate and explain their

Dr. Nelson remarks that in his second book, Re-

Dr. Butler “sought to stabilize the place of educa-

by explaining theology

God and by

as

both content and

a

way

to think

treating the Bible as a ‘message from God.’ His

how church education could be ‘in but
when many church leaders thought that ‘of the

treatment of these topics showed
not of the world’ at

a

world’ was the only

way

The community
ler,

and he bore

in

time

to be ‘relevant.’

which he

lived

”

was always

his responsibility for

it

with

a vital

a lively

concern to Dr. But-

enthusiasm. While in

J.

DONALD BUTLER

22 7

Princeton he served two terms on the school board, was president of the

Community

Services Council for six years, and was a leader in the devel-

opment of the Borough Planning Board. He and

his wife

Nassau Presbyterian Church of Princeton and were

program of the Princeton University Chapel
Blessed are the dead

who

were active

in the

loyal supporters of the

until the last.

die in the Lord: Yea, saith the Spirit, they rest

from their labors and their works do follow them.
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Rule of the Community and Related Documents (Editor). The Princeton Theological Seminary
Dead Sea Scrolls Project, vol. 1. Tubingen: J. C. B. Mohr (Paul Siebeck); Louisville: Westminster John Knox Press, 1994.

Chapters in Books
“Blessings (iQSb)” (Co-author with L. T. Stuckenbruck). In Rule of the Community and Related Documents. Pp. 1 19-31.
“A Caveat on Textual Transmission and the Meaning of ABBA: A Study of the Lord’s Prayer.”
In The Lord’s Prayer and Other Prayer Texts from the Greco-Roman Era. Pp. 1-14.
“Cave IV Fragments (4Q255-264 = 4QS MSS A-J)” (Co-author with E. Qimron). In Rule of
the Community and Related Documents. Pp. 53-103.
“Consistency Chart.” In Rule of the Community and Related Documents. P. xiii.
“Jesus in the Agrapha and Apocryphal Gospels.” In Studying the Historical Jesus: Evaluations
of the State of Current Research, ed. B. Chilton and C. A. Evans. Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1994.

P P- 479-533
Expands with Chaotic Creativity.” In Images ofJesus Today. Pp. 1 13-16.
“Morphological and Philological Observations: Preparing the Critical Text and Translation
of the Serek Ha-Yahad.” In Methods of Investigation of the Dead Sea Scrolls and the Khirbet
Qumran Site: Present Realities and Future Prospects, ed. M. O. Wise, N. Golb, J. J. Collins,
and D. G. Pardee. New York: New York Academy of Sciences, 1994. Pp. 271-83.
“Possible Fragment of the Rule of the Community (5Q1 1).” In Rule of the Community and Re“Jesus Research

lated Documents. Pp. 105-7.
“Rule of the Community (iQS)” (Co-author with E. Qimron). In Rule of the Community and
Related Documents. Pp. 1-51.
“Rule of the Congregation (iQSa)” (Co-author with L. T. Stuckenbruck). In Rule of the Community and Related Documents. Pp. 108-17.

Editor ofJournalExplorations

Journal for the Study of the Pseudepigrapha and Related Literatures

James C. Deminc;
Articles

“Church and Charity in Early Industrial France: The French Reformed Church and Public
Assistance in Nimes, 1830-1852.” Proceedings of the Western Society for French History 20
(1993): 239-48.
^
“Social Change, Religious Renewal and the Decline of Protestant Solidarity in the Department of the Gard, 1830-1852.” French Historical Studies 18 (Spring 1994): 700-21.
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Chapter in Book

“Methodist Revivalism in France, the United States and Canada” (Co-author with M. S.
Hamilton). In Amazing Grace: Studies on Evangelicalism in the United States, Canada, Britain,
Australia and Beyond, ed. G. A. Rawlyk and M. A. Noll. Grand Rapids: Baker Book House,
1993. Pp. 124-53.

Book Review

For the Soul of the People: Protestant Protest against Hitler, by V. Barnett. The Princeton Seminary Bulletin 15 (1994): 219-21.

Jane Dempsey Douglass
Book

Reform and Renewal: The Cato Lecture. Melbourne: Uniting Church Press, 1994.
Chapter

in

Book

“Opening Address.” In Farewell to Apartheid? Church Relations in South Africa,
Geneva: World Alliance of Reformed Churches, 1994. Pp. 7-14.

ed. P.

Reamonn.

Sermons
“Living

Our Thanks.”

Bulletin (St Mary’s College, University of St.

36 (April 1994): 17-23.
Seigneur, aie pitie de moi!
(March-April 1994): 63-71.
.

.

.

Femme,

ta foi est

grande.

.

.”

Ad

Andrews, Scotland), no.

Veritatem (Brussels), no. 41

Beverly R. Gaventa
Article

“A World of Limits and

the

God

of Abundance.” Journal of Stewardship 46 (1994): 47-54.

Book
Texts for Preaching:

A

Charles B. Cousar,
ster/John

Knox

—

Commentary Based on the NRSV Year C (Co-author with
Clinton McCann, and James C. Newsome). Louisville: Westmin-

Lectionary
J.

Press, 1994.

Sermon

“The

Discipleship of Extravagance.” The Princeton Seminary Bulletin 15 (1994): 52-55.

Thomas W.

Gillespie
Articles

“Can We Talk about It?” The Princeton Seminary Bulletin 15 (1994): 1-8.
“A Hermeneutics of Graduation.” The Princeton Seminary Bulletin 15 (1994): 247-49.
Book

The

First Theologians:

A

Publishing Co., 1994.

Study in Early Christian Prophecy. Grand Rapids: Win. B. Eerdmans

1

,
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Carol Lakey Hess
Article

“Abomination and Creativity: Shaking the Order of the Cosmos.” The Princeton Seminary Bulletin 15

(1994): 28-43.

Book Reviews

Body Theology, byj. B. Nelson. Congregations: The Alban Journal 20, no. 5 (September/October 1994): 22-23.
Tools for Building Your Volunteer Ministry, by M. Morris. Congregations: The Alban Journal 20,
no. 4 (July/ August 1994): 21.

James

F.

Kay
Books

Christus Praesens:

A

Reconsideration of Rudolf Bultmann's Christology.

Eerdmans Publishing Co., 1994.
Seasons of Grace: Reflections from the Christian

Year.

Grand Rapids:

Wm.

Grand Rapids:
B.

Wm.

B.

Eerdmans Publishing

Co., 1994.
Editor ofJournal

The Princeton Seminary Bulletin
Book Reviews

Bultmann by D. Fergusson. Theology Today 51

A

(July 1994): 332-33.
Century of New Testament Study, byj. K. Riches. The Princeton Seminary Bulletin 15 (1994):
2

4" I 5-

Christian Faith in
ology Today

Dark Times:

Theological Conflicts in the

Shadow of Hitler, byj. Forstman. The-

50 (January 1994): 614-19.

James N. Laplsey
Chapter

in

Book

“Responses, Arguments, Musings, and Further Directions.” In The Treasure of Earthen Vessels:
Explorations in Theological Anthropology in Honor of James N. Lapsley, ed. B. H. Childs and
D. W. Waanders. Louisville: Westminster/John Knox Press, 1994. Pp. 240-72.
Book Reviews
Ethics of an Artificial Person: Lost Responsibility in Professions
The Princeton Seminary Bulletin 15 (1994): 84-86.

and Organizations, by E. Wolgast.

Light on a Gray Area: American Public Policy on Aging, by S. Sapp. The Princeton Seminary Bulletin 15 (1994): 86-88.

Thomas G. Long
Article

“Beavis and Butt-Head

Get Saved.” Theology Today

51 (July

1

994): 199-203.

Book

A

Chorus of Witnesses: Model Sermons for Today's Preacher (Co-editor with Cornelius Plantinga,
Jr.). Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Co., 1994.
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Chapter

“The Preacher and

in

Book

From

Apocalyptic Text to Sermon.” In Intersections: Post-Critical Studies in Preaching, ed. R. L. Eslinger. Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing
Co., 1994. Pp. 1-22.
the Beast:

Editor ofJournal

Theology Today

Donald Macleod
Articles

“The
ber

5,

Monday Morning

59, no. 12 (July 1994): 16-19; no. J 4 (Septem1994): 23-25; no. 17 (October 24, 1994): 17-19; no. 21 (December 19, 1994): 16-17.

Preacher’s Bookshelf.”

Book Reviews

The Church Confident, by L. E. Keck. The Princeton Seminary Bulletin 15 (1994): 224-27.
Eucharist: Christ's Feast with the Church, by L. H. Stookey. The Princeton Seminary Bulletin 15
(1994): 92-93.

Bruce

L.

McCormack
Article

“The Unheard Message of Karl

Barth.” Word and World 14 (1994): 59-66.

Book Reviews

The Hastening That Waits, by N. Biggar. Theology Today 51 (October 1994): 488-90.
The Holy Spirit and the Christian Life, by K. Barth. The Princeton Seminary Bulletin 15 (1994):
3

A

I2_I 4

-

Theology on
1

-

33 35

Elsie

Its

Way I Essays

on Karl Barth, by R. Roberts. Scottish Journal of Theology 47 (1994):

-

Anne McKee
Chapters in Books

Western Church from the Seventh to the Twentieth Centuries.” In Diaconal Ministry, Past, Present, and Future, ed. P. G. Craighill. Providence:
North American Association for the Diaconate, 1994. Pp. 49-59.
“Calvin: The Form of Church Prayers, Strassburg Liturgy (1545).” In The Complete Library of
Christian Worship, vol. 2, Twenty Centuries of Christian Worship, ed. R. Webber. Nashville:
StarSong Publishing Group, 1994. Pp. 195-203.

“The Diaconate and Diakonia

in the

Bruce M. Metzger
Articles

“From the Apostles to You” (interview). Christian History, issue 43 (1994): 38-40.
“In Memoriam: Kurt Aland, 1915-1994.” Religious Studies News 9, no. 3 (September
24

-

1994):
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Book

A

Textual

Commentary on

the

Greek

New

Testament. 2d ed. Stuttgart: Deutsche Bibelgesellschaft;

United Bible Societies, 1994.
Chapters in Books

Foreword

to

A

Guide

to the

New

Testament World, by A. A. Bell,

Jr.

Scottdale, PA: Herald Press,

1994. Pp. 12-14.
Foreword to New Testament Greek Manuscripts: Variant Readings Arranged in Horizontal Lines
against Codex Vaticanus, Part 1, Matthew, by R. J. Swanson. Pasadena: William Carey International University, 1994. Pp. i-ii.
“In Recollection of Jakob Jonsson.” In Bihlian og bokmenntimar, ed. G. A. Jonsson. Reykjavik:
Gudrsdistofnun-Skalholtsutgafan, 1994. Pp. 11-12.

Book Reviews

The Eucharistic Prayer ofAddai and Mari, by A. Gelston. Critical Review of Books in Religion 1993,
ed. E. J. Epp. Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1994. Pp. 369-70.
Mysterious Apocalypse: Interpreting the Book of Revelation, by A. W. Wainwright. The Princeton
Seminaiy Bulletin 15 (1994): 209-10.
The Orthodox Conniption of Scripture: The Effects of Early Christological Controversies on the Text
of the New Testament, by B. D. Ehrman. The Princeton Seminary Bulletin 15 (1994): 21012.

Patrick D. Miller
Articles

“Dietrich Bonhoeffer and the Psalms.” The Princeton Seminaiy Bulletin 15 (1994): 274-82.
“Imagining God.” Theology Today 51 (October 1994): 341-44.
“Whatever Happened to the Soul?” Theology Today 50 (January 1994): 507-10.

Books

A

Social Reading of the

Old Testament: Prophetic Approaches

to Israel's

Communal Life, by Walter

Brueggemann
They Cried

to

(Editor). Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1994.
the Lord: The Form and Theology of Biblical Prayer. Minneapolis: Fortress Press,

1994.

Chapters in Books

“Eridu,

Dunnu, and

Babel:

A Study in Comparative Mythology.”

In I Studied Inscriptions from
Near Eastern Literary and Linguistic Approaches to Genesis 1-11, ed.
R. S. Hess and D. T. Tsumura. Winona Lake, IN: Eisenbrauns, 1994. Pp. 143-68.
“Kingship, Torah Obedience, and Prayer: The Theology of Psalms 15-24.” In Neue Wege der
before the Flood: Ancient

Psalmenforschung, ed. K. Seybold and E. Zenger. Freiburg: Herder, 1994. Pp. 127-42.
Significance of Biblical Poetry.” In Language, Theology, and the Bible: Essays

“The Theological

Honor ofJames Bair, ed.
1994. Pp. 214-30.

in

J.

Barton and

S.

E. Balentine. Oxford: Oxford University Press,

Editor ofJournal
Theology Today

Book Reviews
Cotter und Gottessymbole: Neue Erkentnisse zur Religionsgeschichte Kanaan und Israels aufgrund bislang erschlossener ikonographisches Quellen, by O. Keel and C. Uehlinger. Journal of Biblical
Literature 113 (1994): 503-5.
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Toward a

Grammar of Biblical Poetics:

Tales of the Prophets,

by H. Brichto. Interpretation 48 (1994):

194-95.

Samuel Hugh Moffett
Articles

“Have We Lost Our Way?” ReNews 5, no. 3 (August 1994): 1, 8-1 1. Reprinted as “Missions:
Have We Lost Our Way 1 " Journal of the Academy for Evangelism in Theological Education 9
(1993-94): 5-10.

“Re-Imagining and the Missionary Enterprise of the PC(USA)” (Co-author with Eileen Moffett).

—

ReNews 5, no. 2 (May 1994): 12-8 12-9.
Go: Recapturing Our Motivation for Mission.”

“Why We

Christianity Today 38

(November

14, 1994): 53-55.

James H. Moorhead
Article

“Engineering the Millennium: Kingdom Building in American Protestantism, 1880-1920.” The
Princeton Seminary Bulletin, Supplementary Issue no. 3 (1994): 104-28.
Chapters in Books

Protestant Tribalism and Universal Mission.” In Many Are Chosen: Divine Election and Western Nationalism, ed. W. R. Hutchison and H. Lehmann. Minneapolis:

“The American

Israel:

Fortress Press, 1994. Pp. 145-65.
“Presbyterians and the Mystique of Organizational Efficiency, 1870-1926.” In Reimagining
Denominationalism, ed. R. B. Mullin and R. E. Richey. New York: Oxford University Press,

1994. Pp. 264-87.
Editor of Journal

American Presbyterians: The Journal of Presbyterian History (Associate Editor)
Book Reviews

Arguing

A

Theory of Millennial Rhetoric, by

S. D. O’Leary. Theology Today 5 1 (October 1994): 456-60.
A Field of Divine Wonders: The New Divinity and Village Revivals in Northwestern Connecticut,
lypz-iSiz, by D. W. Kling. Theology Today 51 (October 1994): 483.
Selling God: American Religion in the Marketplace of Culture, by R. L. Moore. The Princeton Sem-

the Apocalypse:

inary Bulletin 15 (1994): 329-30.

Alan Neely
Articles

“Conquest

and Mission 10, no. 2 (Spring 1993): 62-90.
Religions: 1893 and 1993.” International Bulletin of Mission-

as Christian Evangelization.” Faith

“The Parliaments of the World’s
ary Research 18 (1994): 60-64.

Chapter in Book

“That the World
T. A. Bland, Jr.

May Know: The

Teaching of Missions, 1951-1988.” In Servant Songs,
Macon, GA: Smyth & Helwys, 1994. Pp. 161-85.

ed.
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Sermon
‘The Trouble with Religion: Some Lessons from Roger Williams.” Baptist Freedom (Aliquippa, PA) (Spring 1994): 3-7.
Book Reviews

Sunday and

Billy

the Redemption of

Urban America by L. W. Dorsett. The Princeton Seminary
,

Bulletin 15 (1994): 330-32.
Reader on
Envisioning the New City:

A

Urban Ministiy,

naiy Bulletin 15 (1994): 89-90.
Georgia Harkness: For Such a Time as This by R.
(1994): 221-22.
,

The Histoty of the Baptist Missionary

Society,

ed. E. S.

S. Keller.

Meyers. The Princeton Semi-

The Princeton Seminary Bulletin 15

7792-/993, by B. Stanley. The Princeton Seminary

Bulletin 15 (1994): 218-19.

Jesus Weeps: Global Encounters on

Our

by H.

Doorstep,

J.

Recinos. Theology Today 50 (January

7

1994): 661-62.

A

Violent Evangelism:

The

Political

and

Religious Conquest of the Americas by L.
7

,

N. Rivera. The

Princeton Seminary Bulletin 15 (1994): 81-82.

Dennis T. Olson
Book

Deuteronomy and the Death of Moses:

A

Theological Reading. Overtures to Biblical Theology.

Min-

neapolis: Fortress Press, 1994.

Sermons
“Earthquakes, Fault Lines, and Foundations: Reflections on Ministry .” The Princeton Seminary Bulletin 15 (1994): 250-53.
“A Warning, a Command, and a Promise.” The Princeton Seminary Bulletin 15 (1994): 63-67.
7

Book Reviews
Introduction

to

the

Old Testament:

A

Liberation Perspective, by A. Ceresko. The Princeton Semi-

nary Bulletin 15 (1994): 295-97.

Numbers 1-20:
pretation

J. J.

A New

Translation with Introduction

and Commentary, by

B. A. Levine. Inter-

48 (1994): 424-26.

M. Roberts
Book Reviews

The Hebrew Bible, the Old Testament, and Historical Criticism, by J. D. Levenson. The Princeton
Seminary Bulletin 15 (1994): 294-95.
The Installation of Baal's High Priestess at Emar: A Window on Ancient Syrian Religion, by D. E.
Fleming. Critical Review of Books in Religion 2993, ed. E. J. Epp. Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1994.
Pp. 109-10.

Paul Rorem
Chapter

“The

fessor:

Calvin as

in

Book

Did Calvin Compromise?” In Calvinus Sacrae Scripturae ProConfessor of Holy Scripture, ed. W. H. Neuser. Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerd-

Consensus Tigurinus

( 1

549):

mans Publishing Co., 1994. Pp. 72-90.
Editor ofJournal

Lutheran Quarterly (Associate Editor)
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Book Review
Corpus Dionysiacum I, ed. B. R. Suchla; Corpus Dionysiacum
Jahrbuch fur Antike and Christentam 35 (1994): 209-10.

II,

ed.

G. Heil and A. M.

Ritter.

Katharine Doob Sakenfeld

Ankle
“Listening to Asian Voices.” Biblical Interpretation

2

(1994): 363-66.

Book Review

Numbers
ton

1-20:

A New

Translation with Introduction

and Commentary, by

B. A. Levine.

The Prince-

Seminary Bulletin 15 (1994): 201-2.

Richard Shaull
Book

La Reforma y

la Teologia de la Liberation.

San Jose, Costa Rica: Editorial DEI, 1994.
Book Reviews

Las Casas: In Search of the Poor ofJesus Christ, by G. Gutierrez. Theology Today 5 1 (October 1994):
442 - 44
Models of Contextual Theology, by S. B. Bevans. Theology Today 50 (January 1994): 634-36.
Mysterium Liberationis: Fundamental Concepts of Liberation Theology, ed. I. Ellacuria and J. Sobrino. The Princeton Seminary Bulletin 15 (1994): 310-n.
-

Max

L.

“Can

‘Sustainability’

Stackhouse
Articles

Be Sustained?

A

Review Essay of John

B.

Cobb, Jr.’s

Princeton Seminary Bulletin 15 (1994): 143-55.
“Ethical Vision and Musical Imagination.” Theological Education 31, no.
63.

“The

;

jii.v^scxual

Movement:

A

1

(Autumn

1994): 149-

Response by the Ramsey Colloquium” (Co-author).

Things, no. 41 (March 1994): 15-22.
Introduction to a “Psalmic Poem” (by Peggy Shriver) and

“Sermon on

The

Sustainability .”

I

7

the Psalms” (by Fred

R. Anderson). Arts 7, no. 1 (Fall 1994): 4.
“On Christian Ethics, a Shattered Teapot, and the

Postmodern: An Interview with Professors
Stackhouse and Taylor” (by Todd Shy and Dwight Davidson). Testament (Princeton Theological Seminary) (Fall 1994): 4-9.
“Responsible Society.” One World, no. 199 (October 1994): 16-17. Translated as “Passer de
la Protestation a la Reforme.” Mensuel, no. 6 (November 1994): 9-1 1.
Chapter in Book
“Secular Ministrations in Personal Development Programs: A Theological Perspective.” In
A Fatal Embrace? Assessing Holistic Trends in Human Resources Programs, ed. F. W. Heuberger and L. L. Nash. New Brunswick: Transaction Books, 1994. Pp. 243-52.

Leonora Tubbs Tisdale
Article

“Contextual Sermon Design: Ways of Knowing and Forms of Preaching.” Academy of Homiletics: Papers of Annual Meeting (December 1994): 61-73.

,
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Sermon

“Of Wine and Holy Rage.” The

Princeton Seminary Bulletin 15 (1994): 56-62.

Book Review

The Preaching

J.

Life,

by

B. B. Taylor.

The Princeton Seminaiy Bulletin 15 (1994): 317-18.

Wentzel van Huyssteen
Articles

“Is

There

Still a

Realist Challenge in

Postmodern Theology?” Hervormde

Teologiese Studies 5

1

(April 1995): 1-10.
“Is There Still a Realist Challenge in

no.

1

Postmodern Theology? On Religious Experience and
Explanatory Commitments in Jerome Stone’s A Minimalist Vision of Transcendence." American Journal of Theology and Philosophy 15 (1994): 293-304.

Charles C. West
Chapter in Book

“The Theology

ot

Barmen and

the Jews.” In The Holocaust: Progress and Prognosis,

1

()

1

<j<)-f.

Lawrenceville, NJ: Rider University, 1994. Pp. 175-81.
Editor ofJournal
Religion in Eastern Europe (Associate Editor)

Book Reviews
Catholic Social Thought:

33

0994 )

:

121-22.

Christian Ethics:

15

(i

994 )

:

The Documentary Heritage, ed. D. O’Brien and T. Shannon. Mid-Stream

3

1

A

4

-

The Cutting Edge:

Historical Introduction,
1

by

J. P.

Wogaman. The

Princeton Seminary Bulletin

5

How

Churches Speak on Social

Issues,

by

M.

Ellingsen. Mid-Stream 33 (1994):

491-93.
Jesus-Christ aux marges de la Reforme, hy
-

37 2 73

N. Blough

et A.

Journal of Ecumenical Studies

(1994):

-

Gibson Winter
Article

“America’s Soul at Risk.” Anglican Theological Review 76 (Fall 1994): 413-31.

D. Campbell

Wyckoff
Article

“Response to C.

Ellis

Nelson’s ‘Christian Education in

Outlook 176, no. 16 (April 25, 1994): 8-9.

a

Secular Society.’

”

The Presbyterian

BOOK REVIEWS
The

Paris, Peter J.

Moral

Spirituality of African Peoples:

The Search for a Common

Discourse. Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1995. Pp. xii

Since the first group of Africans was brought
became the U.S.A., scholars as well as concerned

explored the possibility of African survivals in

Americans

in the

“New World.”

At stake

is

+

194. $13.00.

1619 to what
and
the development of African
as slaves in

citizens have debated

how much

the African presence

Americans and the latter’s contributions to the public constitution of the overall American identity. Various intellectual investigations have employed anthropology, musicology, sofactors into the self-formation of black

ciology, history, linguistics, theology, etc. to determine the reality of African

remains

(e.g.,

Africanism) in black

African Peoples: The Search for a
brilliant,

mand

life.

But Peter

Common Moral

Paris’

Discourse

groundbreaking scholarly study employing

The
is

Paris’

Spirituality of

unique.

It is a

obvious com-

of religious social ethics creatively to document the continuity of re-

and moral values among African peoples. Such a continuity, in
moral virtue mandating sorely needed
public policies today. The Spirituality of African Peoples, in other words,
speaks to the public good in any person or community grappling with the
complex problems facing our turn into the twenty-first century.
Paris, Elmer G. Homrighausen Professor of Social Ethics at Princeton
Theological Seminary, is most fit to pursue successfully and compellingly
ligious

Paris’ study, facilitates a theory of

Not only does his formal graduate work in social ethics
School of the University of Chicago serve him well, but his
own existential political, cultural, and faith journeys have equipped him to
produce a book that will, no doubt, modify the terms of thought and the
such an endeavor.
at the Divinity

nature of discourse in the social ethics
Paris himself represents an

field.

amalgam of spiritualities

in the African dias-

pora. His ancestors’ roots spring from groups of enslaved African Ameri-

cans

who

departed from the thirteen North American colonies eventually

Nova

Canada. Paris is a naturalized (African) American
Afro-Canadian and Afro-American spiritual and
moral sensibilities, he has a long connection to Africa, including, at least,
eastern, southern, and western regions of the continent. In brief, his book
manifests the seasoned scholar’s synthesis of years of study and experience
in reflection upon and engagement with the relation between religious social ethics and African spirituality.
Paris substantiates the continuity of African spirituality between indigenous blacks of the continent and African Americans in four areas God,
community, family, and self. These four subjects are treated in chapters two
to settle in

Scotia,

citizen. In addition to his

—
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through

five
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of the book in order to ground the religious social ethics Paris

develops in the

final chapter.

Thus

in the initial chapters, Paris teases

out

and ethical claims spanning a thematic panorama.
At each stage of his argument, he documents and parallels similar moral and
religious values for Africans and black Americans, whether it is the inclear faith affirmations

triguing insight of

how

the office of African royalty passed into the status

of black American preachers or

how

the plurality of divinities in traditional

African beliefs was replaced by the triune Christian God.
Paris’

how

work

is

the most detailed and nuanced step-by-step treatment of

African spirituality (of moral and religious values) has persevered us-

ing various European cultural forms. Because of his comprehensive grasp

of the subject, he
ple,

is

able to offer a novel

word

to pastors, teachers, lay

and public servants. Since the ultimate goal of all African peoples

is

peopre-

serving and promoting community, Paris asserts that public policies can be

shaped honoring the
is

likewise privileged.

tical

full

humanity of each person while the

With

common good

virtues such as beneficence, forbearance, prac-

wisdom, improvisation, forgiveness, and

justice,

America can forge

a

new social contract for the beginning of the next millennium.
Anyone concerned with what it means to be in a neighborly community and how to realize such a healthy communal living space should read this
book. Given our dilemmas of increased crime, declining voter turnout,
spousal and parental problems,

nomic downsizing, and

a

a litany

sagging public educational system, ecoof other deficits, Peter Paris presents

a

prophetic and practical voice.

Dwight N. Hopkins
Santa Clara University

Miller, Patrick D. They Cried
Prayer.

to the

Lord: The

Form and

Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1994 Pp. xvi
.

+

Theology of Biblical
464. $24.oo/$40.oo.

A former student called a few weeks ago, said that he had some time for
continuing education leave, and asked me to outline a plan of study on the
Psalms. That was easy. I suggested that he rent a lake cabin for a week, take
along

a Bible,

Miller

known

is

and work through

for his penetrating studies of

[Fortress,

1986 ])

new book by

Patrick Miller.

Psalms

(e.g.,

is

well

Interpreting the Psalms

commentary on Deuteronomy in the Interbook he applies his considerable learning in ancient

as well as his

pretation series. In this

Near Eastern and

how

this

Professor of Old Testament at Princeton Seminary, and

biblical/theological matters to practical questions about

the Bible can inform, inspire, and correct prayer.
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The

first two chapters are introductory, discussing prayers and praying
Mesopotamia, Egypt, and Syria-Palestine (“Israel’s Neighbors at Prayer”)
and examining the terminology, time and place, and manner of prayer in
Israel (“Prayer by Any Name”).
The heart of the book is in the next three chapters, which make up just
over half of the text. Chapter three investigates the Bible’s “Prayers for
Help,” both in narrative contexts and in the Psalms. “The biblical story as

in

a

whole,” says Miller, “begins in

human

address that

is

the cry of a suffer-

ing one (Gen 4:10), and it ends when those cries have ceased (Rev 21:1-4)
and the world is filled with the praise of God (Psalm 150 and Revelation
19).” Chapter four begins, “The fundamental question of prayer is: Does
anything happen? Does God answer prayer? If these are prayers for help,
Does prayer change things?” The chapter continues
does help come?
.

with

a

.

.

consideration of “Prayers Heard and Answered” and of the various

ways that the Bible indicates God’s response to prayers for help. The fifth
chapter offers an extensive examination of prayers of thanksgiving, hymns
of praise, and the songs of trust and confidence in the Psalter.
Chapter six is a timely essay on “Prayers Women Prayed,” dealing with
the prayers of Sarah, Hannah, and Psalm 1 3 1 The author is at his best here,
listening carefully to these texts and then interpreting them in the light of
.

current feminist concerns.

The remaining

four chapters deal with prayers of confession and peni-

tence (including Psalm 51), prayer for others, blessing and curse (including a helpful study of “The Aaronic Benediction as a Paradigm of Bless-

and prayer in the New Testament. I found the last to be exceptionproviding a fresh look at the Lord’s Prayer from the
perspective of the Old Testament and offering thoughtful treatments of
“The Trinitarian Character of Christian Prayer” and “The Will of God and
a Theology of the Cross.” The book concludes with a pair of appendices
and some seventy-five pages of detailed notes and bibliography.
This is an excellent study in every way. To work through it is to find oneself drawn into a conversation involving the best in contemporary biblical
studies and to be edified as well. In discussing praise and thanksgiving, for
example, Miller writes:
ing”),

ally valuable,

If healing
ers,

then

is

simply a matter of the

bills

skill

of competent physicians and oth-

should be paid promptly and thank you notes written to

all who have helped; but there certainly would be no reason in calling
the congregation together to sing Psalm 116. It speaks of sickness and

healing but says nothing of doctors and nurses and hospitals, or of whoever were the equivalent of such in Israelite society. But

somehow

the hand of

God

at

if all

of that

is

work, as the healed one of this psalm
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claims from beginning to end, then, like the psalmist of Psalm 22 “I will
:

tell

name

of your

gregation

to

my

will praise

I

The book

brothers and

sisters; in the

midst of the con-

you.” (pp. 223-24)

dedicated to James L. Mays, “Teacher, Colleague and
week of continuing education somewhere, I also recom-

is

Friend.” For that

in Mays’ new commentary on the Psalms in the InterpretaConsidered together, these two books could set off a series of
sermons or studies on the Psalms, or on prayer, and could even invigorate
a weary preacher.

mend packing
tion series.

James Limburg
Luther Seminary
Olson, Dennis T. Deuteronomy and the Death of Moses: A Theological ReadMinneapolis: Fortress Press, 1994. Pp. xvi + 191. $14.00.

ing.

Dennis T. Olson

is

Associate Professor of Old Testament at Princeton

Seminary. His book presents

what one might

call

a theological

reading of

Deuteronomy

in

an expositional-homiletic format, one that delves in-

deep within the fabric of the text. Although he takes
sweep of the canonical book of Deuteronomy, Olson
finds focus-points for the whole in the Ten Commandments, the covenant
in Moab (chaps. 29-32), and the death of Moses (chaps. 33-34). According
to Olson, the form of Deuteronomy may be interpreted as torah understood
to interconnections

seriously the entire

Ten Commandments, can be taken as
Thus Olson lets first chapters 6-1 1 and then chapters 12-26 comment on the Ten
Commandments. The Moab covenant is a way of retaining and reframing
as “catechesis.”

Deuteronomy

5,

the

an overall sketch of the content of the rest of the legal portions.

the covenantal substance of Deuteronomy’s core for the crisis of an exilic
age,

when

the curses of chapter 28 have been enacted.

end, the theme of the death of

my with
The

hope and

Moses

From beginning

flavors the theology of

to

Deuterono-

blessing.

may not

be happy with every one of the interconnections between different parts of Deuteronomy that Olson claims to discover. Tying up the death of Moses with the heifer killed to atone for bloodguilt or
the laws regulating sex and marriage with God’s election of Israel may seem
to move beyond the “plain literal sense” of the text into something close
to allegory. Nevertheless, Olson’s reading turns out to be both generally believable and theologically useful. Deuteronomy, we discover, has something
important to say about many contemporary social, political, and philoreader

sophical issues.

As part of the Overtures to Biblical Theology

more impressive

“overtures.”

The

reader

is

series, this

is

likely to learn a

one of the
good deal
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from

it. Although several of the structural arguments might be judged as
being too tenuous to be convincing, overall the book provides a practical
and generally persuasive theological reading of the canonical shape of
Deuteronomy. Olson shows us that Deuteronomy does not have to be atomized into laws, sermons, and other materials from different periods
meeting an uncoordinated assortment of theological challenges. By giving
the reader a chance to grasp the total impact of Deuteronomy, Olson is in-

stead able to restore the book’s function as “catechesis,” to use his felici-

tous expression.

Throughout, Olson displays sound scholarship and
with the enormous literature on Deuteronomy.

He

a

wide acquaintance
on a helpful di-

carries

alogue with Robert Polzin’s influential Moses and the Deuteronomist (1980)
and with the penchant for anthropocentrism on the part of much modern
literary reading of the Bible. Especially intriguing

Deuteronomy
boundaries

it

in the

end “deconstructs” the very law

it

is

his notion that

proclaims and the

seeks to preserve.

Pastors and others whose role

it is

to connect the Bible with the concerns

modern existence may find new life stirring in the ancient
Deuteronomy when read through the lens of this interpretation.

of

text of

Richard D. Nelson
Gettysburg Lutheran Seminary

Long, Thomas G., and Cornelius Plantinga, Jr., eds. A Chorus of Witnesses: Model Sermons for Today's Preacher. Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Co., 1994. Pp. xiv

+

306. $17.99.

A Chorus of Witnesses is not just one more collection of sermons, of
which there are plenty today. Rather, it is a collection with a purpose. The
presupposition of the volume is that students of preaching need to study
good sermons from the tradition. Just as a jazz musician or a visual artist
doesn’t begin from scratch, but first learns the techniques and artistry of
great predecessors and contemporaries, so the preacher should “study
great sermons, learn their moves, and master some of their aims and
forms.” The book thus provides an important reminder that preaching is
a practice that takes place within a “cloud of witnesses,” both past and present. At a time when many young preachers seek almost immediately to
claim their “own voice,” Long and Plantinga invite us to a serious engagement with both the ongoing tradition of homiletics and the contemporary community of preachers out of which faithful and creative preaching emerges.

To

this end, the editors

dimensions of preaching

have gathered sermons that model various
and distinctive ways. The book is di-

in helpful
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“The Sources of the Sermon,” which provides
sermons demonstrating a variety of ways of “approaching, developing, and
presenting texts and genres of texts”; (2) “The Aims of the Sermon,” which
offers sermons illustrating a variety of purposes or functions that preaching undertakes; (3) “The Forms and Dynamics of the Sermon,” which presents diverse examples of sermonic shape and movement; and (4) “The Occasions of the Sermon,” which includes sermons preached within particuvided into four sections: (i)

lar

contexts

(e.g.,

Good
many of the sermons

funerals or specific liturgical occasions such as

Friday and Easter). Although, as the editors recognize,

could have been used as examples of several dimensions of preaching, the
division of the
that

sermons into different categories

many sermons

is

helpful. Indeed, the fact

are not easily confined within a single category enriches

the collection. By the end of the volume, the reader is exploring various dimensions of the sermons simultaneously.
All but one of the sermons (Schleiermacher’s “Sermon at Nathanael’s
Grave”) are from the twentieth century. Included are some of the “classics”
of twentieth-century preaching (e.g., Tillich’s “You Are Accepted,” Fosdick’s
“Shall the Fundamentalists

Magnificent Defeat”),

Win?”

Coffin’s “Alex’s Death,” Buechner’s

as well as excellent

“The

sermons by lesser-known, con-

temporary preachers. Both male and female preachers are represented.
brief introductions to the individual sermons nicely highlight significant dimensions of the sermons without explaining them to death.
In addition to the sermons and introductions, readers should pay attention to the bibliographical material included in the footnotes and the concluding section, “For Further Reading.” The footnotes contain references
to collections of sermons by particular preachers, which are usually more
helpful than a single sermon if one wants to explore a preacher’s distinctive homiletical approach. The suggestions for further reading direct
preachers to the larger homiletical tradition of which this collection is just

The

“the tip of the iceberg.”

The volume

thus provides an excellent entry point

into the riches of that larger “chorus of witnesses”

who

also deserve seri-

ous study.
In a collection such as this one, there are almost inevitably

unfortunate omissions. This book

some

no exception. African American preaching, for example, is inadequately represented, which is surprising at a time
when the richness of that preaching tradition is receiving renewed attention and appreciation. Similarly, while there are a couple of sermons shaped
by liberation theology, no strong feminist witness is included. Finally, although there are some representatives of “narrative preaching,” Eugene
Lowry, who has done some of the most creative work on sermon form in
recent years, seems oddly excluded from the section on the form of the sermon. An example of his “homiletical plot” would have enriched the volume.
is
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Despite these omissions, however, A Chorus of Witnesses is an excellent
resource for students of preaching. By highlighting the importance of
studying sermons and by providing wonderful texts for beginning that

volume

study, this

for

many

will

be an important resource for students of preaching

years to come.

Charles L. Campbell
Columbia Theological Seminary
Kay, James
Rapids:

Seasons of Grace: Reflections fi-om the Christian Year.

F.

Wm.

B.

Eerdmans Publishing Co., 1994. Pp.

xii

+

Grand

107. $9.99.

In the generation of Barth, Brunner, the Niebuhrs, and Tillich, systematic

theologians self-consciously regarded the enhancement of preaching as

dimension of their work. The present generation of systemrepresented perhaps by Cone, Tracy, Lindbeck, Farley,
and McFague does not appear to have preaching as an organizing focus
of their energy. But in James F. Kay we have a first-rate systematic thea significant

atic

—
—

theologians

ologian

who

is

also a preacher par excellence.

Seasons of Grace brings together eighteen of Kay’s sermons

(all

of which

have been preached to congregations) under the seasons of the Christian
year.

The

collection begins with a haunting message

on whether the com-

ing clouds of history will bring nuclear destruction or the second-coming
rule of Jesus Christ.
ter of

Mary’s

God

to step aside to give

that Jesus

came

all

For Advent, there are sermons on the

God room

the

his total identification

to work. After Epiphany,

way down

testify that

God

lives.

God

we

are

with sinners. Clergy can continue to serve
In Lent,
in the

God

reminded

into the water to be baptized as a sign of

that their ministries are not in vain because

nize the light of

faithful charac-

(and ours), and on Joseph, whose obedience causes him

Kay

when we

gives us a criterion

world (namely, whatever

in the

least expect

is

by which

it,

hope

people

to recog-

consistent with the

and neighbor). The preacher helps us recognize the possibiliHoly Week, the congregation rediscovers Jesus
as prophet, priest, and king, and an especially imaginative sermon on John
3:16 poses Jesus as God’s love that draws the venom out of the world.
Easter becomes an unexpected means by which God releases us from the
past for an open future. The season of Easter is also a time for second
thoughts (Low Sunday) when doubt returns before the glorious Easter
memory has faded. The incident on the road to Emmaus is a paradigmatic moment that gives us a pattern by which to recognize the living
presence of Jesus Christ. And Revelation 5 displays the full spectrum of divine power the God whose strength is epitomized by the lion but expressed with the gentleness of the lamb. In the Sundays after Pentecost, we
love of

ty of

life

before death. For

—
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meet the paraclete afresh as the Spirit of the truth that will help us unclench
our fists and pick up the pieces of our lives. The gospel redefines who our
mothers are. Clergy come face to face with the fact that we are not indispensable for the mission of the church. As the autumn concludes, the listeners encounter again the affirmation that

does not yet appear what we

shall be.

This

God

is

is not finished with us; it
both comfort and confronta-

tion.

In

many ways

ing that reads

a

James Kay has

a

They demonstrate

these are exemplary sermons.

preach-

variety of texts through the lens of a consistent theology.

provocative angles of vision on passages and
coming from sources as diverse as CNN, The New
York Times contemporary novels, and a fight at Madison Square Garden).
Each sermon shows how the gospel makes a positive, concrete contribution to communities under the power of sin and death.
However, there are points at which the preaching could have taken a different turn for better effect. Theology occasionally overrides exegesis, so
that a text speaks a version of Christian doctrine that came later than the
text and whose seed is not directly in the text (e.g., the incarnation as the
basis for interpreting Jesus’ baptism in Luke). One might wish that the doctrinal themes of the seasons of the Christian year could come to fuller expression through these sermons. In the sermon on John 9 (on recognizing
the light of God in the world), the preacher does not mention the raging
anti -Jewish motifs in the passage. Likewise, the homily on John 3:16 makes
exquisite use of the First Testament background but does not deal with the
problematic John 3:18-19. At times a touch more guidance would make it
easier for the listener to move from the sermon to life. For instance, in con-

double

gift for

for illustrations (the latter
,

how can we use the love of God and neighbor as a practimeasure by which to identify the presence of divine activity in the

crete situations,
cal

world?
Nonetheless,

I

am

always on the prowl for sermons to

recommend

to stu-

dents as models of credible contemporary preaching. Seasons of Grace moves
to the top of the stack.

Ronald

J.

Allen

Christian Theological Seminary
Allen, Diogenes, and Eric O. Springsted. Spirit Nature,
,

sues in the

Thought of Simone

Press, 1994. Pp. xvi

Coming

+

Weil.

and Community: IsNew York

Albany: State University of

241. $17.95.

to terms with Simone Weil is no easy task; the harsh austerity
and work simultaneously attracts and repels, illuminates and perplexes. Diogenes Allen and Eric O. Springsted, the authors of Spirit, Na-

of her

life
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ture,

and Community Issues in the Thought of Simone Weil are clearly alive
and eager to demonstrate ways her thought can illumi:

,

to her attractions

nate current philosophical debates; they are willing, nonetheless, to tack-

her most perplexing claims head on without papering over aspects of her
thought that might repel.
le

In this volume they bring together a number of essays that have appeared
elsewhere and several essays that appear for the first time. The
essays are organized around three major theses: (1) Weil’s account of necessity as the link between nature and the supernatural; (2) her understanding of the journey of the soul as it comes to terms with this necessity; and (3) her views on the relationship between this journey and our social and political institutions. These themes are explored by situating Weil
relative to various contemporary philosophers (Charles Taylor, Richard
Rorty) as well as major historical figures (Plato, Epictetus, Hobbes, Kant),
incorporating and responding to, when relevant, the views of other Weil
scholars (Peter Winch, Rowan Williams, Thomas Nevin). The authors
presume a philosophically literate audience well acquainted with Weil;
their exposition, however, should be of interest even to those whose ac-

quaintance

The

is

only passing.

make

from the outset that Weil’s conception of neall her thought, owes far more to Plato
than to modern science. She is, in other words, out to provide an explicitly moral ontology rather than an ontology with pretensions to value neutrality. The natural world, on her account, is governed by relations of necessity arising when God, of necessity, withdraws from creation, only to be
made into necessity again through the incarnation which is, in turn, necessarily a form of crucifixion. Coming to terms conceptually with all these
different varieties of necessity is challenging enough; even more challenging is meeting the demands necessity makes on us as persons. Among other things, it requires us to consent to afflictions so great we can be robbed
of all vestiges of human dignity, hence requiring us to reject the notion of
cessity,

authors

which

lies at

clear

the heart of

—

inalienable

human

rights that informs so

much

of our political discourse.

our consent must be so complete that we would refuse
to pick up our salvation from right in front of us if doing so meant disobedience.
There is little in all of this that is either comforting or comfortable. Even
so, as the authors quite convincingly show, it is ultimately a vision grounded in hope. By training ourselves to read the world aright and learning prop-

More daunting

still,

erly to attend to the necessary relationships constituting

of freedom whereby

we

are “decreated,”

love, allowing that love to pass
al

history

is

it,

we

gain

becoming transparent

to

a

kind

God’s

through us to other creatures. Our natur-

thus revealed as a supernatural history that miraculously en-
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genders love and friendship between persons, drawing us beyond the historically conditioned limits imposed by our political and social institutions

and altering the effect those institutions can have on our spiritual journey.
In the final essay of the volume the authors sum up their exposition by
arguing that Weil provides us with the basis for a truly Christian humanism. Weil offers us a Christianity made human by the recognition of natural limits and a humanism made Christian by the recognition that affliction can be supernaturally transformed into obedience, obedience into
freedom, and freedom into hope. Whether, in the end, we are attracted or
repulsed, we must acknowledge Weil as one of the most creative and powone whose work richly deserves the thoughterful thinkers of our century
ful treatment it here receives.

—

Patricia A. Sayre

Saint Mary’s College

Chopp, Rebecca

S.,

and Mark Lewis Taylor, eds. Reconstructing Christian

Theology. Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1994. Pp.

This book,

xiii

4 384. $22.00.
-

by sixteen theologians, is a fascinating
engage Christian theology with current issues in politics, society, economics, and culture. The essays are concerned with issues like handicappism, the environmental crisis, racism,
militarism, addiction, anti-Semitism, colonialism, and classism. Each of
a collaborative effort

collection of essays

which attempts

these issues, furthermore,

is

to

investigated with the question as to

how

tra-

ditional Christian theological doctrines have influenced our understanding.

For example, how has the doctrine of creation, traditionally conceived,

in-

How has the doctrine
How has the doctrine of

fluenced our perceptions of persons with disabilities?

of sin informed our understanding of addiction?

humanity shaped our attitudes toward race?
These are all questions of daunting complexity and great importance. The
goal of each essay

is

to assess, at least briefly,

mulations have impacted societal,

how

traditional Christian for-

and cultural issues facing the
church today, and, then, how a reconstruction of Christian theology can further our understanding and our praxis. A reconstruction of the basic doctrines of the Christian faith is seen by these authors as a means of ameliorating chronic weaknesses in the tradition and exposing how the tradition
has legitimated structures of oppression.
Certainly one of the most painful and troubling issues examined in this
volume is the long-standing legacy of anti-Semitism in the Christian tradition. One of the book’s contributors, John Pawlikowski, traces how traditional Christology has contributed to the complex reality of anti-Semitism and then surveys recent changes in Christian theology and increasing
political,

—
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efforts at Christian-Jewish dialogue that give evidence of a

new

theologi-

paradigm emerging in Christian theological discourse.
Another essay proposes a reconstruction of the doctrine of creation in
order to address the issue of handicappism. Could it be, asks Dawn De
Vries, that the traditional doctrine of creation
with its image of an originally perfect and pristine world
might foster handicappism? Might a reconstructed doctrine of creation that acknowledges struggle, challenge,
and difference as part of God’s original intent for creation encourage a vical

—

—

sion of a

This

community of differing abilities?
book that explores seriously some of

is a

of Christian theology and praxis.

The

the perennial difficulties

suggested theological reconstructions

no doubt, convince some readers and leave others unconvinced. The
editors make clear in the introduction to the book that their purpose is not
a final theological formulation, but an emancipatory discourse. Their purpose is to make “some small difference in a time suspended between crises
and hope.”

will,

Leanne Van Dyk
San Francisco Theological Seminary
Sanders, E.

P.

The Historical Figure of Jesus.

Allen Lane, 1993. Pp. xiv

With The

+

New

York: Penguin Press,

337. $27.50.

Historical Figure of Jesus, E.

P.

Sanders, highly acclaimed his-

torian and author and, since 1990, Professor of Religion at
sity,

ies

has added one

more

title

Duke Univer-

to the impressive collection of recent stud-

of the historical Jesus.

As one would expect, Sanders emphasizes the importance of an accurate
sketch of the historical setting of Jesus’ ministry. Noteworthy here are the
book’s balanced view of the Jewish people and leaders (who are too often,
even today, depicted in stereotypically pejorative terms) and its trenchant
criticism of a popular view that exaggerates the extent of both

Roman

op-

pression in Palestine and Jewish rebelliousness during the time of Jesus.

Swimming

against the stream of

modern Jesus

research (as represented

by prominent scholars of the Jesus Seminar), Sanders

insists

on the central

place of eschatological expectation in Jesus’ public activity (his meals and

healing miracles) and in his proclamation of the “kingdom of God.” Sanders

argues that Jesus sought to prepare people for the coming rule of

God

God’s decisive, miraculous act that would restore the twelve tribes
of Israel and create a perfect social order. He did not, therefore, intend to
reform Jewish social and political life. Transformation of society was, instead, in God’s hands.
Chapter fourteen offers a carefully nuanced discussion of Jesus’ conflict
that

is,
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1

with other Jewish teachers in Galilee. One finds here a helpful sketch of
the possible range of views in such debates over the interpretation of the
torah. Sanders asserts that

Jesus killed. Far

more

it

was not criticism of the law of Moses that got

offensive than his views about the law were his

God was acting diand immediately through him, and the most important thing in life

claims concerning the vital significance of his mission:
rectly

was to accept him! Jesus’

self-assertion, expressed in his teaching, in his

“messianic” entry into Jerusalem, and especially in his disruptive act in the

temple

—

a

the temple

symbolic prophetic announcement of the coming destruction of

— led the high priest to arrest Jesus and to recommend

his exe-

cution to Pilate.

The Historical Figure ofJesus offers a clear, non-technical, and generally
persuasive historical reconstruction of Jesus’ career. Of course, no reader
with every stroke in the portrait. This reviewer, for example, finds
unconvincing the picture of Jesus as a prophet who manifests no real concern for the reformation of Jewish society. Moreover, the author’s dismissal of evidence for the “presence” of God’s reign in the ministry of Jesus seems hasty (or at the very least insufficiently argued). Nevertheless, the
work of Sanders, together with John P. Meier’s A Marginal Jew: Rethinking
the Historical Jesus (esp. vol. 2 [Doubleday, 1994]), issues a formidable challenge to the construct of an essentially “uneschatological” Jesus now being advocated by Jesus Seminar scholars like Marcus Borg, John Dominic
Crossan, and Burton Mack. This book presupposes the author’s previouswill agree

ly

published historical studies of Jesus and the Jewish world of his day. As

a result,

one finds only here and there detailed argumentation

sus).

For

a

more

(e.g.,

with regard to the authenticity of

in

support

saying of Jein-depth look at the complex historical issues and argu-

of historical claims

a

ments, one must consult Sanders’ earlier books or Meier’s lengthy volumes.
Still,

the author’s instincts as a historian

seem almost invariably sound. This

an account of the historical Jesus that will prove accessible and instructive for pastors, church educators, and students. It is especially welcome as

is

a corrective to

competing views now getting so much media attention.

John T. Carroll
Union Theological Seminary in Virginia

Hawthorne, Gerald
Letters.

F.,

and Ralph

Downers Grove:

P.

Martin, eds. Dictionary of Paul and His

InterVarsity Press, 1993. Pp. xxix

+

1038. $37.99.

In 1992 the InterVarsity Press issued a large volume of nearly a thousand
pages (each measuring about seven by ten inches), entitled Dictionary ofJesus

and

the Gospels.

This has now been followed by

a

companion volume,
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Dictionary of Paul and His Letters

thy to take

The

its

,

which

is

equally encyclopedic and wor-

place beside the earlier work.

F. Hawthorne of Wheaton College [Illinois] and
Martin of Sheffield University) have gathered a team of more than
one hundred authors from North America, the United Kingdom, Europe,
Australia, New Zealand, and Asia to write articles covering a broad range

Ralph

editors (Gerald

P.

of topics.
is

No other single

reference

work presents

as

much

information that

focused exclusively on Pauline theology, literature, background, and

scholarship. In-depth studies, each with a bibliography, deal with individual theological

themes (such

as law, resurrection,

and Son of God), broad

theological topics (such as Christianity, eschatology, and the death of

methods of interpretation (such as rhetorical criticism and socialbackground topics (such as apocalypticism, Hellenism, and Qumran), and various other subjects specifically related to
scholarly study of Pauline theology and literature (such as early Catholicism, the center of Pauline theology, and Paul’s interpreters since F. C.
Christ),

scientific approaches),

Baur). Separate articles are also devoted to individual Pauline letters, to

hermeneutics, and to preaching Paul today.

The

contributors include

many who

are well

known

for their expertise

and previously published monographs that make them altogether suited to
write articles on similar subjects. For example, David Aune writes on
“Apocalypticism,” F. F. Bruce on “Paul in Acts and Fetters,” James Dunn
on “Fetter to the Romans,” Gordon Fee on “Gifts of the Spirit,” G. R.
Beasley-Murray on “Baptism,” John McKay on “Antioch on the Orontes,”
I. Howard Marshall on “Lord’s Supper,” and Ben Witherington on “Christ”
and “Christology.” Especially noteworthy is Michael Holmes’ article on
“Textual Criticism,” which is concise in expression, comprehensive in
scope, and balanced in evaluation.
All in

all,

the

volume represents

a

good cross section of serious conser-

vative scholarship that will be for a long time a useful resource for students

and pastors

alike.

Bruce M. Metzger
Princeton Theological Seminary

Metzger, Bruce M. A Textual Commentaiy on the Greek New Testament. 2d
ed. Stuttgart: Deutsche Bibelgesellschaft; United Bible Societies, 1994.
Pp. xiv

Since

+
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its

appearance

in

1971, Bruce Metzger’s

A

Textual

Commentaiy has

become one of the most-cited works of textual criticism ever written. Designed to complement the United Bible Societies’ Greek New Testament
(1975), it presented the evidence and reasons for the textual choices of the
UBS Editorial Committee, of which Metzger, the esteemed George L. Col-

—
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lard Professor of
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Testament Language and Literature Emeritus

at

Princeton Theological Seminary, has long been a member.
Whereas the first edition of the Commentary was intended for use with

UBS

the third edition of the

text, this

second edition

designed for use

is

with the current fourth (1993) edition of the UBS text. This means, among
other things, that for each of the 284 sets of variants added to the fourth
edition an explanation of the Editorial Committee’s decision has been giv-

en

in the

commentary. The fourth edition

from

ants

its critical

also

removed 273

these have also been dropped from the commentary.

commentary

the

found

in the

also included, in addition to the

apparatus of the third edition of the

ditional sets of variants.
sets

is

found

of the

first

sets

of vari-

apparatus; according to the preface, “almost all” of

UBS

While no mention of the

in the preface to the

ten such variants in

The

1440

fate

edition of

first

sets

text,

of variants

about 600 ad-

of these additional

second edition of the commentary,

Matthew

a

check

indicates that seven of the ten have

been retained; of the first twenty such variants in Acts, eighteen have been
two of the eighteen having been added to the apparatus of

retained, with

the fourth edition of the Greek

The

New

Testa?nent.

most extensive revision of the introductory material

is

found

in the

discussion of the problem of the text of Acts, where Metzger’s valuable sur-

vey of research has been extended through
ing

it

has reclaimed

its

at least

1992.

With

this

updat-

place as the best brief introduction to the peculiar

problems presented by the two forms of the text of Acts.
In Metzger’s revisions to his overview of the history of the transmission
of the New Testament text, one may discern evidence of shifts in the scholarly climate since 1971. Remarks about the Alexandrian textual tradition are
unchanged, except for a slight shift in terminology (witnesses formerly
termed “Proto-Alexandrian” and “Later Alexandrian” are now labeled “primary Alexandrian” and “secondary Alexandrian”). The “Western” textual
tradition is now the “so-called Western” text. Of greater interest is the
change of perspective regarding the Caesarean text. Whereas in the first
edition it was treated as an established text type, its existence is now said,
quite rightly, to be questioned, and the Caesarean category has been
dropped from the list of significant witnesses to the text.
The late Kurt Aland described the first edition of the Textual Commen-

monument

most painstaking and detailed kind of
from Metzger”; it is also a model with respect to its clarity of organization and incisive exposition. The revised second edition only confirms this estimate of Metzger’s work; he continues
tary as “a veritable

work we have come

now

in his

to the

to expect

ninth decade

—

to put the scholarly

community

further in his

debt.

Michael W. Holmes
Bethel College
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Marsh, Charles. Reclaiming Dietrich Bonhoeffer: The Promise of His Theology.
New York: Oxford University Press, 1994. Pp. xvi + 195. $29.95.
It is

time for

a

new

full-dress interpretation of Bonhoeffer’s theology.

Ten

years ago Ernst Feil’s definitive The Theology of Dietrich Bonhoeffer appeared
in English, culminating a generation of Bonhoeffer expositions by some of

Europe and America: John Godsey, Jurgen Moltmann, Heinrich Ott, Andre Dumas, Clifford Green, and Larry Rasmussen
the best theologians in

name only a few. Then the flow stopped, until now. Several specialized
come out on Bonhoeffer’s ethics, his philosophy, his influence in America or South Africa, and other subjects. Two world conferences
of the International Bonhoeffer Society have met and produced their findings. But here, in Charles Marsh’s work, we have the first effort in a decade
to

—

studies have

to present

Bonhoeffer whole once again,

in the light

of all the research, dis-

cussion, and debate that has gone before.

Marsh has

his

own

focus.

He

does not write

a

biography. Bonhoeffer’s

part in the political and social history of Nazi times

is

not his central con-

cern. Rather he aims to present Bonhoeffer the theologian confronting and

interacting with the major theological and philosophical influence of Ger-

man

culture before National Socialist

ing he hopes also to

show

madness gripped the nation. In so do-

the relevance of Bonhoeffer’s theology to our cul-

—

—

from yet so ominously similar to the
Germany.
The book begins with a careful comparison of Bonhoeffer with Karl
Barth. They share, says Marsh, the same basic assumptions: the primary objectivity of God’s trinitarian selfhood, his “aseity,” and the secondary objectivity of God’s being for us, his “promeity,” in Christ. Theology therefore begins with God’s self-revelation, not with human religion, reason, or
experience. But, although they interacted and influenced each other, there
is a difference of emphasis between the two men. It concerns how they deal
with that “secondary objectivity,” God for us, in relation to the world of
human philosophy, social structure, and experience.
ture and our religion, different

“culture-Christianity” of pre-Nazi

Marsh

dom
it is

spells this

out in the area of philosophy. Barth stresses the free-

of theology to use or ignore philosophical categories, determined as
in

method and content by

herence in
hoeffer,

itself

but

its

own

source, seeking not systematic co-

faithful, fallible witness to its revealed

togetherness; in the service of celebrating this

Lord. For Bon-

a

new space of human

new

reality, certain philo-

on the other hand, “Revelation creates

sophical themes can bring to the theological task unexpectedly creative implications and illustrations of
this

its

own

glad proclamation.”

Marsh

illustrates

point by describing in depth Bonhoeffer’s appreciative critique of

Hegel and Heidegger, and adds critical encounters between Bonhoeffer’s
thought and that of Tillich, Derrida, Scharlemann, and others.
The theme of the book, however, transcends these comparisons. Bon-
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Marsh, proposes “a christological redescription of the claims

hoeffer, writes

of transcendental intersubjectivity,” whether of Heidegger or Hegel. “His
task involves the inner rethinking of this philosophical tradition so that otherness and plurivocity are not reduced to self-mediation; rather, plurivocity

depends on the mediation of Christ as the one who inaugurates the meI and the other.” This leads not only to the rethinking of

diation between

human community in the light of Christ’s presence for others in it, but alnew understanding of human subjectivity, “the overabundant I, the

so to a
self

reshaped

in Jesus Christ,

ic self-identification

In this

.

.

.

the conversion of the person from

of the real to christic mediation in

adam-

with others.”

book the author has done something unique: he has caught the

movement and
tarian reality,

the poise of

structure of Bonhoeffer’s theological witness to the trini-

the for-ness or promeity of

its

God

of the world, in

in the life

relations between Christ and humanity, church and world,

selfhood and community. However, not
objectivity” of divine revelation

thought.

life

One wonders about

all

dimensions of

and action are

the capacity of

“secondary

this

fully present in Bonhoeffer’s

human

sin to corrupt

knowl-

edge, even the knowledge of God, by turning truth, even relational truth
dialogically arrived

at,

into self-serving ideology.

At

this

point both Bon-

hoeffer and Marsh, in their eagerness to give substantive forms to God-for-

somewhat the warning

us in Christ and the church, blunt

theology that also the theologian

dialectical

logical distortions of

is a

whose thought-structures God’s word

judges, trans-

forms, and finally makes true by grace and only by grace.

awareness of the way in which

human

in Barth’s

sinful witness, the ideo-

One

misses

relations in the world, but also in the

church, can be distorted by manipulative power, even power that claims re-

This awareness was there in BonOthers have brought it more into focus than has Marsh.
One may ask whether the I, the self, is too strongly emphasized at the cost
of finding self-identity in the mission and the community of the household
ligious, cultural, or political authority.

hoeffer’s thought.

of God.

But the reader would be well advised to put problems like these on a sepand work through these rich, complex pages with an open and
inquiring spirit. There may be new questions there, as well as answers to
arate shelf

old ones, waiting to be discovered.

Charles C. West
Princeton Theological Seminary
Peters, Ted. Sin: Radical Evil in Soul

Eerdmans Publishing Co., 1994. Pp.
Reinhold Niebuhr
sin

is

the

is

and
ix

+

Society.

Grand Rapids:

Wm.

B.

338. $24-99/$i4.99.

credited with the observation that the doctrine of

most empirically arguable doctrine of Christianity. Ted Peters,
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Professor of Systematic Theology at Pacific Lutheran Seminary and the
Graduate Theological Union, agrees. He has written this book in hopes
that not only Christians but those from humanistic and non-Christian religious traditions may find common cause in dealing with the problems he
describes. “The Christian perspective offers little that is unique here,” he
argues, for its distinctive contribution lies in its understanding of forgiveness and new life from a gracious God, not in its descriptions of sin
or

evil.

Sin

is a

comes from failure
on the grace of God. It

flaw in our character that

creatureliness and dependence

to

acknowledge our

results in alienation

from sources of good and “an illusory and vain effort” to secure our own
lives by self-effort. It is, in short, a failure of love of God and fellow creatures. Radical evil

is

not only the result of such

a centripetal life in injus-

and cruelty, it is a larger destructiveness that encourages the sinful response that increases its power to harm.
Sin is a mystery, Peters reminds readers. There is no explanation for such
a denial of our creatureliness; it can only be described and interpreted. The
hope is that such an approach will display the power of forgiveness and divine grace to overcome sin and create the conditions for love. Although Peters draws on the insights of thinkers like Ernest Becker and Rene Girard
as well as classical Christian theologians in treating aspects of sin, and although he argues with sociobiological explanations of sin as found, for example, in Dawkins and Wilson, he does not attempt to construct a grand
theory of his own.
There are seven “steps” or aspects of sin around which Peters marshalls
his extensive documentation. The first aspect of sin is anxiety, which draws
us to deny our mortality through self-deception and the theft of others’
powers. Coupled with the second aspect, unfaith, we are eventually overwhelmed by the need to secure ourselves against whatever seems a threat.
The third aspect is narcissistic pride that blocks sympathy and understanding among fellow creatures, and leads to conflict between us and
them. Fourth, there is the desire to possess and master, or concupiscence.
tice

Like Augustine before him, Peters thinks that inordinate desire breeds longings that cannot be satisfied by any finite object, eventually driving us to

ever-increasing consumption and destruction.

The

last

three aspects form an unholy trinity of things that pull

beings apart and apart from each other and God.

The

fifth

aspect

human
is

self-

need to cover sin in a self-deceiving cloak of rightness. This
is sin’s immune system, which protects it from any challenge to transformation. Sixth, there is cruelty, in which the self-isolation and enmity of sin
against ourselves and our companions is acted out in innumerable small and
great deeds of oppression. And finally, there is blasphemy, the turning upside-down of any symbols of grace that might provide an opening for turn-

justification, the

—
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phenomenon of Satanism

in his

treatment of

of self-contradiction.

This outline scarcely does justice to the variety, the power, and the
tragedy witnessed in the materials Peters presents. Admittedly he does not
give full-scale theological consideration to problems usually associated
with

sin, e.g., original sin,

develop

new

human freedom, and

theodicy. His purpose

descriptions of the forms of sin today. Peters has a gift for

ing traditional symbols live again in concrete ways.

Not

all

will agree

is

to

makwith

judgments about the forms of sin in the cultural conversation of our time; this reviewer does not. But many will be instructed by this
book and, perhaps, feel the need for confession and forgiveness in relation
to new' realities; this reviewer is among them.
all

his specific

Thomas D. Parker
McCormick Theological Seminary
Sands, Kathleen
ology.

M.

Escape from Paradise: Evil and Tragedy in Feminist The-

Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1994. Pp.

When

xii

+
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began reading Kathleen Sands’ provocative and eloquent work,
was being subjected to yet another ritual patricide, extended to
include a comprehensive matricide. But as I read on, I realized this was unfair. Sands does engage in extended critique of the “anti-tragic” elements
of both androcentric and feminist theology. She acknowledges recent writI

I

thought

ers’

attempts to incorporate tragedy into their theology but argues that

of them
in

I

fail

to render adequately the full impact of a tragic heuristic.

womanist and feminist demands

for justice she finds lurking the

all

Even

remnants

of a moral dualism and idealism characteristic of Western thought. She interprets rationalism as “the passion to render reality as a single intelligible
whole” while its shadow, dualism, is “moved by a hunger for a pure unmixed
good” (p. 2). She is sympathetic with some of the reasons that theologians
feminist and otherwise
are driven to embrace anti-tragic strategies. They
reflect an effort to refuse absurdity and fault as the ultimate realities of the
human condition. But she remains suspicious of any appeals to innocent or
idealized justice, nature, God, or Goddess: “In order to foster real justice
and equality in the present, I would argue, we should all beware the believed-in goodness of any God or Goddess who is invulnerable to the sufferings and chaos of history” (p. 60). Such a move, Sands thinks, comes close
to clinging to an absent absolute, when risking commitment to a possible

—

good, however

The

fragile, is

what

is

called for.

bulk of the book consists of analyses and sympathetic criticisms of

contemporary feminist theo(a)logians (three chapters are dedicated to the
works of Rosemary Radford Ruether and Carol Christ). It is primarily in
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her concluding chapter that Sands suggests what a tragic heuristic accomplishes.

Here she weaves elements of her own

story with expositions of four

novels, each a brilliant and excruciating evocation of the radicality of hu-

man

suffering and the ambiguity (at best) of redemption: Beloved Bastard
,

out of Carolina Love Medicine and Housekeeping.
,

,

It is fitting

that she choos-

es this evocation of irresolvable suffering, that she exposes, rather than
ly

argues

for,

the tragic that enfolds

human

experience.

The

tragic

is

a

on-

surd

and appears best in portraits of human pain rather than in arguments about world fragility. What she finds in these resources is not simto thought

ply a recital of the meaninglessness of
tical

life

but rather

a calling forth

responses to suffering. “After the death of the metaphysical

are called to the practice of compassion, a practice

always wider then our capacities

of prac-

God” we

whose boundaries

(p. 168). It is a practice

are

carried out in con-

communities and without the “closure of absolutes.”
is perhaps closest to that of Dr. Rieux in Camus’ The
Plague. In the face of ultimately meaningless and hopeless suffering, one is
called simply to resist it as forcefully as possible. There is something compelling about this lean ethical vision, a practice of compassion that is “for
nothing.” And yet I wonder if Sands has not given up too much. There is
something strangely (anti-)Hegelian in her exposition of theology from Plato to Carol Christ, all weighed, all found wanting. Perhaps the tragic
heuristic, which permits unredeemed suffering to appear in a way that is
crete

Sands’ theology

very difficult within the confines of
is

also incomplete.

icality
sible.

of

evil, it

much

Perhaps precisely

Christian theology, nonetheless

in its ability to

acknowledge the rad-

make

resistance to evil pos-

obfuscates those realities that

This would

itself

be an illustration of her point that no rational

claim can be complete and that tragic conflict

manent

human

feature of the

sible to claim

more

among goods remains a
who find it

condition. But even for those

per-

pos-

for religion than an absurd, compassionate struggle

against suffering, Sands’

work

will

be an invaluable reminder that not

all

pain finds redemption and that theology must be able to acknowledge the

hemorrhage of suffering

that lies at the very roots of creation.

Wendy Farley
Emory University
Gutierrez, Gustavo. Las Casas: In Search of the Poor of Jesus Christ. Translated by Robert R. Barr. Maryknoll: Orbis Books, 1993. Pp. vii + 682.

$34.95.

Since the publication of his epoch-making

1973, Gustavo Gutierrez has produced

a steady

A

Theology of Liberation in

stream of books and essays,
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the while that his major goal was to complete his study of the six-

teenth-century Dominican missionary-priest, Bartolome de Las Casas. The
final product has made the wait worthwhile. Las Casas is not only Gutierrez’s finest

work,

it

will be,

I

believe, the

book

that has the

most profound

and lasting influence. Meticulously researched and beautifully written,

it

opens to the reader the mind and soul of one of the most remarkable figures in Christian history. Likewise,

it

comes

as

near to being exhaustive as

any w ork on Las Casas
Dividing Las Casas’ life into five periods, Gutierrez traces the beginnings
of Las Casas’ uneasiness with the Spanish mistreatment of the Indians to
his likening them to the suffering Christ. One can sense and comprehend
the discomfort turned to outrage as the once w'ell-to-do cleric began to see
through the deviousness and fraud practiced by the powerful, both in the
American colonies and in Spain, who defended the conquest and the enslavement of the Indians on the basis of international law and Christian
morality. Gutierrez asks, not rhetorically, “What does the gospel have to
do with guns?” and finally concludes, quoting Las Casas, “Christ did not
die for gold.” This is history, but it is history theologically interpreted.
One unfamiliar with the extensive writings of Las Casas may question
Gutierrez’s assertion that the missionary’s initial misgivings about the Spanish invasion of the Americas were stirred by “his reading of the Bible.” But
the evidence is there. Yet, others before and after Las Casas also read the
Bible and arrived at entirely different conclusions. Delineating the influences on Las Casas, other than the Bible, that led to his conversion to the
available.

is the major contribution of this extraordinary study.
Looking back, it is nothing short of miraculous that Las Casas challenged
and contradicted not only the conquistadors and the colonists, but also the
most eminent theologians, ethicists, jurists, and political scientists of his day.

Indians

He

even lectured the king and the Supreme Council of the Indies.

escaped imprisonment or assassination

Las Casas, however,

is

is a

wonder

How he

in itself.

not represented by Gutierrez as superhuman or

—

is he depicted
as some of late have
attempted as the first liberation theologian. The Las Casas that emerges
from the pages of this book, though remarkable in many respects, is a per-

as a

person without defects. Neither

—

son of

his time,

one with the kinds of imperfections that

afflict all

mortals.

Gutierrez, for example, deals forthrightly with Las Casas’ jaundiced view

of Muslims and with his misguided support for introducing African slaves

American colonies. But these mistakes are put in perspeclatter. The reader is reminded that Las Casas quickly saw
the folly of his idea in regard to the African slaves and later published a
pained and contrite confession of “his ‘blindness’ in this matter.” This, as
into the Latin

tive, especially

the

—
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well as his unrelenting condemnation of exploitation and oppression of the

Indians and later of the Africans

is

well

known, Gutierrez contends, “to

every serious historian and anyone else willing to consult the facts and the
texts.”

the

One

fact

is

clear.

Gutierrez has consulted and mastered the texts

enormous range of materials regarding Las Casas. Readers

are there-

fore advised not to ignore the extensive endnotes Gutierrez provides to substantiate his analysis

and conclusions.

Translators rarely are given the credit they deserve for their tedious, time-

consuming, and invaluable contribution to scholarship. Robert R. Barr has
not only translated the text accurately but has also retained its inherent vigor and grandeur.
Alan Neely
Princeton Theological Seminary

Droge, Arthur J., and James D. Tabor. A Noble Death: Suicide and MartyrChristians and Jews in Antiquity. San Francisco: HarperSan-

dom among

Francisco, 1992. Pp.

The
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recent debates over euthanasia and Kevorkian’s “suicide machine”

have precipitated
life.

xii

a

national debate over the question of taking one’s

own

Since the sixth century, the Christian attitude to suicide has been

al-

most uniformly one of condemnation. Now, thanks to Arthur J. Droge of
the University of Chicago and James D. Tabor of the University of North
Carolina at Charlotte, the early Jewish and Christian traditions concerning suicide are seen to be more complex than has been recognized. Indeed,
it is

simply inaccurate to claim that the Judaic-Christian attitude to suicide

has always been one of condemnation. In

fact, the Bible, the Apocrypha,
and the Pseudepigrapha, as well as Josephus’ works, indicate that suicide
could be accepted and even respected. This literature, along with the history of early Christian martyrs, indicates that suicide (which is not always
categorically distinct from martyrdom) was sometimes seen as insurance for

eternal

life.

A Noble Death has a

preface, six chapters, and a conclusion.

The

first

chap-

between suicide and martyrdom, and
improves the “linguistics of suicide” with the introduction of a new technical term, “voluntary death.” The second chapter turns to the classical
world, focusing on Socrates’ death and noting that it was the Pythagoreans who first proscribed suicide. The third chapter examines the six “suicides” recorded in the Old Testament: those of Abimelech, Saul and his armor bearer, Samson, Ahithopel, and Zimri (cf. also the stories of Aaron,
ter explains the tangled relationship
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Moses,

Elijah,

and Jonah).

apocalyptic Judaism.
in the

The

New Testament,

attention to

The
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fourth chapter studies voluntary death in

fifth discusses briefly

the only suicide described

by Matthew, and then turns
Jesus’ crucifixion and Paul’s martyrdom. Contrary to most
that of Judas reported

scholarly opinion, the authors claim Paul held that “an individual could

himself and be ‘glorifying

God

with his body’ by doing so.”

“The Crown of Immortality,” reviews

ter,

The

kill

sixth chap-

the accounts of voluntary death

and the hope for instantaneous immortality through
martyrdom (which is sometimes a suicide-like death). The final chapter
studies “The Augustan Reversal,” since Augustine so influenced the sixthcentury canon laws that proscribed suicide and thereby proved formative
in early Christianity

for later thinkers such as
I

Thomas

Aquinas.

was drawn to the present study because

I

have been disturbed by the

from
menWith re-

(apparently unparalleled) collective suicides in the history of Judaism

Gamla

167 b.c. to a.d. 74, notably the mass suicides at Jotapata,
tioned in this book), and Masada (which fell in 74 and not 73).
spect to early Christian views, Jesus’ death was not suicidal (and even
(never

breaks with the category “martyrdom”), Judas’ death was certainly

a sui-

Matthew (although he does portray it as a remorseful act),
and Stephen’s martyrdom may well have been foreshadowed by his “suici-

cide according to

dal” speech.

What

a taxonomy of suicide, which
Maccabees 14) or of despair (Judas), evidence of hate (Samson) or of love of family (the young man at
Masada), and the sign of victory (Antipas in Revelation) or of despair
I

find missing in this study

is, first,

can be an expression of hope (Razis in

(whole families

at

2

Gamla). Second, the historical context of the suicides

fre-

quently noted in the Apocrypha and by Josephus should have been more
precisely framed.

From

the

Hasmoneans

of early Judaism and earliest Christianity

man

167 b.c. to
conspicuous

in

is

a.d. 74,

the history

in the annals

of hu-

history by the preponderance and importance of suicides or martyr-

doms

(including even whole cities like Gamla, an entire group at Jotapata,
and 960, according to Josephus, at Masada). We do not yet adequately un-

derstand these phenomena, yet they are crucial for reappraising the subsequent condemnation of suicide by our Western culture. While the historical investigation of suicide is not to be isolated from the study of mar-

tyrdom,

it

appears that Droge and Tabor have occasionally confused the

Martyrdom

when

must
Moreover, the authors’ claim that
“Jesus of Nazareth proclaimed himself the messianic king and never expected to die” (p. 1 16), is made without exegetical support. The volume
would have also benefited from a fuller discussion of such concepts as
two.

is

not suicidal

the individual, for example, Jesus,

face death in a hopeless social situation.
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“time,” the “afterlife,” and “body” in relation to “soul.” Finally, the research

would have been enhanced by
Autothanasia

to

a careful

reading of A.

J.

L. van Hooff’s

From

Suicide (1990).

aside, Droge and Tabor successfully demonstrate
and Christian traditions will not permit the facile conclusion that suicide is always and everywhere to be condemned.

These reservations

that the Jewish

James H. Charlesworth
Princeton Theological Seminary
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In this book,

Donald Capps looks

intentioned adults

and the

at the

Available

"hidden" abuses of children by well-

role that religion plays in the legitimation of these

More than an expose, however, The Child's Song is a book about recand the healing of the child self—-"the mutilated soul"— that all

abuses.

onciliation

adults carry within themselves.

"His

aim—elegantly and

den of

life

passionately

evoked—is

a return to the biblical gar-

and wholeness where childhood dreams can flower and the 'God

of the second chance' can restore

what has been

lost

through countless gen-

erations of pious but punitive child-rearing practices."
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